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YOUNG WILD WEST'S LIVELY LARIAT
-OR-

ROPING THE RUSTLERS
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAP'l.'ER I.

"'Why, he-he says you are a rus tler," came from th e girl's
lips. "But I don't believe it, Dudley," she added, quickly, her
ALMOS'r A LYNCHING.
eyes fl ashing. " I know you wouldn't stoop so iow as to steal
anything, much Jess cattle. "
A handsome, well-built young man of twenty-five was riding
" I am glad to hear you say that, Julie," he answered, his
slowly along the bank of a good-sized stream in the eastern face brightening up. "I don't know what it means, I am sure.
part of Colorado, near the Kansas line, one day, a few years I am not a rustler, anything but that," and he shook his head
ago, when that region was extremely wild.
determinedly. "The fact is, " he went on, "I have been doing
One glance a t him would have sufficed to satisfy the ordi· my best to learn who the rustlers aro, and that is what
nary observer that he was a cowboy.
brought me up this way this afternoon. True, I have my susHis style of dress and his horse and equipments were quite picions. but what can I do without proof?"
enough for that.
·
"Whom do you suspect, Dudley?" the girl asked, eagerly.
On the opposite side of the stream, which might easily have
The foreman h esitated for a moment, and then as the girl
been called a river, a herd of cattle could be seen grazing upon teaned closer to him, he said :
the rich grass t hat was growing there in abundance.
"Buck Dixon. He hates me, I know, and you know for what
The cowboy looked over at the cattle and gave a nod of sat· reason. '
isfaction.
Juli e's face flush ed.
"Everything is quiet up this way," he muttered. "There is
"Yes, I know," she answer ed, and her ey es flf(shed with sudsomething very. mysterious about this gang of rustlers tha t is den anger. "Buck Dixon is my fath er's oldest hand on the
stealing our cattle. I would give a month's wages to catch ranch. I know he has asked fath er's permission to marry rue
them at it. I can't und erstand w'hy J eff Roberts acts the way several times, a nd," n.nd she falter ed and lowered h er head,
he does of late. It malces ine think thay he is suspicious of " I fear t hat father has at last answer ed 'yes.' "
me; but for what reason I can't understand. I wonder if- "He has, eh ? Well, surely you are not going to marry a man
Hello! Here comes Julie, as I live! What can be the matter you detest."
·
with her? She is riding hard, as if something was wrong. By
Brown said this almost fi ercely, as he took the girl by the
jingo! What does it mean, anyhow?"
hand.
He was now looking straight behind him, his eyes fixed upon
" No," she cri ed, suddenly. "In spite of what my father says
a horse and rider.
'
I will never marry Buck Dixon. But, Dudley, you mustn't
The rider was a feinale, too; her costume and the long hair worry over this. There is another thing that should worry
streaming straight behind her told this much.
you. th9ugh. Father believes you are a rustler, and t hat you
But Dudley Brown, the foreman of the Big R. Ranch had are connected with the gang that has been stealing ca ttle for
recognized her, and quite readily, too, for she was no other the past few months. H e has declared that you must be cap·
than Julie Roberts, his sweetheart.
tured. You know what that will mean, Dudley. If the cowThe cowboy's heart was beating fast now. This may have boys feel that you r eally are guilty of stealing our cattle they
been caused by two reasons. One because it was hif! sweet- might--"
heart, and the other because he feared she might have bad
She paused and looked up into the branches of the tree
news of some sort for him.
above them as she said this.
He took off his hat and swung it over his head, and the
"I know what you mean." the cowboy spoke up, quickly,
salute was promptly answered by the girl.
while a grim smile showed about his lips. "They will lynch
Then the foreman of the Big R. Ranch turned his horse to- me."
ward some trees a little to his right, and once there he dis"Such things are not uncommon in these parts, you know,"
mounted to await the arrival of his sweetheart.
she answered, her face now very pale.
The broncho was approaching at a gallop, and in less than
"I know that, my dear. But I hardly think the men I J1ave
a minute was upon the spot.
been leading upon the range so long will believe that I am
"Oh, Dudley," exclaimed Julie Roberts, the daughter of the guilty of stealing cattle. In the first place, th er e is not n.
owner of the Big R. Ranch, as she permitted herself to be straw of evidence th at I eve r did such a thing, and sureTy my
assisted to the ground, "father is very angry about you."
old companions woul dn 't wa n t t o put me t o death for a crime· I
·'He is, eh? What is the matter, Julie?"
· n ever committed, when there wasn't a spark of prooI aga; u:;t
'l'he cowboy asked the question as he looked at her steadily. 1 me."
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"But my father thinks he has the proof. He says he has." be a cattle thief," came the rather unexpected answer, and
then Julie actually looked defiantly at her parent.
"I can't help what he says, Julie. I am no rustler."
"You git on your horse an' ride back to the ranch as quick
"I know it, I ' know it!" she cried, fervently. "It wasn't
necessary for you to deny it to make me believe it. "Still," as you kin. Hurry, now. This ain't no place for you."
"Father," the girl said, in a voice that trembled slightly,
an'd her face fell again, "that doesn't alter the situation. If
father feels sure that you are one of the rustlers, and he though it was one of de.termination fol' all that, "I have always
makes the rest of the men believe it, what chance will you obeyed you in everything. But I will not move from here untU
have? You know how hot-headed father is, when he once gets you promise me that no harm shall befall Dudley Brown. He
is innocent of the charge you make against him, and I know
started."
1 it."
"Let her stay here, boss, i! she wants to," a big, raw-boned
Y
strange
acting
been
has
"Yes, I know that, too, Julie. He
d "Sh i i 1
it is. Some
toward me of late, and now I .can understand why
e s n ove
.
d I fl 1 b man of thirty exclaimed, as he dismounte
·
·
for it. But
blamed
be
can't
she
maybe
an'
rustler
the
with
e-Y
rm
one has been poisonmg his mmd against me, an
of."
deservin'
he's
what
got
he's
after
mind
he~
change
she'll
an!?·y
lleve Buck Dixon: is the .. man. Why, Julie," and an
gleam shone in his eyes, if there is any on_e co~nected with.. The ranchmau flew in a rage, and, dismounting, he turned
the big R. Ra~ch who is a rustler, I would .pick him out to be to the bo-irl as if to force her to get upon her horse and ride
Buck Dixon himself. He is away from his work more than
any other man on the rang_e, and whenever I have spoken to aw;;\ she simply backed away from him and declared again
'
' him ~bout it he_ always gives some sort. of an excuse that that she would not leave the spot.
There was something about her manner that caused the
doesn t at all satisfy me. I _made up my mm_d two _days ago to
follow t~e movements of Dixon, and I ce:tamly will n~w, un: father to pause and look at her.
"I tell you plainly I will not leave here and that you must
less-- and he turned his eyes upwaid toward a llmb of
th
permit Dudley Brown to be harmed, for he is innocent,"
not
throwcried
hat you mean ,, the 0<rirl
k
~OthreeD. dl
she cried.
'
•
•
•
, u ~Y, 1 now w "
1
" 1 tell you to go on home, Julie," he said, in a milder tone
You thmk that after all they may
ing herse~f,, m his arms.
of voice
hang you·
"I am.not going" and she stamped her foot upon the ground
"They'll never hang me if I can prevent it, sweetheart, you
'·
. dl
d t
can rest assured of that. But say, look back there."
\~;:::ii~~ur the cowboy foreman had not moved a step but
It happened that the cowboy turned his eyes in the direction
the girl had come fr~rr: at th l:-t moment, and when he saw a was watching ·the excited men who had ridden to the sce~e.
"Boys," he said, speaking to the cowboys who had not yet
pa:t~ of horse~en rid~ng swiftly toward the trees, he was
dismounted, "do you think I'm a rustler?"
, .
qmcl, to call her attention.
"Boss Roberts says he has the proof, Dud," one of them anA startled scream ca.me _from_ the girls llps as she looked
swered hesitatino-ly
back and saw the approachmg nders.
"Weil, if he h;s the proof that I ever stole a steer or any"Fat~er and th~,,cowboys!" she exclaimed. "Oh, Dudley,
thing else, I am willing for you to go ahead and hang me.
what ai c we to do·
"We'll stay right here," was the rather cool ·reply. "Don't Now then, let him produqe the proof."
"What's that?" roared the ranchman, turning from his
you get excited, but just remain quiet and probably I can
quickly Gonvince your father that he is wrong in his opinion daughter to the accused man. "You want me to produce the
of me. Buck Dixon is with them, too, and I shall certainly proof, do you? Well, here it is. Here's a man what's been
tell him something that he will not be expecting. Now do as watchin' you for the last six days, an' he's willin' to swear
that he has seen you take three fat steers from the range an'
I say, Julie. Remain calm."
The ranchman and the cowboys were less tl::an a quarter of a dri.:ve 'em over the river to tile west, which means, of course,
that you have got some one hangin' around there to buy 'em."
mile away.
Jeff Roberts, the owner of the Big R. Ranch, pointed to the
Certainly they must have seen the lovers standing near
their horses under the trees, for they were coming that way as raw-boned cowboy who had been the first to dismount.
"Buck Dixon is ready to swear to that, is he?" Dudley
fast as their horses could carry them.
Julie Roberts seemed to resign herself to whatever might Brown asked, a sneering smile upon his face as he moved
his gaze to the cowboy.
happen.
"Yes, I'm ready to swear to it. I seen you, an' you know I
But she could not help looking around as if for an avenue of.
did, too, 'cause you caught a glimpse of me the last time I
escape for her lover.
f1.s she turned her gaze upward along the bank of the itream was on your trail."
"Buck Dixon, you lie!"
she gave a sudden start.
'l'hen unable to restain himself any further, the foreman
Riders wern c0ming from that direction, too, but they were
stepped out quickly and let go a blow with his right fist which
not as close as her father aud the cowboys.
caught the accusing cowboy squarely on the chin and sent him
"Dudley," she excla.imed, "look there!"
The cowboy foreman gave a start when he saw what she to the ground.
"Grab him, boys!" the ranchman cried. "Git a rope around
was pointing at.
"Strangers, Julie," he said, after a short silence. ''Ladies his neck. I've heard e-nough to satisfy me that he's one of the
thieves. We'll take the law in our own hands, 'cause it's too
with them, too."
"I am so glad!" the girl cried, "for if anything goes badly far to take him to a justice of the peace. Up with him. I've
been loo kin' for the blamed rustlers a long time, a.n' now that
with you they will surely interfere."
"Little they could do, if your father ;md the boys insisted we've got one of 'em the quickest way to fix him is to hang
•
uoon lynching me," Brown answered, with a shake of the head. him. Up with him, I say."
Of the seven cowboys who had r emained in the saddle only
"There are but one man, two boys, two · girls, a young
woman, and a couple of Chinamen there. Surely they "'.ouldn't three of them dismounted.
One of them brought a rope, but he did not seem to be over
have much weight with nine men who were determmed to
anxious about putting it about i.he accused man's neck.
lynch a rustler."
"Jarvey," Brown said, his face very pale and his lips trem''They may do something, and probably I ·could do the rest.
Du.dley, I am bound to save you. TbP.y shall not harm a hait bling slightly, "I have always thought you was a friend, but
of your head. Why, I'll shoot the first man who dares to put I tell you that if you attempt to put that rope around my neck
I'll shoot you."
.
a rope about your neck." .
Out came the ever-ready. revolver, and the foreman backed
"Calm yourself, sweetheart. Don't talk like. that. Probably
your fears are mostly groundless. But we'll soon see. Here up close to the tree near where his sweetheart was standing,
and held the weapon in readiness.
they come."
The cowboy promptly threw down the rope, and folding his
Along the bank of the sluggish stream the cowboys came at
arms across his breast, he nodded his head and answered:
a gallop.
"D ud, I oughter be ashamed cf myself for this. I don't
An ek,erly man who rode as if he had been born in the
blame you for sayin' you'll shoot me if I go to put that rope
saddle was in the lead.
The angry gleam in his eyes told plainly that there was around your neck. But I ain't goin' to do it, Dud. I for one
don't believe you stole any cattle."
going to be considerable in the way of excitement.
"\Yhat do you mean, Jarvey?" the rauchman cried, angrily.
"1Yhat are you doin' here, Julie?" he demanded, almost sava,i:ely, as ha rein ed in his horse and looked squarely at the "Como on, somebody else, then. You have got a yaller streak
in you. You're afraid of the rustler what's been masqueradin'
girl.
·' I came here ~ tell D¥d!~:'{ Bro_w n that .rou belle_v:e him to here as an honest man an' makin' love to my gal at the same
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time. Somebody put that rope around the thief's neck, or I'll
do it myself."
No one made a move to do it.
The rascal who had been knocked d"wn was now sitting
upon the ground, but he did not make an attempt to get up.
Probably he noticed that the girl had .drawn a revolver, and
that it was pointed directly at him.
Roberts, finding th::i.t no one was going to do as he commanded, seized the rope that had been thrown to the ground
and stepped toward the accused foreman.
· At that ':wment the party of riders, who had approached unseen by the ranchman and his cowboys, rode around a clump of
trees less than fifty yards away and appeared before them.
"What's going on here?" called out the boy who was riding
a splendid sorrel stailion and slightly lea.ding the rest. "Looks
as if you are trying to have a. lynching."
"I don't know a:s it's any of your business , kid," the ranchman retorted, angrily. "You're a stranger here, an' ain't got
nothin' to do with it. We've jest caught a cattle thief, an'
we're goin' to make him pay the penalty of his crime."
The boy rode up, his long, light, chestnut hair hanging over
his · shoulders, and bringing his borse to a halt within a few
feet of the angry ranchman, ho said:
"My friend, I don't believe in lynchings. I reckon if this
man is a cattle thief you had better take him to the nearest
town, where he can have a fair trial."
"He isn't a cattle thief," shouted Julie Roberts, springing
forward. "My father t hinks he is because that scoundrel sitting there on the ground says he saw him steal cattle. But it
isn't true, it isn't true. budley Brown is innocent.,,
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As far as the rest of those present went, the boy simply re·
garded them as men: of the average type to be found working
upon the ranches in the West.
"Just keep away from me, stranger," the boy said, motioning
the belligerent cowboy back. "Your face loolrn as though it
has just been smashed, and from the fact that you just got up
from the ground, I take it that such a thing occurred. i·fow
then, if you don't look out I'll land one on you myself, and if I
do you can bet your life that you'll thillk you have been kicked
by a mule. I am only a boy, I know, but I learned how to
handle my fists a few · years ago, and I have never permiLted
myself to forget it. Now then, boss," and he turned to the
ranchman, who st.:,iod looking at him as if he was very much
puzzled, "you ha~ heard who I am. Probably you will be
willing to tell me who you arc."
"Are you sure you're Young Wild West, the boy I've heard
so much about?" Jeff Roberts asked, speaking slowly and acting very much as if he had his doubts about it.
"There is no mistake about it. My name is Young Wild
West. _Now then, your name, please."
"Jefferson Roberts is my name, an' I'm the sole owner of
the Big R. Ranch. This here," pointing to the right and left,
"is my cattle range. Most of it I've got a deed for, but I
s'pose the rest is mine so long as the government don't take
it from me. Now then, Young Wild West, you may be a very
sma1't -boy, an' abie to do lots of things that nobody else· kin
do, but this here piece of business what's goin' on right here is
mine, an' it ain't none of yours."

"All right, Mr. Roberts; I don't want to interfere with your
business one bit. But I don't mind telling you right to your
face that there will be no lynching here. That's something I
never believed in, and 1 am not going to permit it now. You
are· accusing this man of stealing your cattle. r have looked
him over, and I am satisfied that you are mistaken. I never
saw him before, but there is something about him that makes
me think that he is anything but a scoundrel. This fellow,"
and the boy turned to Buck Dixon, "looks a lot more like a
rustler than he does."
"And he is the very man who says he will sw0,ar that he saw
Dudley Brown stealing cattle," cried Julie Roberts, as she ran
over and stepped between her father and the young deadshot.
There was a silence then which lasted for the space of fully
lhalf a minute.
Then Buck Dixon broke it by saying:
"It's a fact, so there's no gittin' over it. I've been watchin'
Dud Brown for some time, an' when i found he wa::; one of the
many what's been steal!n.' cattle in these here parts I was
a lot surprised. I couldn't hardly believe It at first, but I kept
on watchin' him until I thought it aboQ.t time to let it be
known."
·
"You lie, Buck!" came from Dudley Brow·n, and he leaped
CHAPTER IL
forward to strike him again.
.
YOUNG WILD WEST SETTLES IT.
But Young Wild West pushed out his hand between the two,
The well-known boy hero who was pl'etty well· known as and
coolly said:
the Champi.o n Deadshot of the West smiled in his cool and
"Hold on a minute. Probably you are right in saying that
easy way as he kept his eyes fixed upon Buck Dixon.
The appearance o-f the young deadshot and the companions he lies, but don't get excited ovet· it. Let me talk to the boss
who traveled with him in search of excitement and adventure a few minutes."
'I'he accused foreman gave in right away, and with a nod
just then can easily be accounted for.
Young Wild West was on one of his horseback trips with no stepped back, 'his sweetheart joining him.
"Now then, Mr. Roberts," ·wild said, the vestige of a smile
partk'.'.lar destination in view, and he had come upon the
on his face, "just reason with me a little while, will you?:'
scene of the intended lynching by chance.
"Go ahead and let me hear what you're goin' to say, Young
With him were his. sweetheart, golden-hair•d Arietta Murdock; Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and his wife Anna; Jim Wild West," came the reply.
"You have been missing cattle, I take it?"
Dart and Eloise Gardner, his sweetheart, and Hop Wah and
"Yes, something like twenty or thirty have been stolen in the
Wing Wah, the two Chinamen who were brothers employed
past three months."
•
as servants for the party.
"A.nd naturally you were anxious to find out who is stealing
They had ridden straight over from the main range of the
them."
Rockies, meeting with all sorts of adventures on the way.
But when they came in sight of the cattle range and saw
"You bet I've been anxious. I've been huntin' high an' low,
so many ·steers and cows grazing near the edge of the crooked an' I've had all my men doin' the same thing, even to him,"
little river, none of them were thinking that anything start- and he pointed a finger at the accused.
ling was likely to come to them very soon.
"I see. And he is the man you think to be one of the gang."
"Yes, that's jest what I think."
But to suddenly arrive on the spot where a man accused of
"Your reason for thinking this way is because Buck Dixon,
rustling cattle is about to be hanged certainly changed the
as I heard him called just now, told you so. Is that it, Mr.
aspect of things.
Boy though he was, Young Wild West had experienced much. Roberts?"
"I suppose that's it."
He had made himself a very close observer, and it was
seldom indeed that he judged wrongly in forming a quJ.ck opin"Did any one else tell you an:i,'thing about it?"
"Yes, three or four of the boys said somethin' a bout it."
ion as to the character of a person by simply looking him over
"1'hey did, eh? Did they tell you where they got their inand hearing him speak.
The boy's impression in this case was that Dudley Brown formation?"
''Well, I reckon they all ailowed that it was Buck what told
was innocent, and tha.t Buck Dixon was a villain. ,
The ranchman he simply regarded as a man with a vf§.ry bad 'em."
"Then it really all came from Buck Dixon-I mean the int.~p~r _wb,o _was. q~ck _to dro_p_ at conclusions.

"Ah!" came from the lips of the boy, and then. he coolly
dismounted. "There s eems to be a little disagreement here,
my friend. I take it that you are the boss of a ranch somewhere around here."
"I don't want to talk to you, kid," and the angry ranchman
actually reached out and pushed the boy from him.
"That's all right," was the smiling retort. "You're a little
too much riled, that's all. But you'll cool down after a while,
boss. Now then, let's see if we can't straighten out matters
a little."
"Who in thunder are you?" cried Buck Dixon. as he quickly
got upon his feet and strode belligerently toward the boy.
"Me? Oh, I'm Young Wild West."
The reply ha~ hardly come f":om t~e boy's lips when the
cowboys broke mto a cheer, while Julie Roberts clapped her
ha,~ds ~leefully.
,,
You re sa~ed, Dudley, she shouted, to make herself heard
above !he cries of t~e cowboys. "It's Young Wild West, the
Champion Deadshot.
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formation you have received about th0 man who was caught
getting away with some of your cattle."
The ranchman hesitated a moment and looked at the ground.
"Blamed if I ain't been a iittle too fast!" he exclaimed,
suddenly. "Co"me to think of it, I s'pose Dud Brown's word
oughter be worth .as much as Buck Dixon's. But you see,
Buck has been hintin' right along that he was putty sartin
he knew who was helpin' along the rustlin' game here, an'
now an' then he would speak someth.in' about D~1d. But when
he come out flat-footed this noon an' told me he would be
willin' to swear afore a justice of the peacc 1that Dud Brown
stole seme of the cattle, I jest made up my mind in a hurry
to have a lynchin'. But it's all off now, Young Wild West.
The fact Is, Dud Brown has been a mighty good man. He's
been my foreman for over a year now, an' I never had a
better. one workin' for me."
"Jeff," Dudley .Brown spoke up, reaching out with his hand,
"that sounds mighty good to me. Shake hands with me, and
I promise you that I'll never rest till I satisfy you through
and through that I never stole a thing from you in my whole
life, much less a steer. I'll do more than that, too. I'll find
out who has been doing it. Certainly one man couldn't do
all the rustlin' that's going on for miles around. There's
· a gang of them, that's sure."
"Dnd, I'll shake with you. I'm mighty sorry I accused you
so _quick."
"I knew you would come to your senses after a while,
father," cried the girl, springing forward and catching him
by the neck. "I hope you will forgive me for not obeying you
when you ordered me to go back to the ranch."
"Never mind now, Julie,," the ranchman answered, kindly.
"Maybe the whole thing has happened for the best. I reckon
we'll all go over to the ranch. We'll take Young Wild West
an' his people with us, an' you kin bet your life that they kin
visit there jest as long as they want to. How about it, Young
Wild ·west?"
"I reckon we'll be pleased to stop with you until to-morrow,
anyway. It's always a little change to put up at a good, oldfashioned ranch, you kn.ow, though I hardly think any of us
really get tired of camping out. We are so used to an openair life that I am sure that we would hate to be penned up in
a house very long."
Up to this time the young deadshot's companions had not
spoken a word except in low whispers among themselves.
Wild now quickly introduced therh, and one at a time they
rode up and shook hands with Ranchmau Roberts.
The seven cowboys who had accompanied Roberts and Buck
Dixon for the purpose of catching Dudley Brown and hangi;:ig
him W('re gathered about the latter and doing their best to
assure him that they had believed in his innocence all the
time.
No d .; abt they had, too, but had permitted the excited
ranchman to spur them on, probably thinking that it might be
true that Brown was guilty, even though they hoped he was
not.'
'
.All hands got to talking, and soon laughter was heard.
Suddenly Buck Dixon was seen sneaking over to where his
horse had strayed.
·'Say, Mr. Roberts," Young Wild West said, pointing toward
the rascally fellow, "does he work for you?"
·'Yes, he's one of my men. The fact is he's about the oldest
hand I've got. I mean by that thaL I've had him longer than
any one else. Always been a putty good sort of feller, too."
"All right. I just wanted to know, foat's all."
·'These is all my meri," the ranchman went on to say, as he
nodded to the bunch. "I Jest told you that Dudley Brown is
my foreman."
·'Your foreman, eh?"
"Yes, that't; right."
".And yet you were going to- lynch him, bel"ieving him to be
a cattle thief."
"Yes, that's right. - But I was too fast, Young Wild West, a
lot too fast. I'm willin' to let you setUe this here piece of
business."
"Do you mean that?"
"I sartinly do. Boys, you're hearin' what I say. I'm goln'
to let Young Wild vVest settle this business."
Wild seized his hand and. gave it a hearty shake.
" [ promise you that with the assistance of my two partners,
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, I'll settle the whole thing
sath;factorily to you, and," he went on to say, as he shot a
glance at the rascally cowboy who was now rirling away at a
can1.er, "I will do more than that. I'll find who the rustlers
are."
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"Three cheers for Young Wild West," yelled the· man who
had been called Jarvey.
Then they all joined In, even to the ranchman. his daughter,
and the foreman whose luck had changed so suddenly.
"Et," the young deadshot said, turning to his sweetheart, "I
rec_k on we have been able to do a pretty good thing. It seems
Lhat we are lucky in such mattrrs, anyhow. Probably the
i)lnching might not have taken place even: if we had not got
here as we did. But just the same there would have been a
bad piece of business existing, and there is no telli.ng just
how it might have turned out."
"It is seldoru that we are not on time, \"\'il(l," the girl answerell, smilingly. ·
:Julie came up to them just then and informed them thnt
the ra11cb was only just the other side of a little ridge to the
south not mon, than three miles and n half distaut.
"Mother aud my little brothers nnd sisters will be awful
glad to ha Ye you stop with us a whllP. I nm surP. ·· shi clcclared. "I feel so thankful for wl)nt you bnYe done that I
can't express mysPlf just now. But I'll nwkc up for it Inter
on. Are you rently to ride bacl,?"
"iYe are ready if \Vild is,•· the youug deadshot's sweetheart
answered.
"I reckon we arc all re-::icly just as soon as your fatl.ler Is,"
WiM saifl. nodding to the rnnch girl.
"Come on, father, I Pt's take our guests to the house as soon
as possilJle," .Julie cried.
Roberts nodded, and promptly turned to his horse nnd
monuted.
'!'hen tfll those who lrn.d dismounted quickly got in the F:nlldle. and off they started. the two Cl1inamC'n bringing up the
rear of tile procession. ench leading a well-loatkrl pnck-horse.
The' cowboys werP now in what might be caI!('d a joyful
moo cl. nnd it wH s not long before they slac-kenecl th0 J)ace of
their horrns and got back so they might tnlk to tlrn two
heathens.
Right here we may as well state that the Chinaman known
as Hop \Yah was really n wonderful chnract(•r.
He was a clever magician, a l1orn practical jokc>.r. and had
the hnppy faculty of being able to generally do the right thing
at the right time.
His brother, i~'ing ,Vall, . wlto had onc·e cnlled himself a
"Melicn.n sport." had sobered down a lot in the 1111st three or
four ~·ears, :incl was now just a plain, eas~·-goinr.; heathen. who
nttenclNl carefull:r to the work set out for him and minded
his o-1vn ll•lsiness.
iYhen the cowboys _begnn jibing them Wi11g paid no attention at nil, while Hop mncle rPplies that wrrr rcnll:, eomic-al.
But he wn;; simply baiting them on, nnd finnllr .TnrYPJ". who
seenwd to be the most fun-loving one of the lot. nntured to
grab Hop's queue, which was coiled around the back of his
head.
"Whattee matt<'e?·• the Chinaman a Rkccl, ns if he was angry.
"You wnntee Inn-tee poOl'. CJ1inee?"
"Only pnllin' your pig-tail, heathen," was tile reply. "Don't
git ruacl."
"Alice light. )!e no·gittee matl. l\fo velly srnartce Cllinee,
so be. You lookec' outtee. Maybe me burtee you if me gittee
mad."
'!'his caused n roar of laughter, aucl those ahead turned to
dir<coyer whn t it meant.
Rut Young- \i'ild i\Tpst qnic-kly explnitwll to the rnuehm:m
and his clnugh1:er, ns w ell as to tlw foreman. that Hop ·wall
was qnite abl e to t::Jl;:e c-nre of him~elf. fl<lrli11g that be was
very mu ch of n joker, :rncl that the co,vboys had better not
go it too strong with him.
"He ,yonldn't shoot, would he?" Roberts asked, somcwhnt
surprise-d.
·
"Oh. uo. Notlling like tlln.t. But I never yet saw a cowboy or any one else who coulcl get the best of him when · It
came to fooling-."
~ Or pl a yin' cfrnw poker, either,·· spoke up Cheyenne Charlie,
a brand t':rin on his face.
"(.}it otit! .. th e ranch man exclaimed. "The heathen plays
poker. ch?"
"EYery 1ime h e> gits n clrnure. boss."
''I reclrnu he'll find plenty of tilt- boy:; whnt likr:;: the game."
''They'll he :--so1-r.r if they 111:ty with him. :\Ir. Robertl::."
Yonni! \Yilil \\'est cleclare(1. "He will wi11 all the mou ey
they ll:!.ve.•·
I-toberts bec·:1n1e (·uriom; to J1nYe n c·l nser look at the hent!Jrn
who was so ic1 to ht> s1 ell n. r,•rni1rkahl<' f ellow, ~n he turned
aucl rocle Llllr:k to tlw tnil-e~1(1 0f th(' lltl:o ]JJ"O': P~:, io11.
At th:lt u:o:nent Hop was 11:;l.Jling a <:ig:1r which he had
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taken frnm one of the mauy pockets the inside of his loosefitting l.Jlouse contained.
j !arvey was right beside him, keeping up a rattling fire of
witty remarks.
"Hea tlleu," he was saying, as Roberts got on the other side
of the Chinaman. "don't you thinl, that somebody else smoke!:l
cigars as "·ell as you?"
'"You wantee smokcc>, so be?" Hop askctl, as if he llad
really not thought of it before.'
·· Safrin I tlo. Give me a cignr like that one you ha Ye got
·
in your month."
"Allee ligllt." and out came a cigar so quickly that Jarvey
could not ha,e told to !'in,·e hls life just where it came from.
l'.nt he acC'epted it, just the su.rue, H)l(l when the Chinaman
quickly teuderetl him n match Ile took that, too.
'l'ltc next lllomeut he was puffing away at the _cigar and
loolung around at biA companions with an air that told
plainly he 1elt himself just a little bit above them at that
llloment.
"Velly niece cignr. so be," Hop <leclared, and then he turned
to the ranclrnian au(! smiled blandly.
"I reckon so," was the reply. "Got any more?"
":.Ie gottee one more, so be. You wantee?"
"H you don't mind I'll hiwe a smoke j est now. It will
sorter ease my nerves up a little bit. '£hank you."
The Inst was said ns the Chinaman handed him a cigar.
Hoberts fJ ukkl.r lighted it, and tlten began asking Hop questions about Chll,a.
:\foanwbile Janey was puffing away like a ·g ood_fellow.
He had smoked itbout half au luch of the cigar when sudileuly tht're "·as a flash, followed by · a mufii·ed report, and
.Tart"ey's hors<; gave a leap into the ati· and sent the rider
spr,nYHng upon the ground.
"Hip hi! 'iYlrn.ttce matt('e?" cried Hop Wah, affecting both
fear and amazement. "Somebody shootee um foolee cowboy,
so be."
CIT.APTER III.
A 1' THE RANCH,

Young 'iVild Wc~t and his friends knew exactly what had
happened the instant they IJeard the report behind them.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, "the blamed
heathtin h:1s blowed sorue one up with one of them loaded
cigars."
He turn,ed his horse und went galloping back, for the ranchman and th.e cowboys ilnd come to a halt.
Vi'ing, the cook, was coming right nlong, however, leading
the pack-horses beltincl llim and sitting in the saddle as
calmly as if noilling hnd occurred to disturb him.
Of course be knew all about it, but it rather disgusted than
amused him, for as a rule he objected strongly to his brother's
.
practical joking.
"Say, Youug 1Vihl 'iVest,'1 Ilanchman Roberts cried, excitedly, nrJ ·wuc1 followed Charlie to the spot, "there's somethin' mighty funny what's happened. Sorter seems to me as
if the heathen give my man Jarvey a cigar what had powder
in it."
"'That's just exactly what he did, no doubt, Mr. Roberts."
''Pshaw! Then I reckon I might as well laugh. Jest look
at him," and he pointed to Jarvey, who had risen to his feet
and stood looking at the ground as if he was searching for
something.
One of bis companions had caught the frightened broncho,
ancl as he came riding back with it he called out:
"1Vh'at's tile matter, anyhow? Did your gun go 9ff, Jarvey?"
"No, it didn't," was tho quick reply: "Sometbin' else went
off. though. It was the cigar the heathen give rue."
I The ranch man was holding his cigar at arm's length now,
as if be expected 1t woultl explode.
But Hop stepped up to hlm and in a whisper sa id:
"Lat allee light. You smokee um velly goodee cigar. No
·
go bang. so be."
"Heathen, I don't know whether I kin trust you or not, but
I'll take vour word for it."
"Misler·vwnd," Hop dec!:ued, earnestly, "lat cigar allee
samee light. so be. Velly good('e cigar."
"l¾o ahead ancl smoke, Mr. Hoberl:s," the young deadshot re.
plied.
Then he saw the cowboys laughing, and he could not help
smiling himself.
But Jal'vey took it good-naturedly. however.
He limped n llttfo from the full he had sustained, but once
be got into the saclclle he declared that he was all right.
"I reckon you got the best of 1110, Hop ·wail," he called out,
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as h0 turned to ride awav from the Chinan1nn. "I tho1,1ght
I'd have rt little fun with you. but yon sorter tnrned the
tal.Jles. You kin !Jet I'll never smoke another cigar that you
glve n1e.
"Aliee light. my fliend," Hop :1nswere<l, blandly. "l\Iaybe
me no g-ivee you some more cie:ar. so be."
"I know you won't. I won't tal;:e <me from you. But don't
think I',·e got any hard feelin's. I'll jrM kE'('P my t'ye on yon,
thoug-h. an' it might hnvpen that I'll git square wit\1 you. I
!i!;:e fon. n,u' I'm sarii11ly sure that you must. or you wouldn't
go around with loaded cigars in your poc;kets."
"Me buy lat cigar two, tillee clays ngo i1,1 um store," Hop
declared. affecting innocence.
"If you did you knowed it was loaded, so uou't say nothiu'
more."
"Allee light, me no say somethling more. so be. J\Jc velly
smartt')e Chinee. :.-Ie g-ottee unde in China 1Yhatiee "1"elly
muchee smart('e, ancl me nllf'e samee likee my uncle."
"Sbet up. heathen!" exclaimer! Cheyenne Charlie. and he
whirled his coiled lariat aronncl suddenly and lmoclrnd the
Chinaman's hat from his head.
Then they all went ::way at a gallop. and IIop. somewhat
.
angry, had to di;;mouut to obtain his hat.
. vVheu Dudley Brown and his sw0etheart learned what had
caused the sudden explosion behi.ncl them tiley laughed
heartily.
Of course they ai;:ked seYer:tl questions, and the result was
that they were not long in learning just what sort of a.
heathen Hop Wah was.
"He must make lots of fun for you," the foreman said,
looking at Arietta .
"Oh. be doel'\. But he is worth much to us in other ways.
Many times Iw has been the direct means of savin~ our Jives.
anc1 all through his clevcnwss and sleight-of-hand. Hop is
anything but an ordinary Chi11aman. you know."
"But he looks exactly like the rest of them, doesn't he?"
.Julie Roberts sa ict.
"Oh, they all look n. lot alike. They're about the s:1 me as
a herd of cattle. It's hard to pick one from the othf>J·, unless you ha Ye ;;c>en th0m quite often," Brown returned.
The cowboy fon'mau seemed , to be confident that Ile was
exonerated frr,m the charge Buck Dixon had made ng-ainst
him, and he did not even speak upou ti.le subject again during
the ride to the ranch.
After tlley cleared the ridge :rnd saw the bnildi:ngs not far
ahead of them our frien(ls wern not long in reaching the
ranch house.
As the cowboys were turning off to go to their <1uartcrs
.
Roberts halted them and said:
"Now then. boys, there ain't no· need of h'.lvin' 1111.v trouble
with Buck Dixon. Yo\1 kin ull listen to ,vhat he lu1s to sav
but don't tell him a thin~ more than what he already Imow'.-i'.
I ajn't rnacle np my milld jest what to clo in this cnse. only
that I'Ye told Young 'iViltl ,Vest be kin go ahead an' fix it np
to suit himself. He allows that it won't be long afore he'll
rope the rustlers. Yon know what that means, comln' from
him. There aiJ1't a man among you what ain't heard -of
Young Wild West. an' what he's done all through the whole
\Vest in the way of straightenin' out difficulties an' sich like.•·
They assured him that they would not mention nn~·thing
to the cowboy who bacl left so suddenly after finding tha t his
ac:cus:1tion hnd failed. and promptly rode off to the cona1
that was dose to the me.-s-house.
As Dudley Brown rode up to the house and brought his
horse to a halt along with the rest of thelll, be looked at the
ranch man aucl said:
"vVell, Jeff. I suppose l'd better ask you what I'm to do."
".Test the same as you bnve been doin', Dud," was the
quick reply. "I want you to understand that I don't beli~)ve
that you had anything to clo with stealin' any of the cattle.
I was fool enough to let Dixon pizen my mind ag'in ~-ou. But
he kept doin' it a little at a time. an' I jest coultln't help
thinkin' that you was guilty. But I know different now. 'fhe
way Buck acted shows mighty plain that he was lyin'. But,
Dud," and be shook his finger warningly, "you jest look out
for him. 'eanse I happen to lrnow that he's a man what ki11
hold a grudge. I ain't goin' to discharge him jest yet, 'cause
Young 'iVild West tlon't want me to. You're his boss jest
the same as you have been, so you'll have to look out f.oJ' him
till the time comes for hiru to git out."
'"l'hank you. JPff. 1'll do my lw.·t to make yuu fo,:! ,Joubly
sure that I never ,lid tile least bit of tt wi:oug tu you. i11uch
l~ss steal any of the c:a ttle. ·•
1
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He turnEd to ride over to the corral, but Roberts called
him back.
">lo. you <lon't. Dml.

You're comin' rigllt in the house. I
w:1nt to tell the missus s1m1etbin'."
The for<:>man blnsh<'d nt tllis :rnrl ,;hot a glnnce at bis sweetheart, who prompUy followed suit.
'.l'ben Dud, ns be was ,:,-al!ed, quickly dismounted and assi,:tccl Julie to the ground.
By this time the gir1s bud cllsmountl>d as well, but Wild
and his partners rema:ined in the saddle.
'TU cull the boy to take care oJ'. your hm·ses for you, Yomi~
"\Vi!(l 'li'i'est." Hober1.s said. "Come right on in the house."
·'If it's all the sn.mc to ' you, 11r. Roberts, we'll do this tlliug
ourselves. You migllt show ns where v.·e can put om· campi11;:( outfit anrl store;; we I.Jave witb us."
"Hig'lit you are. Bet jest \.Yait a minute. I'll settle a little
m~i ttfl· of busiuess right here before you all."
TlH·n be turnrd nnd ·ran into the housr.
It lrn.11penecl that he> founrl his wife busy in the kitchen.
f'.he had not bearcl them ride up to the honse.
'·Come here, i\Jaria!" he exclaimed, excitedly. "I want you
out to the front of the house right a way."
"1Yhatcver is the matter?" l\lrs, Roberts exclaimed. "I
hove you buven't don0 harm to ·the foreman. I heard after
yon left h eh\ that you l,ad started on his trail, thinl~in' he
w :1s one of the cattle tliie,·es, un' that you was goin' to lynch
bi!11."

"Xothin' like that. Maria. Come on out."
:.I.Inc:b puzzlecl. ·11is wife follo"·ef! bi!ll, and when she saw
the !Strangers. some of them right hy thP porch, she gave a
cry of nmnzement ancl threw np hoth hands.
·' \Yell, I never!" she ga:·pecl. "l'i'bat does this mean, Jeff?"
.T eff?"
'"It mi>nn~ that Young ,-rilcl \\"est an' them -what travels
around with him is ff)iu' to stay here for a few dayr;," was
tlto triumphant reply. "Julie, :jest make your motber acqun intecl with them gals. an' be quick about it."
'!'he c1nn.c;hter Wf\S quite equal to the task ancl while Mrs.
Hoberrn "·as sl1akinp; hancl;i with them and apoloi:;i,;ing for
her slovenly nppear,mc:e, claimil)g that sJJe lrnd come rigbt out
of the kitehen, her husband tumec1 to Young Wild ,vest aud
wl!iflJlerc<l:
.. ~ow thPn, I want to tell her tlrnt I've made up my mind
thnt Rinc-e Jnlie wants Duel. for a hursband, an' Duel wants
.Tl:lic• for '1 wife. that tte thing had lJetter be settled right
ht•r<>. ,-:1in t'R tile lwst tiling I J;:in say to rnn.ke ber understnncl it mig-llty (Juickly?"
"I tlon't knov.· n,; yo;1 co11.lcl :any it any better than you have
j1\;cit ,;ni!l i_t to me." the young drntl.rhot anrswered, with a
smile. •·1 r0rkon that will do nicely, Mr. Roberts."
" .Toft', ,,cm me:111." corrcc-ted the runchm:in. "You have been
c.nlliu' me :.l.[r. Uoherts right aleng. I don·t know of any one
nn,"N11Pre wli:1t calls me th,1t. so it sounds sorter strange to
my en.rs.
.Test rnll me Jeff, an' then I'll know every time
who ~·oti're m eanin'."
"Yery w0ll, .Teff. let it go at ti.Jut, ti.Jen."
'"l'lln fs tl.Je talk. Wild."
It wai; two or three minutes before Roberts could make
hi~ wifr pny attention to him. 31](1 "·11eu he finally did so he
hPlcl 1'nst to her nrm and pointing first at :Julie and then at tbe
foreman . he snicl:
"Xow thfn. :.l.faria, you have !mowed right along that our
gnl bas bepn in love with Dud Brown. Most likely you have
knowcd putt:v "·ell that he's been in lo'l"e witb her. You also
know that I told Buck Dixon bp coulcl bave the gal for bis
wife. I want to teil you right now that l'Ye changed my mind
on that there thing. The fact 1s. that since Julie wants Dud
for a bnslluncl, an' Dud wants Julie for a wife, I ,say let 'em
go aheatl an' git spliced. "\Vbat do you say?"
It was very evident that this suited the woman exactly.
"Oh, .Jeff!" she exclaimed, putting her arms about his neck.
"At last you seem to be getl'ing some good oid horse sense.
I didn't allow that you wouid eYcr change your mind this
way. You're such a headRtrong man, you know."
"Headstrong. eh? Well. mnybe I was a little too mncb that
way to-flny. But Young 'Wilcl Yi'est fixed i.t up, ~faria. He's
the boy what ~:ettled the whole thing. A.ny one as says Dud
BrO\\'n, my trnsted foreman, ever stole a steer had better look
out for me."
'Tile i.nnu's eyes flashed as he said tbis, aud he quickly put
his hnrnl on hil, r eYolver.
Tbis ennsecl our friends ·to smile, though it was one of
pleasure for tbey all felt thornugbly satisfied that the young
foreman \Tns an honest ancl trustworthy man.
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":Now then, Mari:i." tlw rnnrhman wcnl on. after a pan:ae,
"'jrr.t take them ladies in th e house· au' I reckon Julie wlll

help ~-ou make 'em eomfortallle. rm goin' to take
Vi'ild \Vest nn' hi;; parrlf- oYer to the ham nu' show 'em
tlw.v kin put their outfit."
"\Vitllout saying anything further he turned to his
and mounting, motioned our hero and bis partners to

Young
where
horse,
follow

him.
The two Ohinamen had not di smounted, and they promptly

set out after th em.
As they ~ot to the corral the cowboys were jnst maklng
for the bunk-house, after having put nway their hor:-;es.
.TIJ.n'CY ca refully waved bis bat ancl broke into a cbo<>r for
Yonng Wild West ancl his partners, and they all joinert In.
"That's all right. boys," the young deatlshot ca lied out, as
he waved his hand. "You had better not do too much of
that now. Wait until after we have roped the rustlers. Tl.Jen
it will be worth while cheering."
But this only caused anotller cheer, and paying no further
attention to it. our friends soon unsaddled their horses and
turnecl th-:m into the corral.
'rllcn the ranehman showed the two Chinamen where they
could put the belongings of the party, an.cl bade them put their
borses a wa,v the same as the · others had been when they bad
finished their task.
Back to the house the ranchman went, followed by Wild,
Charlie and .Tim.
The three were lecl around to the rear, where there was a
bench with tbe necessary basins for washing and a well very
close by.
They found Dudley Brown dying himself with a coarse
towel.
Certainly the young man seemed very cheerful, but there
was nothing surprising in this.
Only an hour before he had been quite de:iectccl, and whnt
had happened since that time was quite enough to cheer him
np wo1Jclcrfully, even though he bucl been in somewhat of a
tight place at one time.
"I've a whole lot to thunk you for, Younp; Wilc1 "lest,"
the foreman said, as he filled a basin with clean water for
our Jwro. "I only hope you'll be successful in discovering the
rustlers ancl rounding tbt·rn up. "
"l'U do that all right, and don't you forget it, Duel," the
boy nnswered, in his cool and easy way.
The conHclent air had convinrecl the foreman that be surely
wonl<l, and he promptly ran into the house to get a clean
towel.
Wild and his partners took their time about washing up,
and when they had finished and used a comb they felt very
much refreshed.
Not until then clicl they go into the house, and when they
did so they were proinptly escorted to the neatly fumisbed
front room.
The girls were not there, but their voices and laughter
could be heard in another part of the house, showing plainly
thnt they were in excellent spirits.
Dncl came in a.ncl sat down by them.
"Plenty of bool,s here.to read," he said. "Julie is a great
r enders. Slle buys all sorts of books with love stories in them.
Sometimes I read them, too. for she lets me have the books
now and then. It isn't very often that I've been in this room,
but it seems now that I'm going to be here whenever I feel
like it."
He gave a laugh as he said this, and then blushed deeply.
Wild a.ncl his pn.rtners did not care ahout reading just then,
so tbey passed away the time by looking at the books that
were hanging upon the walls, and taking an off-banded survey
of the room.
In a little while Julie came In, followed by Arietta, Anna
ancl Eloise.
Then there was a lot of chattering, and Oheyenne Charlie
remarked tbat it sounded like a concert of poll-parrots.
"Females has got the greatest tongues whatever was," he
declared, tuming to tbe foreman. "Sometimes they all want
to talk at once. an' then I'cl like to find a man what could
tell what it's nll about." )
But just then Anna. clapped her hand over bis mouth, and
taking tbe hint, Charlie leaned back in his chair and remained
silimt.
'!.'be ranchman came in a few minutes later, and whispered
sometbing- to ·.rulie, who promptly excused herself and went
to the kitchen.
Then it was not long before four cllildren, ranging from
sixteen down to four, came in.
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"'.rl1ese·ls all my kids,'· .Tcff Robert!> said, somewhat pro 11Clly,
he pointed to them as they stoo(l looking timidly n.i the
strangers. "They've been out huntin' up some berries for
supper, an' blamed if they didn't manage to git enough for all
bands, I 1·eckon. Somethin' llkc three or fout quarts. If :vou
look n.t their fingers an' mouths· you kin see thn.t they've been
doln' som0 tall eat!n' wbile they was pick in' the berries."
Then be forced tbem all to come in and shake 11,rncls with
our friends.
Cheyenne Clrnrlie promptly gave each of tbein a silver
quarter, though the eldest chi!rl. who was a boy, at first refused to take it, he declaring that he was doing work upon
the ranch and earning wages.
His name WU$ Dick, and Clmrlie promptly got !aim int<>restecl wllen he Rtarted to tell him of some of the wonderful
thing;, Young Wild ,vest hacl accomplished.
"I've hC'ard of yon all,'.' the boy declared. eagerly. "One
of our rneu told InE' one day that you lrnd a very funny Chinaman. ,vhere is be?"
"Most likely he's out with the cowboys. S'posc we go an'
see eh, kld ?"
"You bet I will," was the reply. "Come on."
'l'he two promptly left the room and started for the bunkhouse.
OR

CHAPTER IV.
BUCK DIXON SHOWS UP IN ITiS REAL CHARACTF:R.

Buck Dixon. the rascally cowboy, did not ride direct to the
ranch when he left the scene of the attempted lynching so
hastily.
Instead he tnmed off to the left. well to the other side of
the long ridp:e that was coYered with a thic!;: growth of timber
and underbrush.
He continnecl on until he was about five miles away from
the ranch. and then clescemli.ug- into a wide gully, rode a
couple of lnmrlr<'cl yards to n. rocky glen where there was a
little waterfall, and then brought bis horse to a bnJr.
He sat there in tlw saddle 1:or a moment, lookmg about and
listening, anc1 then he gave a low wWstle.
Almost instantly it was returned, and then be promptly
turned his horse mnon"' the ro<'ks, and riding under some overhanging Iiml.Js. haltC'd in nenrly the cC'nter of the glen.
A man stepped before him, stretching his arms and yawning.
"Hello Buck!" he said. "What are you doin' here at this
time of the da.y?"
"I thongbt I'd try an' find some of you an' let you know
that we bavc got to look out for troublP."
"What's thnt?" and the man, who had eYideutly been taking fl nap. bee-nine very active and intere;sted a!l of a sudden.
"You havo heard tell of Young Wild West, the Champion
Dea dshot'?"
"Yes; what about him?"
"He's here.''
"He's here?"
"Yes, an' he's goin' to fmcl them wl;mt's been stealin' cattle
around these here parts."
"Thunder!" ancl the man turned slightly pale.
"That's right. I jest had things ·fixed up to send Dud
Brown into eternity, when along comes Young Wild ·west to
stop it. I wanted to git Brown · out of the way for a reason
that you know about putty well."
"Yes, you was goin' to many your boss's daughter. It ain't
worked, eh, Buck?"
"No, Dandy, it ain't worked. It's all off, I may as well say.
I've played the game an' Jost. Dud Brown is at tbe top of
the heap."
"That's somewhat surprisin', seein' as how you have been
tellln' us how you was glttln' along so nice."
"I s'pose it is surpris!n', Dandy. But it can't be helpecl.
We've got to keep mighty shady now for a while. I ain't
been discharged yet, but I know blamed well I will be, 'cause
Jeff Roberts turned ag'in me quicker than lightnin'. I never
seen sich a thing in my life afore. There he was all the
time listenin' to me right along an' believin' what I said. But
all of a. sudden he takes a change. Tells me right to my face
that I lied when I told him that I seen Dud Brown stealin'
cattle. But say, where's the others?"
"You didn't expect to find Bill an' Tom here at this time of
the day, did you?"
"How did I know whether they would be here or not?"
"But you know where they went, don't you?"
"That's so. They took them nine steers away last night, an'
'lin't got back yet, I s'pose."
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"That's jest it. They'll be here afore darlr. though, an' then
WC''ll whack up the money the same as usual."
"Yes, we'll whack up the money all ri!!;ht. I'D be around
about seven. I reckon I'll go on now a.n' face the music. If
things don't go jest right I'll be back afore seven. But I'm jest
wantin' to git a cha.nee at Dud Brown . He punched me in the
jaw. Then if it happens that I could be lucky ci:ough to pop
over Young Wild West, it might make a whole lot of difference
to us."
"Better go it easy, Buck,'' advised Dandy, shal;:ing his hcRd
seriously.
"You know me, don't you?" was the reply.
"I sorter reckon I do. Thero ain't a man as kin !Jo ld a
candle to you that I ever seen when it comes to doin' things
i.n proper shape. Jest 'c.2use you made a little ml.ss of it
don't me?.,n that you won't come out at the top of the hea.p,
Buck. But do be a little careful. Don't git so blamed mad
that you for git yourself."
"That's what I call putty good advice,'' the rascally cowboy
answered, as he turned and rode out of the glen.
Dandy gave an approving nod and then yawned again, presumably with the intention of resuming hi3 nap.
Buck rode on out of the glen, and turning off the way he,
came, rode up the roclry ascent to the level ground above
and then went galloping away in the direction of the ranch.
He rode much faster than our friends had done, and the
result was he made up for the roundabout way he bad taken
a11d reached the ranch just after Jeff Roberts bad er,corted his
guests to the house.
Hop and Wing had not yet left the barn, where they were
busily stowing the camping outfit, when Buck rode up to the
door and dismount-eel.
When he looked in and saw the two Chinamen a scowl ap'
peared on his face.
But be quickly changed it to a forced smile, and called out:
"Hello, hdathens! I reckon you must be goin' to stop hete
for a while."
"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, looking at him sharply· and
recognizing him right away. "You bad Melican man, so be.
Wantee hangee um Meli.can foreman."
"Never mind about that, heathen,'' and again Buck scowled .
"I don't -s'pose you ha_ve got ,anything in the way of whisky
about you. have you?"
"You likee lillee dlink of tanglefoot?" Hop asked, smilingly.
Wing now turned and walked past the newcomer, a look of
disgust on his face.
No doubt he felt that Hop was simply preparing to play a
practical joke upon the rascally cowboy, and not being interested in such things, he wanted to get out of the way as soon
as possible.
He went on outside, aI).d talring his own steed. as woll as the
pack-horse he had been leading, he Jed them to the corral and
soon turned them in to graze.
Meanwhile, Hop was being veTy pleasant to Buck Dixon.
He was a little mysterious in his ways, too, and stealt11iiy
he went over to the door and watched his brother as he went
away with the two horses, as if he feared he might sse what
was going on in the barn.
Buck really felt like having something in the way of a
stimulant just then, and he took it for granted that the Chinaman had his reasons for actine," that way.
"You likee tanglefoot, so be?" Hop asked. blandlv.
"I jest told you that I'd like to have a little drink; heathen.
The question is, have you got any?"
"Me gottee velly goodee tanglefoot, so be. But whattce you
namee?"
"Buck is my name."
"Allee light, Misler Buckee,'' and then Hop produced a half,
pint flask that was full of liquor.
He uncorked it, and passed it to the cowboy, who, without
taking the trouble to smell of it, placed it to his lips and tock
a good pull.
But it happened that there was whisky in it, and Buclc
smiled gratefully as he handed the flask back.
Hop then took a pull at it, and lloiding it up, showed that
two-thirds had disappeared.
"You takee velly bigee dlink, Misler Buckee, ., he declared,
sha.king his head as if he was somewl!at disappointed.
"No more than you took, I reckon. It wasn't half gone
when I give it back to you."
"Allee light, Misler Buckee. Maybe we havee some more
pletty soonee. Now len, ::ue wautee tellee you 1wmethii,1g."
"What do you want to toll me, heathen?"
Eop placed the flask _under his blou;;;e, and as the man sat
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down upon some bales of straw, h e squatted upon th e floor
befor e h im.
·' N"ow Jen , Misler Buckee, " he said, shaking bis fi nger at him
as i£ t o imp r ess him deeply -,vi th what he in tended t o say;
"you makee ve lly bigee m istakee, s o be."
" Never mind about that, h eathen. I s'pose you're meanin'
that I m ade a mista ke 'cause I sairl Du d Br o,vn stole cattle."
" La t li ght. Misler Dud . no st ealee um cows, s o be."
"Maybe he didn't. Bu t the fe ller I seen goin ' a long with 'em
looked exa ctl y lik e hi m."
" Lat where you makee lillee mistak es, so be, Misler Buck ee.
You v.-antee be ve lly m uchee sur e when you tellee somethling
likPe lat."
.
"1'Lla e's a il right. I reckon I do n't wa nt you to tell me any
more a bout it. L et' s have another urink."
Hop nodded a pprovingly, and t hen llis hand slipped somewh ere unde r h is ·blouse an d out ca me a ha lf-pint flask .
If the r ascally cowboy ha d look ed a t this cl osely h e might
have n ot iced that it seemed to cont ain mor e t han the one he
had taken t he dri n k from before the Chinaman r eturn ed it
. to his pock et .
But h e fail ed to see this, and grabbing the flaek from Hop's
hand, he r emoved the cork and promptly took a big swallow.
That was as far as he got.
H o wa s suddenly tE.k on wit h a fit of ch ok ing, which affected
him so m uch that he fa iled to see the Chinaman make a hasty
exit fr om the barn.
H e p knew it would n ot be safe for him to r em ain there any
longer, so by the t ime his victim came run ning out of the
barn h e was at the door of the bun k-house.
"Hip hi!" he shouted, as he burst in suddenly upon the
cowboy who had lately gather ed there. " Ba d Melican man
allee samee killee m e, so be . Me velly gocidee Chin ee."
Then he suddenly whipped out the big, old-fashioned r evolver he always ca rried wit h him and made a dive for a
corner.
Ast ounded at th e unexpected appearance of the Chinama n,
the cowboys excitedly demanded to know what was the matter.
But Hop, thinking that he would surely be pursued to the
building, remain ed silent and kept waving his revolver.
But it happened th at his victim did not see fit to come
th e:-e, and after two of them ha d gone outside, only to see
Buck Dixon r: utting his h orse in the corral, they came back
and pulled Hop from t-he corner.
"Seo here," exclaimed Jarvey, "have you gone crazy, you
heathen?"
"Evelythling al!ee light?" Hop asked, as he arose to his feet.
''IV!Jat's the ma tter with you, anyhow?"
The Chinaman looked at the door.
"Me givee ba d Melican m an allee samee dlink of water and
led pepper, so be," h e ex plained.
.
"Wh at ba.d American man?" Jarvey demanded.
"Misler Buckee."
"You give Buel{ a drink of wa ter that had red pepper in it,
eh?"
"Lat ligh t, Misler Jarvey. You velly niece Melican man.
Me likee you velly muchee."
"Ha. ha. ha!"
Jarvey laughed heartily, for he seemed to understand what
the Chinaman was driving at.
"Say, boys" he said, turning to the rest, "I reckon I know
what it is. The heathen played a trick on me by givin' me a
lighted cigar, an' now he's b~en · givln' Buck Dixon a drink
from a bottle that had water mixed with red pepper instead of
whisky in it. This is what I call mighty funny. I seen Buck
out there puttin' his horse in the corral. We'll wait a llttle
while an' see what will happen. ·•
"Maybe Misl er Buckee wantee killee me, so be," Hop declarPd, acting as if he was very much frightened.
"We won't let him hurt you, heathen. Jest you take it easy."
The cowboys had just washed up, and owing to the fact that
there were lady visit ors at the ranch. they had started in to
fixing thems elves up a little , as th ey called it.
One had a flaming red handkerchief about his throat, while
another was trying his best to tie a four-in-hand from a blue
and white cotton strip.
The r r;st had put on clean shirts, and all of them had
combed their hair.
On the who!E', they looke d quite presentable, and as Hop
became more calm and surveye·d them, he gave a nod of approval and said:
"Cowboys lookee nicee, so be."
.Jarvey went to the rloor and sa w Buck Dixon just going into
tt1'! rnc ss-l1ouse, whi ch was r igh t alon gside tht' bunk-house.
"Hq, Duck!" he called out. "Is anything wrong?"
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"Who said there was?" came the query, while the villainous
cowb oy looked at the man scowlingly.
,
"What happ ened to you a little while ago? Had a drink of
whisky, I hear."
"Wher e is t hat heathen?" and Buck acted as if he was coming to investigate.
"He's right in here, Buck. But you jest let him a lone. He
played a trick on me, an' I didn't git mad, so there ain't no
use in you payin' any attention to it. But what was it he
give you to drink, anyhow?"
· "He had some putty good whisky," Buck answered, as he
came to a halt and then turned as if to go back.
"Whisky, eh? Why, I thought it was water with red pepper
iu it."
"Maybe the second dose was, but the first ' was all right. But
never mind. Don't think I'm a fool.. I've been called a liar,
I've been hit, and I've been fooled by a low-down Chinee. But
that don't say that I won't come out all right yet. I reckon I
know what I'm talking about. The rest of you know, too.
When I tol cl J eff Roberts that I knowed who it was that was
stealin' his cattle, I didn't tell no lie."
So saying, the v!llain turned a nd went on into the building.
He must have found the cook there, for there was a rattling
of dishes right away.
It seemed that Buck, even though he was only an ordinary
cowboy, had quite a pull with the cook, and generally he was
abl e to get something to eat a t any time he arrived.
It was not yet supper-time by any means, and th e rest of the
cowboys had not even thought of supper.
They were all anxious to go over to the front of the house
and show themselves to Young Wild West and his friends.
11\ThE'n Jarvey re-entered the bunk-house and explained that
Buck was very angry, but that he did not act as if he was
going to look for satisfaction, Hop laughed lightly and then
said: ,
"Now !en, we play lillee gamee dlaw pokee, so be."
H e produced a pack of cards as he said it, and instantly the
cowboys forgot everything else and showed their eagerness to
get into a game.
CHAPTER V.
CHARLIE INTERYIEWS BUCK DIXON.

When Cheyenne Charlie and little Dick Rob erts walked
dMvn to th e bunk-house both were eager to sec what Hop was
doing.
The scout knew pretty well that he would be found there,
and he assured the boy of it as they were walking a.long.
As they came to the building they could hea:r excited voices
with.in, and Charl!e promptly came to a halt !lnd held up his
hand for the boy to remain qui et.
'
"We'll jest do a little spyin' on 'em," he whispered. , "I
wouldn't be surprised if they're playin' cards. Does the men
here do much in the way of gamblin'?"
"All of 'em plays poker," Dick answered, quickly. "Pot,
does, too, every once in a while."
"Well, mo1,t likely there's a game goin' cu now, 'cause Hop
is a regular fiend at draw poker. Say, kid, he's the biggest
cheat you ever seen, too, au' it's mighty seldom that he don't
win a pile of money when he plays. But jest let him go ahead,
an' when the boys begin to kick 'cause they're losin', I'll
sorter make the heathen know where he's at."
"What will you do?" the boy Mked, In surprise.
"Maybe I'll take a notion to shoot a couple of inches off his
pigtail, or maybe I'll jest take a bit from one of his ears with
a bullet," Charlie answered, seriously.
"Don't do anything like that. From what I've heard of Hop
Wah, he's a pretty good Chinaman, and I wouldn't want to see
him hurt the least bit."
"All right," ·and Charlie grinned. "You don't s'pose I'd
hurt him , anyhow, do you? Why, that heathen has saved my
life too many times for me to git even mad at him. But sometimes he sorter riles me, au' then I make believe I'm awful
mad, an' I chase him around a whole lot. I've ducked him in
rivers, -pulled him out of a tent - when he was asleel} with a
rope around his legs, an' hung him to a tree, an' done .Jots of
other things. But every time I've done it he's always wait.in'
for the chance to git square with me. He's ·never missed
g!ttiu' square, either, kid. That heathen sartinly can't be
beat."
.
After having made this explanation to the boy, Charlio
stepped cautiously to a window of the long, low building that
was used as a sleeping quarters for the cowboys,
H e could not have struck a better place to spy upon those
within.
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Wh€'n he had finished doing this he smiled sweetly at the
happened that the poker game had alrea.dy started, and

scout, and said:
Hop was dealing the cards.
"Misler Charlie, you allee samee makee tlouble evely timee .
.All of the men had insisted upon playing, and there being
You lookee outtee, for me giltee square with you, so be."
seven of them, it made an eight-handed game.
"Makin' threats, are you?" and Charlie acted as if he was
It was the first time Charlie had ever seen so many playing
very angry.
draw poker, and he cculd not help Whispering_ it to the boy.
He even pulled a gun and shook it threi;_teningly at the
"All of the cards is out but twelve of 'em," he said, shaking
his head. "They're likely to git good hands. It must be that heathen.
"Now then," he went on to say, "I've a notion to shoot that
the discards are shuftled up, so they kin draw from 'em. I
pigtail of yours clean off your head. If it wasn't that I promdon 't kno l'I how else they could play the game."
"Tli'ere's money on the table, too, but not very much," Dick ised the boy I wouldn't do it, you would have the greatest
I
hair-cut you ever had in your life."
·
answered, as he took a peep.
"Puttee you gun away, so be," Hop answered, laughingly.
"You'll see that money go in the heathen's pocket in a min·
"You knowee velly well you no hurtee me. You likee me allee
ute or two. Now jest watch."
samee likee you my blather, so be."
He was right in this.
Charlie laughed, for he could not help it, while little Dick
The betting went around at a lively rate, six of the players
was so amused that he went from one to another of the cowren,aining and drawing cards.
Then one of them made the call, and the rest accepting it, boys and told them that it was the greatest thing that had ever
happeuetl at the ranch when Young Wild West came and
Hop laid down his hand and showed he had four aces.
"Me got tee four lillee aces," he said, and Dick laughed brought the clever Chinee there.
It seemed that Hop had taken a strong liking for the boy,
aloud.
All hands turned to the wintlow then, but saw no one, since for he at once proceeded to show him some of the clever
tricks he knew with a pack of cards.
Charlie antl the boy immediately got out of the way.
All these were quite old to the scout, so he interrupted the
But the,y knew they were being watched, and Jarvey promptproceedings by asking one of the men if Buck Dixon had
ly arose from the table and ran to the door.
''Wl\at are you doin' here, kid?" he said, looking at Dick shown up yet.
When he was informed that the man in question was at that
somewhat angrily.
."Th:it's all right," Charlie spoke up. "I jest brought him moment in the adjoining builqing, he gave .a nod and promptdown here to show him that smart heathen of ours. Poker ly went outside.
Charlie walked to the door of the mess-house and, looking
game gain' on, eh?"
"Yes, but it's jest for fun. It's only penny-ante we're in, found Buck Dixon sitting at a long table busy getting away
with a plate of ham and eggs.
p!ayin'."
The cook, who was a very mild-looking fellow wearing a
"It is, eh? I thought I seen quarters an' dimes dn. the
, Ted undershirt that was sleeveless and anything but clean,
.
table."
was busy with his pots and pans.
'' w ·e11, the limit Is twenty-five cents."
Both looked up when the scout entered.
"An' the heathen jest won a pot, didn't he?"
"Hello!" Charlie called out. "Supper-time, eh? I didn't
"I reckon so. He had four aces. I had four kings myself."
know that. Why, it ain't five o'clock yet."
"The heathen dealt, didn't he?"
"It's my supper-time whenever I feel like eatin'," Buck an"Yes, I reckon he did."
"Easy enough to know how he won, then. Say, you know swered, gruffly. "We don't have no regular rules here, do we,
you fellers are fools to gamble with him. He's a sleight-of. cook?"
"Nbt when you're around, Buck," the cook answered, quickhand feller, an' he kin fix the cards jest the way he likes."
"Oh, well, none of us can't lose very much, 'cause we ain't ly. "You're the oldest hand on the z:anch, an' I reckon you
got it to Jose. It's only a week from pay-day, an' a feller ain't have got more to say than any of the rest of 'em, not countin'
the foreman."
likely to have a heap of money right now."
"You might jest as well count him, too, even if the boss
Charlie and the boy followed him inside.
Hop was sitting at the table, while the rest were standing. don't believe that he's a cattle thief," came from Buck, as he
The Chinaman smiled blandly, and nodding his head pleas- thrust half of a fried egg in his mouth and began ch0wing
rapidly.
antly, said:
Char1ie took it that this was said purposely to cause him to
"Hello, Misler Charlie! Wantee play dlaw pokee?"
"I reckon you have got too many in the game now, Hop," say something.
Really it did not take much to make th1e scout express his
was the reply. "But say, I've brought the boss' boy here to
introduce him. His name is Dick. Now shake hands with opinion.
"See h Gre," he said, stepping over to within six feet of the
him. He thinks you must be a mighty smart Chlnee."
·'Me velly smartee Chinee, M!sler Dick," Hop answered, as eating cowboy, "if I was you I wouldn't talk like that. You
sartinly seen an' heard enough out on the range to understand
he put out his hand and arose from the table.
The boy grasped the hand in a sort of delight.
how things is gain'. I never seen you afore, nor I never seen
"You're Hop Wah, Young Wild West's Clever Chinee, are the foreman till I corne up an' found he was Jn danger of
bein' lynched. But I'm goin' to tell you this much, Buck
you not?" he asked.
Dtxon; I put you down right away as bein' a sneakin' misera·
"Lat me, Mfsler Dick. You likee me?"
ble llar a n' a s coundrel. Now then, you kin put that in your
"Yes, I do."
"Allee light, me likee you, too. You velly nicee Melican pipe an' smoke it. You kin wait till after you have swallowed
the grub that's left on your plate if you ,w ant to. My name is
boy. Maybe you wan tee s€'e nicee lillee tlick."
"Hold on a minute, heathen," Charlie answered, somewhat Cheyenn e Charlie, an' I was born in old Cheyenne. I'm all
sternly. "I reckon you jest won a pot by holdin' four aces." wool an' a yard wide, an' I kin lick any measly coyote that
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me wirmee allee samee six ever called a man a ca ttle thief when he wasn't one."
dollee and seventy-two cents, so be."
As he rattled off the ·words the scout became very angry, and
"Well, jest fork the. money over. You cheated to win · it, before he had finished his little speech his hand dropped to
his side and out came one of his reliable six-shooters.
an· you know it."
Hop looked around pleadingly at · the cowboys, and· all of
'rhe muzzle of it being turned directly towai·d Buck Dixon,
them promptly declared that they tlid not want their money there was no alterna tive but for him to take what the scout
said without showing r esentment.
back.
It must be said t hat whatever else he mir.;ht have been,
But the scout would not have it this way.
"See here, boys," he said, shaking his finger at them, Buck was quit e a cool hand.
He seemed to r ealiz·c ri ght away the position he was placed
"Young Wild West never allows this smart heathen to cheat
honest men out of their money. I take it that you're all in, and probably knew it would be nothing short of foolhardihonest, an' that bein' the case, you have got to take your ness for him to put up a fight.
He look 9d steadily into the eyes of the scout for a few secmoney back."
That settled it, for probably they thought that unless they onds, and then blurted out:
"You're one of Young Wild W est's pards. ain't you?"
agreed to what he said they might be thought dishonest.
·' I reckon I am, an' mighty proutl of it." was the reply.
It was not necessary for the scout to tell the Chinama.n any"Any one would know that much if they ever heard anything further.
Out came the money he had scoopetl up from the tabll;! after thing i\bout the kid vihat's s'posed to be the Champion Deadshowing his hand, and he began counting out what belonged shot of t4!3 West."
This was said somewhat snceriwrlY.
to each of them and passing it over.
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"What do you mean by that?"' Charlie dema.nd<>d, angrily,
as he pu,hed. the gun a little closer to the man's face.
"Why, den't Young Wild West travel around the country, an'
bulldoze e:very one he come to? That's what I've heard of
him, anyhow·, an' if he does it, most likely his pards does it,
too."
"Do you think I'm b~11ldozi11' you, you measly coyote?"
"I don't know what else you kin call• it. You come in here
when I was gittin' somethin' to eat, mindi.n' my own business,
an' started up your little game."
"I didn't start noth.ln'. up. It vms you what started it. You
said Gomethin' i:.bout what happenPd out on the range, an' I
tolcl you what I thought about it. I just told you what I
thougl1t about you, too. Now then, if you don't like the way
I'm talkin', jest say so. I'm willin' to give you a square deal.
We'll walk around to the back of this here buildin', you goin'
one way an' me the othe1·. Then just as soon as we see each
other we'll pep a.way. for all we're worth. If you go down it
will be all right, an' if I go down it will be all right, too.
Vvh:it do you eay? You seem to be mighty cool. Are you
gan1e?"
This was more than Buck expected to hear.

His face paled slightly, for evidently he really feared the
man bafore him more than he cared to show.
Then. again, the fact that he was one of Young Wild West's
partnern had the. effect of making him think that he would
hardly stand much of a. show, anyhow.
"Maybe you're a little sooner with a gun than I am," he
ventured, speaking slowly and looking at his plate.
"MG.ybe I am, an' maybe I ain't. But I ain't afraid to find
out."
·
·· I don't want to git in any fight jest now. I want to have
the clcance to prove that what I told the boss is right. It
might be that I was mistaken in my man, but I'm almost willill' to swear that I seen Dud Brown stealin' cattle."
"You're almost willin' to swear to it, eh?" and Charlie
pulled back his revolver a little.
·
"Yes, almost. But I might be mistaken. It might have
been a man what looked a whole lot like him."
"Oh, I see. You're changin' your tune a little, are you? All
right, you meas!y coyote. I've met a few men in my time what
had yaller streaks runnin' clean down their backs, an' you're
one of 'cm. You're yaller from the crown of your head down
to your heels."
"You're talkin' to me that way when you have got me covered with no chance to git at you," came from the lips of the
villain, who wa.s now pale with ang_er.
"All right, I'll put my gun away, then."
Charlie quickly dropped the revolver back into his holster,
and then stepping back a couple of paces, folded his arms
actoss his brr-ast and looked sneeringly at the cowboy.
At tlrnt moment the cook hurled a big tin pan squarely at the
intruder.
Charlie was unable to dodge it, and it struck him a glancing
blow upon the head and bounded to the further end of the
room.
As this happened Buck Dixon leaped to his feet, and had his
gun ready in a twinkling. ·
But Cheyenne Charlie had not been caught napping, after
au.
As the big pan struck his hand flew to his revolver, and it
had scarcely landed against the wall at the other end of the
building 'l\'hen the weapon cracked, and then Buck gave a
sharp cry and let his gun fall to the floor.
"v'Vhoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow, wow! I reckon there
ain't no measly coyote like you gittin' the best of me. Now
then . Mr. Cook, you're a J'riend of this feller's, so jest git
right out here an' dance like you never done afore in your
life. Whoopee, whoop11e!"
Crack, crack, crack!
Tb.rec shots rang out, and as the bullets hit the floor near
his feAt t.h.;:i cook yelled for help and. then began jumping up
and down like a wild man, while Buck sat at the table holding
fast to his right hand, which was bleeding profusely.
·· Bo:rs, '' s::.id the scout, "I'm mighty sorry I had to let my
gun bark a littl e. But them two measly coyotes sorter riled
me, an' I jest coaldn't help it."
'rhe cowboys, who had gathered in the mess-house, promptly
broke into a cheer.
CH.APTER VI.
WTLD AND CHAl:LEY S~'AP.T ON A TRAIL.

S,ncc the scene of Cheyenne Charl.ie's little exhibition of
shooting was bµt a short distance from the rac.ch-house, it
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could· not be otherwise than that those inside should hear
the shots.
"What in thunder is gain' on, I wonder?" Ranchmn.n
Roberts exclaimed, as be hurriedly started for the door. "I
reckon the heathen must have been lettin' some of his fireworks off."
"Hap didn't do that," Wild answered, quicltly, as ~e
hastened after him. "The chances are that Cheyenne Charlie
is responsible for it. We may as well go and find out."
Jim followed them, while the girls came out upon the
porch.
As the three hurried toward the quarters of the cowboys
they saw the whole bunch comi.ng out.
·
With them were Cheyenne Charlie, Hop Wah, and Dick
Roberts, the ranchman's son.
"What's the matter?" Rob-erts called out, excitedly.
"Nobody hurt much, Jeff," Jarvey answered, quickly.
"Buck Dixon is inside flxin' up his hand a little. But tbe
bullet didn't break no bones. Jest tore a little skin from
the back of his wrlst, that's all. Bleedln' putty good, but
I reckon the cook will help him all right."
The scout hurried to meet the young deadshot.
"W1ld," he said, "I jest couldn't help it. That measly coyote
they call Buck was tryin' to git me, an' I had to shoot the
gun from his hand. Then the blamed cook, who sided in
with him, hit me with a big pan, an' I jest made him dance
a little."
The ranchman frowned.
"Buck was tryin' to git you, eh? How did it come about?"
"We had a little argument about your foreman, an' he
was mighty sassy."
"That's it, eh? Was he gain' to shoot you?"
"i reckon he was. But he wasn't quick enough. I knocked
the gun from his hand with a bullet."
"Oh, that's it, eh? Maybe it would have been jest as
well if you had shot the rascal dead. I've changed my
mind a whole lot about Buck Dixon since what happened
out on the range, an' I now believe that he's a mighty bad
man. I'll jest go in an' tell him what I think of him. Then
I might as well bounce him."
"Go a little easy, Jeff," Wild spoke up. "We'll go in and
hear what he has to say."
"If he ain't no good, you kin bet your life that the blamed
cook ain't, either," Charlie declared.
"I ain't never thought much of the cook, anyhow," was
the reply. "Come on; I'll). gain' to do as Young Wild West
says. I'll go a little easy. But blamed If I ain't feelin' putty
mad."
Roberts led the way into the shanty.
The cook was putting a bandage about Buck's wrist, and
both looked up when they saw the crowd come in.
"What's the matter here?" Roberts asked, his eyes flashing with anger.
"Jeff," Buck answered, doing his best to appear quite cool,
"if -you're gain' to let things run in this here way, I may
as well quit my job. I've worked for you longer than any
other man you have got, an' I've always tried to do my level
best. If I made a mistake in sayin' that Dud Brown was
a cattle thief, I'm w11lin' to apologize. But I must tell. you
that if it wasn't him it was some one what looked exactly
like him. Of course, I might have made a mistake."
"I don't want to hear nothin' about that now, Buck. I'm
askin' you what's the matter. I heard some shootin' down
here, an' it's jest been told to me that you got winged when
you was tryin' to put a bullet through Cheyenne Charlie."
"What right did he have to come here an' bulldoze me
when I was eatin' my supper? I sartinly wasn'.t doin' nothin' to him."
'
"What right have you get to eat your supper afore it's supper-time?" answered the ranchman, growing more angry
than ever.
'
"I never ]mowed that it made any difference what time I
took a notion to eat, so long as the cook was willin' to fix
up tho grub for me."
"Huh!" and Roberts turned his gaze upon the cook. "I
hear that he took a hand in the game, too. Banged a tin
pan at Cheyenne Charlfo, so you would have a chance to
pop him over. All right. I'll fix this thing up when I git
ready. I'll tell you two right to your faces that I've got you
marked. You know what that means."
"It means, I s'pose, that we may as well look for new
jobs."
•
"You kin take it that wa.y if you like," and Roberts turned
and looked at Wild as if he expected him to say somethin3.
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But not a word came from the lips of the young deadshot.
While he would have preferred to have Buck remain at the
ranch, he was not going to say so.
But it really made little or no difference, though he felt
that some one must follow him when he took his denarture.
"I'm done, then, Jeff Roberts," Buck said, as he .l ooked at
his wounded wrist, which certainly must have pained him a
little. "I won't be fit to do no work for a week, I s'pose,
anyhow, so I'll light out right away."
"Better finish your supper afore you go," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, as he pointed to what was left upon the man's
plate.
'TH finish you, if I git the chance," was the quick reply,
"All right. Jest go ahead an' try it," and the scout stepped
toward 'him as i.f he meant to strike him.
But Wild quicldy pulled him back and advised him to keep
quiet.
The rascally cowboy was very bold about it. He promptly
walked out of the place and entered the sleeping quarters,
where he could be heard moving about as if he was gathering up his few belongings preparatory to leaving.
The ranchman followed him, and counting out some money,
he passed it to him, sa:'ling:
"Here's what's comin' to you. I never thought you was
gain' to turn out this way, Buck. It's a mighty Mg surprise. But I kin see now how you kept settin' me ag'in Dud
Brown, little by little. But that's all done now. Dud is
goln' ta marry Julie, 'cause I've told him he could have
her."
There was no reply to this, and after counting the money
he had received, Buck stowed it away in his pocket, and then
gathering up his clothes and the few other things that belonged to him, be walked out of the bunk-house.
The cowboys were gathered near the door, and just then
Dudley Brown was seen approaching with his swe€theart and
the girls.
But Buck paid no attention to anyone.
He made his way direct to the gate of the corral, rape in
hand, and in a few minutes he had caught and saddled his
horse.
.The animal belonged to him, so there was nothing to p1·event him from riding away, about his business.
While all this was going on, the cook was following the
ranchman about like a dog.
He was apparently very much frightened, and no doubt felt
sorry for the way he had acted.
"Charlie," Wild said, nodding to the scout when the rascally cowboy started aff at a gallop, "I reckon we have got
to take a little ride. Come on. Even though it's pretty
close to supper time, we must do it."
"Right you are, Wild," the scout answered, for he knew
exactly what the boy meant.
But they waited until Buck had got the other side of the
big barn, so they could not be observed, before they went
to the corral.
Then the young deadshot gave a whistle at the gate, and
Spitfire, the sorrel stallion, came trotting that way immediately.
Charlie had a little more trouble in catching his horse,
but there was no ·particular hurry, since they must let the
cowl.Joy get out of sight before attempting to follow his trail.
But it was not more than two or three minutes before Buck
was lost to view behind a little wooded ridge, and then
Wild and Charlie set out after him.
"I know what Wild an' Charlie is goin' to do," the ranchman said, turning ta Jim Dart. "They're goin' to follow
him up, thinkin' that he knows somethin' about the rustlin'
·business what's been goin' on here."
"I reckon you're about right on that," Dart answered, with
a shrug of the shoulders. "Wild thinks that Buck Dixon is
one of the gant;, and I am certain that he's right."
"If he's one of the rustlers all of us around here must
have been blind. The idea of him makin' me believe that
Dud Brown was a cattle thief. Thunder! I can't git over
that. But he sartinly did make rue think that way, an' no
mistake."
Roberts turned to walk over to where the foreman and
the girls were standing talking to the co,vboys, who w~re
doing their best ta explain what had happened.
As he did so, the cook timidly approached hir:i, and touching birn on the arm, said:
"Mr. Hob"'rts, YOP f;,i;,.' t goir.' to· disrharge :nc, l!-::.e yon'?"
"What!" ro~rcd th.8 rnnchman, turn:ar:; npo"l him ::-ngrily.
"Ycu ,est coma in here with me," and seizing the frightened
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man by the arm, he half dragged him Into the mess-house.
"Now· then, you measly cook!" the ranchman exclaimed,
as he pulled hi! back until he was forced to sit upon the
table, . "you jest te l me what's between you an' Buck Dixon.
Do it quick, or blamed if I dcn't put a hole through you."
As If he really meant business, Roberts pulled a revolver
from his belt and turned it squarely upon the cook.
"I:_I-don't know what you mean," the rn.an stammered.
"There ain't nothln' between me an' Buck, bcss. He always
used me right, an' now an' then he would give me a dollar,
'cause I got his meals ready for him whenever he wanted
~'em.''

"Give you a dollar now an' then, eh? Come to think of lt,
Buck always did seem to have more money than any of the
rest of the hands. He ·was only gittin' five dollars mere a
month than the rest of 'em, too. I'm beginnin' to wake up
more an' more. Buck is one of the cattle thieves, as sure as
guns, an' he's been rnakin' more money frcm stea!in' my
cattle than he has from · the wages he was gittin' from me.
Oh, yes, I kin see it plain now. You know all ::i:bout it, cook,
don't you?"
"Me! No, I don't. Buck ain't no cattle thief, is he?"
"I'm thinl,in' he is, but Young Wild West wiil find out all
about it."
Evidently the cook had told the truth.
Buck had got upon the right side of him by tipping him
now and then, and hence he had attempted to help him get
the best of Cheyenne Charlie.
The ranchrnan remained \'.J'!l'Y angry, and he questioned the
fellow sharply, now and then poking him in the ribs with
the muzzle of his reV'olver.
But he could glean nothing further, and finally he decided that he wm1ld not discharge him until he procured a
cook to fill his place.
"You had better look out, though," he said, warningly. "It
ain't likely that Young Wild West's pard is goin' to forgit
how you chucked that pan at him. The first time he ketches
you doin' the least thing wrong he'll put a bullet through
0

you."

"He'-11 never ketch me doin' nothln' wrong, Mr. Roberts .
No one wm ever do that, 'cause I don't do nothin' wrong,"
whined the cook.
"All right. We'll see about that part of it. But don't
think you're goin' to hold on this job forever. Jest as soon
as I kin find a good cook I'm goin' ta bounce you."
"I'd like to stay here. The boys all allow that I'm good
at cookin' their grub. Nobody ever finds fault with the coffee or anything like that."
Roberts turned and walked out of the place, not saying
another word.
"What did you do, Jeff?" Jim asked, looking at him smilingly.
"Well, I didn't discharge him yet. He sorter seems to be
tellin' the truth. He says he thought a whole lot of Buck
'cause he got a dollar now an' then from him, for flxin' up
his grub whenever he wanted it. Most likely that's the case.
But jest the same I'm going to hire a new cook as soon
as I kin, an' then he's got to pack up his duds an' .go."
"Me velly muchee sally for um poor cook, so be," Hop Wah
spoke up.
Arietta, who was standing near, broke into a laugh.
"You feel very sorry for him, I imagine," She said.
"Lat allee light, Vtlssee Aliettit. Me go talkee to him. Me
makee him feel allee samee muchee better, so be."
The ranchman grinned.
He had been gradually cooling down from his flt of anger,
but the Chinaman's words settled it.
"Go in and talk to him, Hop. I reckon you kin fix him
up all right. I don't care if you give him one of them
cigars with pov,der in it. Do anything you w·ant to, so long
as you don't kill him. The blamed rascal needs somethin'
like a lickin'."
"Me no hurtee um poor cookee, so be," Hop answered, and
then he smiled blandly and started to find the cook.
Little Dick Roberts promptly followed him. and the cowboys, feeling certain that someth,ing funny was going to happen, went along, too.
The ranchman, with Jim Dart and . Dudley Brown, . escorted the girls back to the house.
The cook was bustling about to get the supper ready for
the cowboys, a.nd when he saw the Chinaman enter he showed
no little surprise.
Artor io0Ving at him sharply he turned ·to the boy, who was
right behlnd him, and said:
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"An:vthing wrong, Dick?"
"Noth;ng more than what you know now," was the reply.
"Oh, I thought maybe your father had hired the Chiuee
to ta l-e my job."
"Me velly goodee caokee, so be," Hop spoke up, catching
,on to an idea right away. "But me no takee you job'. Mo
·
helpee you· cookee. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Arc you a good coolr, Hop?" J arvey asked,, a 'broad grin
on his face.
"Velly muchee goodee, so be."
"Why, how is that? I hear d one of Young Wild West's
pards say that the other feller was the cook, an' that you
was jest h'ired to do a little or everything, an' make fun. for
the crowd."
"My blather allee cameo fool Chinee. Me velly smartee
Chinee."
. Hop said th is .r ather curtly, and then stepping over to
the cook, he touched him gently on the arm, at the same
.time making a polite bow.
"Me liltee you vel.!y muchee," he declared.
"You do, eh? Well, I'm mighty glad to hear.somebody say
that. Jest 'cause I took tips from Buck Dixon, who's turned
out bad, don't mean that there's anything bad about me.
But I s'pose -1everybody is down on me now. But I'm goin'
to do my best, 'cause I like this job, an' the boys has been
gocd to me right along. What is your name, Mr. Chinee?"
"Me namee Hop Wah; comee flom China. Whattee you
namee?"
''Sam is my n.ame."
"Greasy Sam," corrected Jarvey, and then the cowboys
broke into a laugh.
"Yes, that's what they call me," admitted the cook, nodding to Hop. "But how kin a good cook be anything else
_
than greasy?"
"Velly muchee gleaiiy, so be," Hop declared, as he pointed
to the shirt he wore. ·
The cowboys gathered in a bunch and kept at a resp.e ctable
distance from the two, while the boy looked on expectantly.
It was evident that they were all waiting for something
funny to happen.
"The cook smokes, Hop," Jarvey ventured, after a short
sllence.
"What's that?" Greasy Sam asked, looking around quickly.
"Nothin'," was the reply.
"I thought you said the stove was smokin'."
· There was another laugh.
"Hop," the ranchman's boy said, suddenly, "are you going to eat with the boys?"
"Maybe so," was the reply. "My fool blather allee samee
eatee here, too, so be."
''You had better help Gre3.£1y Sam fix up the supper, then,"
and Dick winked.
"Hold on a minute," spoke up one of the cowboys. "Don't
go to lloiu· nothln' to spc•il the -~1b, heathen. I'm mighty
hungry, an' I can't hardly wa. for supper-time to come."
The cook now turned his att.enti-0n to the pot that was
u pon the stove.
With a big wooden spoon he stirred the contents.
"V,'hattee you got Jere?" Hop asked, taking a look into
the pot.
"Beef stew," w.as the reply. "There's potatoes an' onions
an' plenty of beef in it. The boys all like beef stew."
"You givee Misler Buckee allee samee ham and eggs."
"Yes, that's 'cause he was in a hurry to eat somethin',
an' it don't take but a few minutes to fix up ham an'
eggs.,,

''Misler Buckee no comee back, so be."
"No; the boss bounced him."
Hop took the spoon from him, and dipped out some of
tho stew on n plate.
Then unobserved by any one he slipped a hand under his
blouse and quickly drew it out again, sprinkling a quantity
of whitish powder upon the contents of the plate.
It was nothing morn than quinine powder, so it could not
harm any one.
Yet it would be a mighty bitter dose to eat.
·'Misler Gleasy Sam," the Chinaman said, smilingly, as
he pointed to the dish, "maybe you no gottee enough salt,
pepp:::e in um stew. You bettee tastee, so be."
"That's sc, I didn't taste it yet to see if I had it seasoned
rir,llt. T'll mighty soon find out, Hop Wah."
Jie qniekly found a metal spoon. and then took a taste
from the plu to.
'l'llo: ex1,ression that came upon his face was oue of amaze..
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ment, but It quickly turned to disgust, and then it seemed to
be one of extreme pain.
"1Vhattee mattee?" Hop asked, innocently. "Um stew no
tastee velly goo dee?"
"vVow!" Gi·easy Sam exclaimed, as he turned to get a drink
of water. "There's sometb!u' mlghty wrong with that stew.
I . never tasted sich bitter stuff in all my life. What's the
matter with it, anyhow? I'm mighty sartin the beef .w~s as
·
fresh as it could be."
The cowboys could not quite understand it, bnt little Dick
began to laugh, and then they decided that the Chinaman
must ha,e played some sort of a trick npon the cook without
them knowing It.
"What did you do, Hop?" one of them asked, eagerly.
"You tastee um stew, so be," was the reply.
"No, I reckon not. The looks of that feller's face is enough
to keep me from doin' it. Why, he's turnin' green an' actin'
as if he's goln' to die."
The cook ran outside and spat nnd wirped his mouth for
fully five minutes.
Then he took another drink of water, but faffed to get the
bitter taste llrom his mouth.
"Me fixee evelythling allee light," Hop declared, as he
handed him a 'cigar. "You smokce lat llght away, so be."
Whether t11e c.ook wanted ·to smoke just then or not cannot
be said, but when the Chinaman strucl;: a match and held It
to the end of the cigar he bit off the end and began puffing
away.
"Now !en," Hop said, nodding to Dick !J-nd the cowboys,
"evelybody wa tchee."
The words were scarcely out of bis mouth when the cigar
exploded, sending a shower of sparks in every direction.
"Hip hi, hoolay!" the clever Chinee exclaimed. "Evelybody satisfy now. Misler Gleasy Sam smokee cigar. Me
puttee quinine in um plate. No velly gleat tllck, so be."
CHAPTER VII,

'
THE RUSTLERS ARE WORRIED.
As might be supposed, Buck Dixon upon leaving the ranch
set out py the nearest cut for the glen he bad visited that
.
afternoon.
He was through with .Teff Roberts now, and he felt that
it was necessary for him to join Dandy, one of his gang, without delay.
He wanted to .talk with some one badly, and who better
than Dandy could he find to do it, since he, with the others.
who were called Bill and Tom, constituted the gang of rustlers
that had been committing their depredations for over three
months in that vicinity.
If the villain had an Idea that he might be follow ed he did
not show it, for he rode, on, sullen and morose, th1nki11g of
the ha1·d luck that had befallen him and trying hard to conceive some sort of scheme whereby he might obtain re,enge.
He did not look behind hltn . more than once or twice. nncl
it happened that when he did so there was no one in sigllt.
In due time he anived at the wide gully, and then he became very cautious.
'\:Vhile there were several cnves to be found within a few
miles of thRt particular part of the country, Buck Dixon ·
thought that the glen was the most secure of them 1111, and
hence he did not want any oue to discover that It was the
headquarters of the gang of rnstlers.
He soon satisfied himself tha.t there was no one coming
either way, and then after looldng above on eitber side of the
gully, he let his horse go forward at a walk and, as he had
done that afternoon, gave n whistle.
This was aus,rered qulckl~· enough, and then Bnck rode on
In among the rocks and found Dnndy waiting for him.
The man was stretching his arms and yawning, nnd with
something like a sneer, Buck said:
"Been slcE'pin' ag'in. eh? '\'\'hat's the matter w.ith yon. anyhow?"
"Thafs all right. Buck. ,. was ttie J?:OOcl-natnred reply. •· r
didn't sleep good laRt night. I was feelin' i::ick . you know.
Sorter got bettei- this mo1·uin'. an' l',e jei,t lwd bard work
to keep my eyes op('ll. But what'R tbe cllf£crence? There
ain't no one ns ·1y011.ld 1hink of us beln' h ere."
"We don't know ho,v soon somebo(ly nrn.y collie here.
though.,. the lenrlPr o1' the villains ohst>rved. ns be sliv11eu
from tl1(' bnek of his horse.
"'.\fPaniu' lJ~· that. I ,,'J>vse, thnt Young ,vnc1 West \\'ill git
afti>r u~ mighty quick.,.
"He might, but I uou·t mean to stay he1e long enough to
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There were so many rocks to hide it that it would be trnglye him the chance. 'What I want to clo iR t0 think of some
way t<J git square with the whole lot of 'em. I bate Dud possible.
Smoke cannot be discerned Yery well in the night-time, and
Brown like JJillen, au' I ain't got no better fcoliu' for Je:tr
Roberts no,y that he's gone hnck on me for fair. Of course they knew this, of · course.
It was eYident that Dandy wns very bungry. for eYery now
krnnvln' "·hat kind of a kid Young '\Yild '\Yest is, I bate blm,
and then be would make some impatient remark about the
too."
'
"Exactly," Dat!cly nnswered, and then he looked at the ling-ering- clay light.
Finall:r the sun disappenred from view, and then the shades
articlei, the <li~cl.Jnrged cowboy had brought with hlp:i someof night quickly began to gather.
what t·urion~lr.
It was just then that hoof-beats were l.Jeard outside the
"Sorter looks as if yon have quit your job, Buck," be ob·
glen.
SP1-rec1. nfter a short silence.
Enck arose to his feet, while Dandy held up his hand ,1·arn"It does lvok that way, ell?"
ingly.
,
" "'hy, yes."
Then the two men li stened for a moment. and wllen the
"\Yl'1!. tllut's jest the way it is. I quit. ' I . was goiu' to
git <li~cl1::rg-ed, an~rhow. so I thonght I'd better leave right sounds cea,sed there came a lo,Y whistle.
"lt"s all r!fht," Dandy said, much relieved. "It's Bill and
awn~·. I got in a little trouble 0Yer at the ranch with one of
Youu.P,' \VilL1 '\Vest's pards, an' that's what hurried things Tom."
Then he gave an answering whistle, and the next moment
nlon,:; n lit11e. ,JE.'ff Roberts pai<l me what was comln' to me,
an' I j est gathered up my duds an' straddled my horse an' horses could be heard comina: toward them 0Yer the roclrn.
Buck adYanced to meet them, and when he found that they
lit 01-1t."
"'\Yas Yonng Wilcl "~est an' his pards there at the time, were his other two companions he gave a nod and said:
"Well. l>oys, how did you make out?"
Bul'l,?" Dandy asked, showing considerable Interest.
"Got away with one fat steer." was the reply. "It's over
"I reekon · they was."
· in th<~ woods now six miles from here, tled by the horns, so
"D lfln't they foller you?"
"I l.l:1 r<lly think iso. What "·ould they want to follow rue we kin git him to-night."
Enck said nothing to this, but turned his eyes toward the
f~r? ~Jo,st likely eYery one would think I was hittln' the trail
·
for the si·tt!E> ment. It runs along close to here, as you know gronrrcl.
E.-eu though the light in the glen was very clim, the. two
putt~, ,yc•ll."
"Yes, that's so, too. But since you think Young Wild West new itrrin1ls · did not fail to notice this.
"What's the matter, Buck"/" the one called Bill asked, auxls goin' 1-o corral t he rustlers. ns you said he meant to do,
lously.
ain't it likely he would follcr you?"
"Trouhle b:-rn started," Dandy answered, before the leader
'''\Yell. he didn't foiler me, I'm dead sure of that. If he
did hf' "·as so far behind me that he would never find this could make a reply.
"'!.'rouble!"
here pince."
Then both Bill (lncl Tom sho,Yed signs of excitement.
".-\.n) hocl:v could find it if they was to look around much.
"Sit clown, boys," P,uck said, trying to appear perfectly
But maybe they wo1o1lcln't think there was any one campln' in
cool. "I'll tell you all about it while Dandy is fixin' up the
her('.. "
"If foe,\' do find lt, an ri.e:ht," Buck answered. pressing his supper. B11t yon rlicln"t see no one around when you come,
lip~ tig:htly to.:.:ether. and his eyes flashin_g with determination. here to the gully, did you'/"
"Xot the sign or a liYin' man." Bnck answered. quick!~'.
"I recke11 tllPre's rocks Pnough for us to hide behind, so jest
"We're always mighty careful afore we come down lH?rf', you
·
let 'em c·omc."
":IIPanin' thaf you would shoot 'em if they pressed us too know."
"All right. 1he.n. I s'posP we're snfe enough . Now jest
hard?"
·· Snrtin. '\'\'hat else could we do? H the:v caught" us an' listen. au' T'll tell you all about it."
The t,1·0 had not yet pnt away tJ1eir ho1·Res. nnd they 1<tood
prOYt' tlrn t wP've bePn ::;trnlln' c:ittle. we woulcl ~it our necks
there holrling thrm ll:v the hrirlles, while Bnck Dixon related
stn·tc11N1. anyhow, so ,1·1.iat ,You!(] be the di'ffercnce?"
"'l'hnt';, eni;y, ·• and Dancly shrugged his sllou lders uneasily. all that hacl happened during the nrtnnoou.
He laicl particular s1rrs,; upon Oll' vnrt Yonn:z \\'ild WPr-t
BPcli: lr:l hii; horse behind some ro rks ,TherP there were two
othen-. and after remoYlug the saddle and bridle, tied it with and his p;irtners had playecl. aucl though be 'l'l'as intci:rupted
several timPs, be finished 1he story to his full satisfaction ,
a lariat.
Then he "·alked oYer to where Dancly was placing some dry and left Tom and Bill gazing at him in mute clisurny.
Dandy bad 1,tarted n firf' by this time, irnd ns they were
stic·J.:s in a pile, where fires had been kindled before, as the
all quite near It, they coulrl see the faces of each other.
ashes plninly showecl.
Tom and Bill did not need to he told thnt their leader was
""\Vhat are you goin' to do?" Buel;: asked, sharply.
"Gittln' reacly to start a fire aftPr it git,-; dark enough. Of very much worriPd over the situation.
"You haYi:: quit the ranch, an' Young "'ild West is nfter
course I niu't. fool enough to clo it now, RO the smoke kin be
us. eh? Tlrnt1der!"
Reen. )Iig-ht attract some one over this way."
It "·as Bill who said this. nu.cl without another word he
"Oh. I thought you was goin' to clo it now. I'Ye h:.d my
led his horse away through the breaks amo;ng the rocks.
snpJ1or. or leastwise. part of it, anyhow."
Tom shook his head as if be felt quite sacl, and followed
"Putty early, wasn't you?"
·• I rPckon so. But I was hungry, so I had some ham au' him.
Buck lighter! a fresh cigarette, and nodcling to Dandy. Raid:
eggs. I reckon it's about the last meal I'll ever have at the
"I reckon Tll be able to ent a little. You might as well fry
Big R. Ranch."
""'e've got plenty of beef here. i'l'Iore than half of that an ex1ra piece of veal."
"Plenty of it, as I told you afore, Buck.'' was the rep1,1,.
calf you shot the night nfore la st is left yet." and Dandy
The sizzling of the ment and the crackling of the flames
pointed back among the rocks where it was quite dark.
"J\Iost likely we've got enough meat to last us as long as made sounds that might be heard quite a little distance, prowe stay here," was tile reply. "Now then, how soon do you videcl there were no rocks to interfere.
But it happened that the glen was pretty well surrounded
s'pose Bill an' Tom will git back?"
''I'm expectln' 'em at any time. They went out to see Jf In this way, so unless some 01:e came to a halt. in the gully
they could do a little business in the daylight. Sometimes they woulcl_ )1ardly hear anythmg out of the orrlmarr,
As he stuffed at tl.Je odor that came from the fry mg meat
that's the best way to do It, yon know."
Buck actually felt hungry.
Buck nodded, but did not seem to be greatly interested.
The fact was he had 'not finished hi,; supper at the m<'SRHe went to the pool at tile foot of a little cascade, and after
innulging in a good wash, rolled a cigarette and sat down to house over at the ranch, anyway. and the ricle to the gul:y
had made him feel almost as if he had eate11 nothing r.t all.
.
have ·n. quiet smoke.
But be began to fear that they might be disPo,·e-r<',1 there,
Meanwhile Dandy went right ahead getting things ready
for supper. !"O lmmedin.tely after he started the fire he could so nocl(ling to Dandy nnd bidding him to go right alle:111, he
slipped ar·ouucl the rocks and ma~le his way outside.
proceed with the cooking.
A faint tinge of reel showecl in the western sky, but dark'l'he sun was quite low by this time. and in less than an
•
hour the vjllaius knew it woulc1 be quite dark in the gully. ness was rapidly approaching.
Already In the southeast a star could be seen. twinkling
Then it woTild be safe to kindle a fire, for certainly no one
would be able to see rbe blaze, even if they rode through the faintly.
Buck looked up and clown the gully, but could see nothing,
gully a.nd looked directly Into the glen.
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and the only sound that came to his ears was the murmuring
of the cascade behind him.
He listened for the sizzling noise that came from the fryingpnn, and failing to hear it, he gave a nod of satisfaction.
"I ucyer thought about that," he muttered, under his
hrentl1. '''l'he fn.llin' water drowns about everything else
that's goin' on in tho way of noise."
After taking another look and satisfying himself that all
Wfi8 serene, he made his way back to the hidden cam]).
Bill and~ Tom were there now, squattlng upon the ground
and waiting patiently for the supper to be ready.
"Eyerything all right. Buck?" one of them asked.
"I reckon so," was the reply.
"Sorter felt nervous, didn't you, an' bad to go out to make
sure of it?"
".\. little that way. I reckon you would feel nervous, too,
if yon llacl gone through what I have to-day. Jest as I
tbo11gllt I Imel everything all my own way the whole thing
nps,•1:;:. Why, I was to marry .J ulie Roberts for sartin afore
we ·C'nt out to hnnt up Dud Brown. Then the first thing
~·ot~ kno,v it':a: all turned around, an' now Duel Brown is goin'
to marry l1rr. Say, boys, it's a putty bitter pill for me to
swnllcr, an' I ain't ashamed to say it right here. I don't
!mow "·l!ether an~· of you fellers bas ever been In love with
a gnl, mennin' to do the right thing by her, an' then be
tbrmY('<1 tlowu all of a sudden."
"P,m·t he a fool. Enck," advised Dandy, as he turned a
,cnl r-11tlf't in tbe frying-pan. "The woods is full of o-oodloQkin' ,12"al,;, an· you bein' a putty fine-lookin' man, it's a
11Par1 snri' thing that you'll be able to find a better one than
Jeff Tiol>ert;;:' gal."
'· Tba t's the wr.y to look at it, Buck," spoke up. Tom.
"Of C'Ourse it_ is," added Bill, with a chuckle.
"I s'pose you're right in say!n' that, all of you," Buck aclmitt0d. "But at the same time I did mean to settle clown an'
d0 tho rlgllt thing the rest of my life after gittin' married to
.Julie."
"An' give up stealin~ cattle, Buck?" Dandy asked, looking

at him in surprise.
"YPR."

":\JC'nnin' by that, of course, that we was to be throwed
clo"·n. ·•
•
"Xo, no1 that. I would simply have advised you to leave
thPse parts. I reckon you have been around here long enough
doin' b,rnin~ss."
"Oh, thn t';: it. eh?" and then Dandy loo keel sharply at the
oth('r two. who. like him. dicl. not seem to be pleased at the
a<lmir.sion BnC'k had made.
Dnnd~· no" turned to one of the men and i::aid:
".T0st go an' git a pail of water, will you? Here, take this,"
nrnl he lmnrlc<l. him a burning l1rand from the fire, so he
might 1we 'CllC' w:iy to the pool, wLch was probably fifty feet
from the spot.
It wns Bill who started to go.
Ile hurri ed to the edge of the water, and promptly dipped
th0 pail in.
As bC' did so something came whirling downward and hit
the 11:iil.
Bill g:1ve a violent start, for he saw it was a wide-brimmed
hnt Ruell n:a: are worn by the cowboys.
Ilr qniPkly pulled the pail upon tbe bank, and then seizing
the hat. hurried to the camp.
.
"See here!" he exrlaimed. "Jest come down the waterfall
now. ·what does it mean, anyhow?
Burk Dixon grabbec1 the hat and ran close to the fire.
"S ny, " he exclaimed; speaking in a hoarse whisper and his
fncP turning 1rnle. "that looks like tbe kind of hats Young
VlilcJ 'iYC'Rt an' his parcls wears. It don't belong to none of
iltP 11wn workiu' at the Big R. Ranch, I'm cleacl sa.rtin. It's
a llttle hii:;her-pricecl than what they generally have."
Th'-'re was a short :=-ilence, :mil th en Dandy took the hat
frnm tbP villain's hand and pointed upward.
''Boy::; .. , he Raid. huskily. "you all know as w ell as I do that
thc> ,-,·ater mnkin' the little fall,; comes out of a hole in the
rock;;, which means t11at this Jiere hat must have fell down
in tlw "·ater after it left the hole. Xow then. that bein' the
C':rnP the one as owns the. hat must be mighty close by. I
rec·kon wr'v<' got to look o.ut."
Cil.A.PTEit VIII.
TUI; RUSTLERS ARE LOCATED.

.-\.s l.3Hek Dixon nrnde it easy for them. Young '\\'ilrl W est
ChcyrnnP Clull'li<' hnd no difficulty in follo,ying bis trail.
Sen.nu! tim1~~ they got a glimrsc or him ahead, but ea.ch
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time they had the satisfaction of knowing that be did not see
them, and they continued on until he at length disappeared
while descending into the gully.
\Vild aud Charlie rode on until they came to the spot where
the rocky path went downward.'
Then they dismounted, and after hiding their horses, proceecle<l on foot.
'l'here was no chance of them finding anything like a trail
now, since what little earth there was was very hard, while
rocks abounded.
Cautiously they made their way until they were a-t the
bot tom.
The gully was just like many others to be founcl t11roughout
that part of the country, and it struck them that in all prouability the villainous cowboy was going to some sort of hidiugplace.
Certainly he would hardly come that way If be was trying
to get to the little town. which they had heard some one say
was located ten or fifteen miles to the north. ,
Bnt there was a possibility that. he might be, after all. and
was simply making a short cut known only to himself.
However, Young 1Vilcl West woulcl not take it that way.
He firmly believed that Buck Dixon was one of tile cattle
thieves, and that was the particular reason he had in following him.
The two got close to the foot of the steep bank on the side
that was opposite to the glen that contained the hidden camp
of the villains.
There were clefts and openings to be found every few feet,
and as Wild and Charlie crept cautiously along they peered
into each one they ca1I1e to, sometimes pausing as long as
five minutes to listen.
But they .could neither see nor hear anything that would
give them the lea.st Inkling as to where the cowboy had gone.
Not having been close enough to the spot when he descended,
they had no chance of hearing the hoof-beats of his horse .
They continued on unt11 at length they were directly opposite the glen.
They could hear the sounds made by falling water, but that
was all.
There was n~th!ng strange in this, ancl they did not think
it worth while to go over to that f'ide and investigate.
They went on for a distance of perhaps two hundred yards,
but the "result was as before.
Then coming to quite a narrow part of the gully, they
crossed to the other side and proceeded over toward t!Je plaee
where they had left their horses.
This time they paused at the very edge of the glen, and
thPy even went in among the rocks a short distance.
But it happened that they did not hear or see anything-.
The soumlR made by the cascade fairly drowned any others
that might be made.
They came on out and at length were at the foot or the
sharp descent.
Wild felt that he was temporarily baf.!fed.
"Charlie," he said, in a whisper, "we didn't keep quite close
enough to that fellow. Just where he has gone I haYe no
idea, but I rather think he must have proceeded on through
the gully."
·
"It sorter looks that way, Wild," the scout answered, with
a sbmg of the shoulders. "\Vhat are "·e goin' to clo next?"
"Lead our horses down an' then go on through until ,. ,e
.
:find fresh hoof-prints. There certainly must be places here
and there where they will show. "
"That's the idea," anc1 O1.iarlie at once turned . toward the
place where they hac1 hidden the horses.
It clicl not take them Jong to lead the ani:rnnls out, and then
down they went into the gully.
But instead of turning to the right, which would lead 1.!Jem
to the glen, tlwy went. to the left, and 1.he result ,,vas thnt they
rode ·fully three miles before they beeame convinced that no
one had passed that ,Yay that day.
What convinced them of thi:=; wns when they came upon
some old hoof-prints. which were <1 1:scernible for a distance of
a couple of hundred f eet, there being quite n stretch of soft,
yielding earth there.
AR they had proceede<l wi1h their borseis at 11. wnlk, it took
them quite f'ome tim e to g·c t to thls particular spot.
·',Vell, Obm:lie." the young <ll'ticlsllot said, in his cool and
easy way, "I reckon y;e came in the wrong l1irection. Rut
it ,:,~el''S r[ltl.J.l'l' fl! range that il' BaC'k Dixnn ,Yas hen ding for
lbe tovv11 111' :;1lon!cl t::u1 in n 11lre(·tio11. almo~t entircl:1• oppu.sitc· to it. Ilut he ccrt:linl;r urn~l have gone the other way,
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and there is nothing for us to do but to go back :md hunt for
the trail."
"If we don't find out putty soon I .sorter reckon it will be
a hard job. It won't be slch n very long time afore it gits
mighty dark in this here gully," the scout answered.
"No, that's true. I hate to go back to the ranch without
cliscovering something that will lead us to catching the rustlers."
"Wild, you said.you was ·goin' to rope 'em, didn't you?"
the scout nsked, looking at him suddenly.
"Yes, I believe I made that i:emark. But of course ft makes
no difference whether they are roped or simply rounded up at
the points of our guns."
"How many do you think there Is of 'em?"
"I haven't the least idea, Charlie."
"That measly coyote of a Buck Dixon told Jeff Roberts that
Dud Brown was the cattle thief. Maybe Buck is the only
one what's doin' it.,,.
"One man could hardly get away with so many cattle,
Charlie. I haven't the least doubt but that Buck is a cattle
thief, but I think he might be the leader of a gang. Just how
many the gang contains I have no idea. That is something
we must find out."
"Yes, but how are we goln' to find it out? Buck come this
way, an' we let ourselves git fooled."
"It lsn't the first time we've been baff)led, Charlie. But we
always manage to come out at the top of the heap, just the
same. Now then, come on. We won't ride ,:ery fast, though
I admit that we should hurry, so al:j to be able to take a good
look at the ground before it gets dark. But at the same time
we don't know but that the gang of rustlers may have a
place of concealment somewhere about. In a place like this,
where hoof-prints won't show, a hiding-place could be· made
anywhere."
The scout nodded, and then turned and rode along behind
the young deadshot, who permitted the sorrel stallion to go
at a walk.
Even though they had convinced themselves that no one
had pa.ssed that way recently, both kept a sharp watch upon
the ground as they returned.
But not a mark showed to make them change their opinion,
and finally they were nearing the spot where they had descended from the high ground above.
It was just at this very moment that they heard the unmistakable sounds made by horses above them.
Young Wild ·west threw up his hand warningly, rei11ing in
Spitfire at the same tiµ1e.
But the scout had heard the SOlinds, and be knew that one
or more horses were close at hand.
Wild cast a quick glance about him.
It happened that there was a jutting point of rock at the
right.
Behind it he rode, Charlie following him, and then the clat-,
tering made by loosened dirt and stones sounded so close to
them that they knew they had not been an instant too soon.
It was necessary for them to dismount to avoid being seen,
so they promptly did so.
Then 90th peered from behind a rock and saw two horsemen ride down into a gully:
'.!.'hey drew back their heads in time to es\!ape being seen
as the two men looked that way.
Waiting until they heard them going on to the right, Wild.
took another look.
"What are they doin', Wild?" the scout asked, for he was
not able to see the two men.
"They have stopped. Hello! What's that? Did you hear
it, Charlie?"
"I sartinly did. Somebody whistled."
"Right you are. I know what it was for, too. There they
go out of sight. Now then, Charlie, come on. We have got
to find out where they went to. I reckon we are in luck,
after all."
·wnd kept in mind the exact spot where the two horsemen
had last been seen, and moving along without making the
least noise, be led the way to it, hardly halting for the length
of a second.
When he found that it was into the glen the two men had
gone he turned to his partner and smiled, but did not say a
word.
Again Charlie nodded, and then he pointed in the direction
the sounds of the falling water came from.
After listening for a while and failing to hear any sounds,
he got up close to his partner and whispered:

"I reckon we had better get up a little hi.11:her. Then we
probably can look down and see what is going on here. "
"Right you are, Wild," and once again Charlie nodded his
approval.
But just then the odor of burning wood came to their
nostrils.
"There's a cam1p in tb,ere as sure as anything," the scout
declared, in a low whisper.
"That's a pretty sure thing, Charlie. Now then, come on a
little further and I think we can climb up among the rocks
and possibly we may get a view of what lies below."
Up they went from ,ock to rock, being compelled to push
aside the bushes as they did so.
It was necessary to b'e very quiet in their movements, even
though the falling water made quite a noise.
But it was hard for them to tell whether or not some one
might be right close at hand.
It was tedious work, but the two continued on, and at length
they were upon the very rock which covered the stream of
water that flowed underground from somewhere, and · then
tumbled down below, forming a cascade.
Matted vines and thick-leaved branches obscured their view
as they tried to catch a glimpse of a blazing fire.
It was very dark below, and it was getting that way where ·
they were; for that matter, since the sun had gone down and
it would soon be night.
Moving forms could be seen now and then, and occasionally
they could catch the hum of voices above the roaring of the
waterfall.
Charlie was lying flat upon his stomach, peering ·over the top
of a rock, and directly beneath him was the torrent of water.
When Wild touched him to let him know that they were
going to move, he arose quite suddenly, and in doing so his
hat came in contact with a branch.
'l.'he r esult was that his hat was knocked off, and down it
went, striking the water as it did so and quickly disappearing
from view.
"Great gimlets!" he exclaimed. "There goes my hat. I
ain't had it more than a month, an' ·blamed if I didn't pay ten
dollars for it, 'too."
The scout was plainly vexed at having lost his hat.
But Wild did not seem to mind it much.
. "Come on," he said, placing his mouth close to Charlie's
ear. "We'll chance it by going back and finding the pat:h. It
is now dark enough to go ahead without being seen. We know
where the rascals are, anyhow."
Back they went, and they soon got to the bottom of the
gully without much difficulty, for it was easier to go down
tha.n to climb upward.
Then Wild went on to the very spot where the two horsemen bad entered the glen.
He easily found the path in spite of the darkness, and after
proceeding a short distance came in full view of the camp of
the villains:
The four rustlers were gathered about the fire, still talking
about the discovery of the mysterious hat.
When Charlie saw that one of them was holding it in his
hand he gave a nod of satisfaction.
But Wild was not content with doing that much.
He continued on a few feet further, and then he was able to
hear what the rustlers were talking about.
In less than two minutes he knew that the hat had been
recognized as belonging to one of his partners, and that the
villains feared that the owner might be close at hand.
Finally the hat was placed upon a rock near the fire, and
then all four of the men moved away, each taking a different
direction and holding a revolver in bis hand.
· The supper was about cooked now, and the fried veal
smelled good to 'the. young deadshot and his partner, who certainly were hungry, since it was past supper-time.
The moment he saw them disappear in the darkness Charlie
touched the young deadshot on the arm and whispered:
"I'm going to git my hat, blamed if I · ain't."
"Go ahead," was the quick reply. "But don't let them see
you."
Charlie did not wait a second.
Stealthily be crept along among the rocks, and succeeded in
getting his hat.
He cast a rather longing look at the meat that had been
cooked, but shaking his head, showing plainly that he did not
think it advisable to risk helping himself, he turned and came
back.
"That's enough, Charlie," the young deadshot whispered.
"We won't bother with them just now. We'll go on back to
the ranch. When they find that no one shows up they will
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si:nply regard the finding of the hat and its disappearance as a
mystery. We'll catch them the first thing in the morning. But
I would like to catch them in the act of stealing cattle, or
wilh some in their possession. 'That would make the case all
the better, you know."
Cllar]je gave a nod, and then followed the boy out into the
gully.
Five minutes later they were leading their horses to the
high gro1md above, and after mounting they at once set out in
the direction of the ranch.
CHAPTER IX.
THE TIME IS SET FOR THE RANCH MEETING.

After Hop Wah played one of his old-time tricks upon
Greasy Sam, the cook, the cowboys seemed to regard him as a
real hero, and they insisted so strongly that he should eat
with them in the mess-house that he consented.
But the ranchman's wife had made preparations to foed the
two Chinamen in the kitchen, and though a man went after
·wing and tried to induce him to come and eat with them, he
flatly refused. de6laring that he did not want to see his
brother playing his fool tricks.
But Hop was uot going to play any tricks just then.
The fact was that he was about as hungry as any of the
men, and as the cook really had quite a decent meal for them,
he enjoyed it as much as any one.
Jarvey possessed a banjo, and he could knock quite a little
music from it, so after supper they all went outside and it was
not long before the air was filled with the rude music.
Some of the men could sing pretty well, and when Hop suggcsletl that they do so they were not long in complying.
The result was that they had quite a coucert for about fif.
·
teen minutes.
Then Jarvcy put aside his banjo and invited Hop to show
thclll some of his magic.
Always ready to comply with such a request, the clever
heathen lost no time in doing so.
He had them mystified until it was too dark to proceed any
further, and then they all went to the bunk-house, where the
lamps were lighted, and Hop continued his performance Inside .
.After a while Jim Dart came to the building with Dudley
Ilrnwu.
Dart was rather anxious because Wild and Charlie had not
returned yet, and when he spoke about it Hop declared that
he was ready to go and look for them ..
"No, not yet," Jim answered, with a shake of the head.
"Arietta is worrying a little, and she wanted me to come out
here and see if they were coming yet. Wait a while, Hop. I
reckon Arietta is the boss just now."
"Allee light, Misler Jim. You wan tee play lillee dlaw pokee,
so be?"
"What's that you say, Hop?" and the boy looked at him
sharply. "You know very well that I never play cards."
";vrc knowee lat. But me askee you, allee saJ?.iee."
At length Jim and the foreman started to leave the µiace,
and as they did so their ears were greeted with the welcome
sounds made by approaching horses.
"Wild and Charlie are coming back!" Dart exclaimer!. as he
looked over the range through the darkness.
He was right, for a minute later the forms of two horses and
riders could be seen, and then they were quickly distinguished
as Wild and Charlie.
"Hello, Jim," the young deadshot said, as he reined in his
sorrel stalliop and saw the boy waiting for him. "Getting a
Ii ttle worried?"
"A little bit that way, Wild," was the reply. "How did you
make out?"
"Fine!"
"What's that?" cried Dudley Brown, as if he were amazed
at what the boy said. "You have made out fine, eh? What do
)'OU mean by that?"
"Well, w;hen I say fine it ought to mean something pretty
good, Dud."
"Yes, I took it that way. You don't mean to say that you
have found the rustlerr;."
'·That's exactly what I mean."
"By jove! That's what· I call wonderful."
"Nothing wonderful about it. We know just exactly where
the rustlers are at this minute."
"Unless they went away since we came i'.f'om there," Charlie
added. "They was mighty puzzled when we left."
·• Puzzled, ·eh? How is that?"
"Well, while me an' Wild was spyin' ori ·~'l.l. my hat fell off
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my head an' tumbled over a little waterfall. They found it,
an' It sorter struck 'em that some one must be around. Buck
Dixon was smart enough to think that the hat belonged to one
of W!ld's pards, an' he allowed that the owner must be somewhere around. He was around, too, wasn't he, '\Vild?" 3-nd
Charlie laughed.
"That's right, Charlie," and then the young deadshot re-·
lated just what had happened.
"I suppose it was a little too risky to tackle the four of 'em ·
right then," Jarvey spoke up.
"Not at all," Wlld answered, In his cool and easy way. "I
thought it advisable to wait until to-morrow morning. I am
pretty well satisfied from what I could pick up that two of
the men have been stealing cattle this afternoon. What I want
to do is to catch them red-handed. We'll catch them the first
thing In the morning, see if we don't. I have made up my
mind to rope them, too. l want to catch every one of them
with a rope. I have got a mighty lively lariat, you know,
and when it gets working great things generally happen."
"Come on to the house," suggested Dudley Brown. "You'll
find a good, hot supper waiting for you."
"Say, boys," ·wild said, nodding to the cowboys, "don't any
of you go out and try to look for the rustlers to-night. I want
them to go ahead and have full swing, even if they steal a
dozen or more cattle. Just let them go ahead. Be ready at
daylight to-morrow morning, and you'Jl see how quickly we'll
rope the rustlers."
That was all he said to them, not seeing fit to tell them
where the four villains were hidden.
When they got to the house the girls gave them a hearty
welcome.
When the two were finally ready to sit down at J.he table and
eat the late supper that had been saved for them, Wild and
Charlie took turns at telling all about what had happened
since they started upon the trail of Buck Dixon.
They even described the exact spot where the rustlers had
been located, and Ranchman Roberts, who was listening, was
more than surprised.
"By thunder!" he exclaimed, "I kc.ow where that little
waterfall is. So they have got a camp in there, eh? Why, I
wouldn't never have thought they would go to sich a place as
that. But,." and he shook his head, ".who would have thought
that there was a gang of rustlers hangin' about so close to the
ranch as that? What did you say the names of 'em was?"
"One is called Dandy and the other two are Bill and Tom.
That's all we know," Wild answered.
"Well, r happen to know lots of men what's named Bill, an'
quite a few what's ~amed Tom. But I can't say as I ever
heard of any one around here what was called Dandy. Must
be strangers, maybe."
"It doesn't make any difference whether they're strangers or
not, Jeff," Dudley Brown spoke up. "I feel a whole lot better
now, since Young Wild West has discovered just who the
·
rustlers are."
"Don't say no more about that, 'cause I know what you
mean," the ranchman answered. "What a fool I was to ever
think that yon was a cattle thief. But it's all right, Dud.
Jest as soon as you an' Julie git ready to be spliced, don't be
afraid to tell me. I don't care if it happens to-morrow."
"Julie," the girl's mother spoke up, "I think that since
you're going to marry Dud Brown, it won't make much difference whether It happens inside of a week or two or later on.
If your father wants it that way, you certainly must obey
him."
The girl answered in a confused way, but soon consented to
the arrangement.
Then Wild smilingly turned to them all and said:
"Now then, since the boss has had his say, I am going to
speak a word or two. You all understand th.at he wants this
wedding to occur before we lea.ve the ranch. From what he
said it would seem that we might be expected to remain here
a week or two. But that's something we can't do. We have
got to be on the move, even though we all know that we could
have a fine time by remaining here. The fact is that we can't
remain here later than the day after to-morrow. Now then,
Julie," and he turned to the blushing girl, "you had better get
a hustle on you and make preparations for the wedding."
'!'here was some laughter about this and much talk, but the
·
young deadshot was obdurate.
He absolutely refused to remain any longer at the ranch
than the time he had specified.
"It's got to be as Young Wild West says," declared the
ranchman, stoutly. "I reckon I'm the boss of the Big R.
Ranch, an' when I say that Young vVild West is goin' to run
things, you kin bet your life that he's goin' to do it. This
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here weddin' has got to go right through. Dud, you have got ingly. "If Mrs. Roberts is already up I suppose it won't take
it from me; jest as soon as them rustlers is caught I want more than twenty minutes to get a cup of coffee ready."

you to go an' git the preacher."
"All right, pop," and the cowboy foreman laughed heartily.
"You can bet your life I'm willing. Julie and I are going to
be spliced not later than the day after to-morrow, and that
settles 1t."
Arietta then took the. blushing girl by t)le arm and led her
to her lover.
"J olli hands," she said.
"What does this mean?" Jud asked, grinningly. "You
aren't going to make out that you're the parson, are you?"
"No, only I want you to settle it that the wedding is going
to take place the day after to-morrow."
"Oh, well," Julie answered, as if she was resigned to it,
"If father wants it that way and Young Wild West says it must
be that way, and-and-if Dud is satisfied, why, I suppose it
must be."
"Three cneers for Dud an' Julie!" shouted Cheyenne Charlie.
Every one joined in with the exception of the blushing
couple, and then there was plenty of laughter.
So pleased was he at the way things were going that Jeff
Roberts unlocked the door of the little store-room in the house
and unearthed from it a demijohn that contained something in
the way of spirituous liquor.
'
.
"I'm goln' to treat the boys out in the bunk-house," he declared. "I want 'em all to know that Dudley Brown is white
through an' through, an' that he's gain' to be my son-in-law
the day after to-morrow."
"Jeff," his wife warned, shaking her finger at him, "don·t
go to drinkin' too much of that red liquor. You know it
never agrees with you."
"Don't you worry, Maria. Jest leave it to me. If I ain't in
here by the time you want to go to bed, you jest turn in by
yourself. Most likely you'll find me there afore moi,-nin'. If you
don't you'll know that I'm stayin' up so I'll be in time to go
with Young Wild West when he starts. in to rope them
rustlers. Buck Dixon has been with us so long that it seems
hardly possible that he kin be one of 'em, but there ain't no
rubbin' it out. Hil's .the leader of them, so Young Wild West
says, an' that med-ns that it must be true. He'a got to take his
medicine. We'll have a blamed big hangin' right out in that
glen."
CHAPTER ' X.
HOW THE RUSTLERS WERE ROPED.

The first gray streaks that denoted the approach of coming
day showed in the east as Young Wtld West arose after a
good, sound sleep and looked out of the window of the ranchhouse.
·
Charlie and Jim were still asleep, but Wild did not see flt
to arouse them just then.
He struck a match and lighted · the lamp, and '1i.en proceeded leisurely to dress.
But the light had the effect of awakening his companions,
and in less than two minutes later the scout 0alled out:
"Is it mornin' yet, Wild?"
"I reckon it is," was the reply. "It isn't quite daylight yet,
but it soon will be."
"May as well git up, then. How about it, Jim?"
"That's just what I'm going to do," came the reply, and
then the two bounced out hurriedly and were not long in following the young deadshot from the house to indulge in the
luxury of a good morning wash.
While they were engaged in doing this the lj:itchen door
opened and Jeff Roberts came out rubbing his eyes sleepily.
"I heard you fellers up," he said, smiling pleasantly.
"Didn't know it was time to git up myself. But it don't t :1ke
I)l•Uch to wake me. Gittin' daylight, I see. Are you gain' out
afore breakfast?"
"I reckon we had better. A five-mile ride won't do us any
harm, and we can be back by eight o'clock, anyhow."
"Unless it happens that the four rascals has skipped out
some time jn the night."
"In that case we'll follow the trail without any breakfast."
"Or dinner, either, most likely," Cheyenne Charlie added.
"I'm thinkln' you had better have a cup of coffee an' a bite
to eat afore you go. It won't t ake Jong to git it ready," the
ranchman declared. "The missus is up now, an' she sartinly
won't think of sich a thing as lettin' you, go away without
;>·our breakfast."
"All right, then," Wild answered, nodding his head approv-

Jeff Roberts hurried back into the house.
Then our three friends heard him talking with some one,
and they knew it was his wife.
·•Boys," Wild said, "I reckon we'll go and get the horses
and saddle them and lead them right up here. Then we can
get away in a · hurry just as soon as we eat something.'.'
"Right you are, Wild," the scout .answered, and then the
three started for the corral.
They had barely got there when Hop came running after
them.
"You go lope um lustlers, Misler Wild?" he asked, as be
joined them.
'
'"fhat's just what we are going to do, as soon as we get
a bite to eat, Hop," was the reply.
"Me wantee go, too, Misler Wild."
"Say," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, laying a hand on the
boy's arm, "you know where I Jost my hat, don't you?" :
"I certainly do, Charlie," was the reply.
"Well, it would be a mighty good idea to let Hop git up
there an' chuck down a big firecracker after lightln' it.
Then when the blamed thing went off the rustlers, if they
was in there, would mighty soon come out. Then the ropin'
could go ahead."
"By jingo!" Wild exclaimed, nodding his head approvingly. "That's what I call a pretty good idea, Charlie. It's
just what we will do."
Hop's eyes danced with joy. for evidently he thought his
request to go with them might be refused.
. "Me hully uppee velly muchee quickee, Misler Wild."
Then he quickly ran to the gate of the corral, and opening it
went in, rope in hand, for he had brought one with him .
for the purpose of catching his piebald cayuse.
. As usual, Wild simply gave a whistle for Spitfire, and very
quickly the sorrel stallion came trotting toward the gate.
Both Charlie's horse and that of Jim followed, but Hop
was compelled to go quite a distance before he could catch
the cayuse.
When he came out of the corral with it, Wild and his
partners had saddled their steeds .
They did not bother to mount to ride the short distance
back to the house, but led the horses there.
In a very short time Hop came up, and then the animals
were tied to some trees so they would be ready the moment
they ate their breakfast.
Smoke was corning from the little chimney that was built
out at the back of the kitchen, and the sounds made by frying meat came to their ears, as well as the pleasing odor.
"I reckon Mrs. Roberts is somewhat of a hustler, boys,"
the scout observed, as he nodded toward the kitchen. "It
won't be very long afore we'll be eatin' somethin'. Blamed.
if I can't smell the coffee already. She must have a rousln'
hot fire go.in' in that stove."
Hop Wah turned his attention to the wash-basin, and it
was not long before he declared he was ready to eat and be
off with them.
The girls had not yet showed themselves.
But W1ld did not intend that they shourd· accompany them
on the roping trip, as he called it.
There were. only four of the rustlers to contend with, and
he figured that Charlie and Jim would be quite enough.
Hop would be used to force them out of the glen, and then
the three could easily do the rest.
Yet Jeff Roberts had declared that he desired to go with
them, though so far he had made no move to get a horse in
readic.ess.
But he had not forgotten it, and soon he' came out of the
kitchen, informing them that in five minutes the breakfast
would be ready.
Then he turned toward the corral, and they knew what he
meant to do.
·
"We've got to take him along, I s'pose," Charlie said. "He's
a putty good feller, anyhow. If he don't git so mad that he
starts in shootin' it will be all right."
"I'll see to it that he don't do anything like that, Charlie,"
the young deadshot answered. "Let him go, of course."
Before the ranchman got back with his horse, Mrs. Roberts
appeared and announced that breakfast was in readiness.
Then they all went inside, including HOP., and just as they
starting eating, Roberts appeared.
"I'm all ready," he said, as he sat down at the table. "Now
then, we'll git over to that glen as quick as we kin."
He fairly bolted his food, and swallowed the coITee while
it was very hot.
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Wild Jet the bridle-rein lie loosely upon the sorrers neck,
while he quickly got his rope in readiness.
Up he dashed, and when he was within a few feet of the
flee ing man he turned sharply to the left and then . let g:i
the lariat.
It was certainly a pretty throw, though the distance was
•
not great.
Over the head of Buel, Dixon the noose settled.
A quick jerk and then Spitfire braced himself and came to
.
an abrupt halt.
Wild had not intep ded Ito kill the man, but the noose ~av- •
iilg gone no further than his shoulders, the sudden Jerk
broke Buck's neck, and he fell . back, landing with his head
.....
turned completely under him.
A slight quivering of the muscles and then he fay perfectly still.
The young deadshot knew what had happened, and he
quickly dismounted.
"Hip hi, hoolay!" came a shout from the rocks a short
distance away, and then Hop Wah was seen coming downwarq.
He ran right to where the young deadshot was standing
over the limp form of Buck Dixon.
"Evelythling allee light, Misler Wild?" he asked.
"I reckon so, H'op. We have got them all," was the reply.
"Herc's Bm:k Dixon, or what is left of him. He's dead."
Wild mounted his ho-r se and rode slowly back, the Chinaman leading the way at a run.
It was Bill who had been roped first by Wild, and he was
still unconscious, for the faU from the bank had been a little
too much for him.
But Dandy and Tom were not injured at all.
Jim had tied their hands behind them, after removing their
weapons, and they stood there pale with fear.
"Ah!" Young \Vild ·west said, smilingly, "a fine morning,
isn't it?"
"Don't hang us, don't hang us!" cried Dandy, .wildly.
"No, I am not going to do that. We'll turn you over to
the sheriff, and then he can do as he pleases about it. But
say, I want to ask you a question. Wbpre did the cattle
n·
we saw here come from?"
"We drove 'em here last night, Young' Wild West," Dancly
answered, quickly. ' 1.T here ain't no use in !yin' about it.
We happened to find 'em close by, so we jest drove 'em down
here, an' it seems that they wanted to stay here. Of course
we didn't intend to take 'ein away. We was goin' to light
out this mornin', knowin' that it wouldn't be safe for us to
hung arOUI\d these parts any longer."
"Well, it's a good thing you chose to remain, for we have
got you now. Buck Nixon is dead. I broke his neck unint entionully when I roped him just now."
The two villains were amazed when they heard this.
They pleaded a whole Jot, but it was no use, and a few
minutes later the unconscious fellow was tied upon the
iJack of his own horse, for Charlie and Jim soon got the
rustlers' horses frqm the glen, and then after the body of
Buck had been tied to another horse, the two prisoners were
forced to mount and were tied securely.
'fhen they all set. out for the ranch, arriving there in short
order, and not much too late for breakfast.
There was a general rejoicing at the ranch that morning,
and when the three prisoners were taken over to the settlement Dudley Brown went along.
He came back late in the afternoon, accompanied by the
preacher, who lived at the settlement, who had decided to
come over and remain over night at the ranch.
It is hardly necessary to describe what happened the next
day.
It was a good, old-fashioned ranch wedding at short notice, but still there were as many as fifty guests congregated,
for Jeff Roberts had seen to it that all those within ten or
fifteen miles were duly invited.
The day following, Young Wild West and his friends left
in a happy frame of mind.

But Wild and his partners took their time, and when they
had finished they found it was plenty light enough for them
to proceed.
No one was seen stirring about the bunk-house, which
told plainly that the cowboys who had slept there had not
yet risen.
But this made no difference, so the five set out at a swinging gallop and the distance to the gully was soon covered.
The sun was just rising when they came -to a halt at
the top of the bank where the path led pn d_o wn into the
rocky gully.
"Now then, Hop," the young deadshot said, speaking in a
low tone cf voice, "you just get a big firecracker ready and
·
come on."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the reply, and then they
all rode downward and halted behind some roclrn.
After watcning and · listening for a minute or two, the
young deadshot felt that it was safe to go ahead.
Dismounting, he nodded for the Chinaman to do the same,
and then led him cautiously ahead until he reached the spot
where he and Charlie had climbed to the high place that
was directly over the little waterfall.
After showing Hop the way to get up there, the young deadshot said: "Light a cracker and fire it downward. Yo1.1 may be
ab-le to see the camp, but it makes no difference whether you
do or not. Let the cracker go, anyhow. We'll be ready for
them when they come out."
The Chinaman nodded in a pleased way, and then began
the rather tedious climb.
The young deadshot and Charlie knew it would take Hop
nearly five minutes to get to the top and discharge the firecracker.
As Wild looked aroand he was surprised to see the' horns
of several cattle showing from behind the rocks not far distant from the glen.
This showed him plainly that the rustlers had been at
work during the night, but as he thought it over he decided
that it might be possible that 'the cattle had strayed there.
Just about five minutes elapsed after the Chinaman started
to climb to the high point above the glen when suddenly
a loud explosion sounded and a cloud of smoke went up from
·
the rocks and trees.
Excited cries were heard, and then two men sudden!J
bounded from behind the rocks not more than a hundred
feet ahead of them.
They were followed by two more.
Young Wild West had his lariat in readiness.
"Come on, boys!" he exclaimed.
The sorrel stallion bounded forward like a shot, while the
cattle, startled · at the explosion, turned up the gully in a
rush to get out of danger.
The :f aur rustlers surely had been taken completely by
·
surprise.
One of them turned and .ran to the left, and proceeded to
climb up the bank.
As he got there he pulled a gun.
Wild's lariat whizzed through the air just as the man at
the top of the bank was about to fire a · shot.
The noose caught him aboYt the body, and a quick jerk
brought him flying through the air.
Almost at the same instant Jim's lariat caught one ot
the others.
Then Charlie let his go and was just as successful.
The fourth man, who was no other than Buck Dixon,
uttered a yell of defiance ancj, revolver in hand dashed
'
straight ta meet the ranchmen.
Roberts fired at him but missed.
Then Buck stopped still in his tracks and prepared to
take a steady aim, so he might put an end to his former em·
ployer.
But Wild was not going to let anything like that happen.
Turning his attention from the man he had roped, he fired
quickly and broke Buck's arm with a; bullet.
The revo·l ver fell to the ground with a thud, and then the
·
defeated rustler turned to run.
The young deadshot quickly dismounted, and removing the
rope from the body of the man he had lassoed, he quickly
coiled it -and sprang to the saddle again.
Buck Dixon was running straight up the gully.
Spitfire galloped forward like a shot, and quickly closed
the gap.
With his broken arm dangling at his side, the villainous
rustler was running for his life.
}
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DUEL WITH A DOZEN; OR, ARIETTA'S ONLY CHANCE."
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CURRENT NEWS
A restaurant proprietor in Harrisburg, Ill., recci red a
shipment of fresh eggs from Norris City. ·w hen he opened
the ice box to get two eggs for an order he was surprised
to hear the chirp of a chick that had pecked its egg am1
was born in the refrigerator. '1,he chick is doing well.

extinguished and the fight continued in the darkness until
five of the /rats had been killed and the others- driYen from
the room. Foreman was bitten repeatedly_and his bo,1y is
swollen as a result of the wounds. It is feared that the
rats were suffering from hydrophobia.

Having eaten glass carpet tucks and knife blades for
s~veral years, without feeling any ill effects, George
Schoonover of Columbus, Ind., is seriously ill because of
eating too much pork and beans and has been taken to
the poor asylum. Schoonover actually eats glass. He has
made a meal of carpet tacks and then bitten the blade
from a pocket lmife, after which he chewed and swallowed
it. But all of these unusual articles_of diet never seemed
to have any ill effect. Schoonover ate a big dish of pork
and beans. This made him so ill he went to police headquarters and begged to be sent to the poor asylum.

A toncession in Upper Egypt which is regardcc1 as of
great importance l1as been granted by the government to
the well-known British firm of John Jackson of London.
According to details now published, this will e:ITect the
irrigation of about 60,000 acres of land upon which the
concessionahes will erect apparatus for insuring a perennial supply of water. Capital of $2,500,000 is said to be
involved, and the concession is granted for a period of.
forty-five years. The scheme, it is stated, will add greatly
1
to the prosperity of a wide district, and is welcomed by
leading business men, both in Egypt and at home, as con-,
tributing to the prosperity of the country. Sir John,
,Jackson, who is the head of the Jackson firm, is famous1
as the constructor of some of the greatest engineering1
triumphs in the world, among them the Chile Railway,
the great harbor at Singapore, the naval docks at Ferrol, 1
the gigantic irrigation scheme in Mesopotamia, and enormous works in Asia Mi.nor.

In Japan, the raising of gold.fish, which forms a familiar
feature in the gardens, parks, temple grounds and homes,
is an important industry, enormous numbers being raised
not only for the home markets, but fo1· export. It is estimated that more than ] 00,000 goldfish are annually exported to the United States from Yokohama alone. The
average life of the .J apancse goldfish is about seven years,
and when taken from the farms for shipment they are
August 2, which saw the first move in the expect.ed 1
usually about two years old. The greatest care is taken
Franco-German war of 1914, was the forty-fourth anniin shipping them, and even then a large percentage usually
yersary of the first engagement of the Franco-German 1
die before a shipment. reaches the American markets.
war of 1870. The scene of the fo-st engagement in that\
year was Saarbrii.cken, just over the Prussian frontier \
Two workmen, Frank Best of 113,1 First aYenue and from Lorraine--a town which is at present one of the
Joseph Roma of 1J45 First avenue, Manhattan, New prin~ipal bases for the German invasion of France, and '
York, were injured wh en a beam snapped under the if the tables are turned will be one of the ·strongest forweight of the sixteen-ton ,:tecl mast of the Shamrock III, ircsses which the French will have to take before pushing
which was being lowered in ·the Lo11g Island City pl aza on to the Rhine. In 1870 Sa.arbri.icken was held by a
of the Queensboro Briclgr, where it has been used as a rnrnll German for.ce, and the French army, accompanied
flagpole since it was presen ted to tl1e city by Sir 'rhomas by the Emperor Napoleon III. and the Prince Imperial,
Lipton after the Internati onal ~·acht races. 'rlrn mast was moved on the place and took it without much difficulty.
heing taken down to mah room for the cleYai.ecl railroad This was the only time the French troops got on German
which will cross tbc plaza to -the bridge. Best and Roma soil during the war except as prisoners., An outpost of the
were both kn ock.eel une:on<-cious by pieces of the beam, and extreme French right wing, at Weissenburg, was crumplcc1
th ev were taken to St. J ohn's H ospital in Long I sland 11p by the Germans. Later the French right under MacCity. Best went home later, but Roma was kept in the :'.\fohon was attacked by the army of the Crown Prince of
hospital _. as he had suffered severe cuts on the head.
Prussia at Woerth and completely beaten in a desperate
fight: and on the same day the German right aclrnnced
James Foreman, of Junction City, Kan., is in a dan- on Saarbrilcken, stormed the heights of Spichercu, anu
gerous condition as the resu1t of a battle with a dozen drove back the French left. The French army then relarge rntR "·l1ich inrndcd his bedroom and atfo cked him treated, part to Metz and part to Chalons. It was the
as )1 e lay aRleep. Ile woke up when a rat bit him on t he latter half that , surrendered at Sec1an. Saarhrlickcn is
check and brushed it a'1·a>' with his hand. Th e rats sprang well back from the Franco-Gcrmnn froutier, but as a railat him ::igain, hi.ting him on the breast. Foreman aroused read center ancl strong fortress will probably figure promt.he mcmhers of hi s family, who entered hi s room with a inent]:{ in the campaigns. Metz. around which terrible
lamp an d found twrh·e huge rats on the bc,l and floor. battles were fought ill August, 1870, and which surrcn'l'he r:-itf., ahaC'kecl the other memhcr:, of the fnmi.h ancl <lercr1 with ] 73,000 men in Oct ober of that year, is now
upset t lie lamp, setting the room on fire. The flame3 were the foremost fortress in Gennany's defense line.
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A STORY OF TWO BOYS AND FORTY INDIANS
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SEHIAL STORY)
chief :rncl his bucks, several or whom were limping, aml
CHAPTER XI ( continued)
"But we must return to our people" said Jack. "The giving f'igns of didres~ and "·eariness.
'l'hey were still a conplc of lnrndrecl ya.rcls away, aucl
Apaches are not very fond of i11y people, and I fear they
them anrl a big tree mJCler which Running '\Yater
hetween
.
,,illage."
their
iu
living
us
have
to
like
not
would
With a great deal of earnestness in look anrl tone, Run- and the other,: were sbrncling lay the dead bodies of the
nin g ·water protested, and insisted that the)' should re- redekins who l1acl been shin the day before.
'l'he old chief f'topped on seeing foe bo,l ies, and went
main with her people, who would be their friends all the
up to whrrc tliree of tl;em la_v ,rithin a few feet of each
·
davs of their lives.
Jack a,t once saw that the chief's daughter was in the other, and rccogni,;ing their old enemies they seemed to be
habit of having things her own way; that the\ entire vil- electrified ancl let out seYeral warwhoop,:.
All the old squa\\·s made a break to meet them, and
]age submitted to ber wbi.ms, but wbether her :fathcT and
his warriors would submit to her was a question. They a g-rcat jabbering took place.
'l'hcy were telling how the two white hunters had arhad no idea whatever of remaining among a people who
ri\'ccl ju~t in time to sarn the village and all tbe women
were innately savage, and who lived like sanges.
Just then all the dogs in the village began sniffing the and chiiclrcn from 11ttcr destruction.
'I'hen the chief aucl }1is warriors looked in the direction
air and looking in the direction of the trail which led Ned
of where 1hmning Water and her maiclcns surrounded
and Jack up to the Yillage.
The Indian girls noticed it, ancl Running Water said : Xcel and Jack, ::md seemed to be unclccicled as to what
"The chief and the warriors are returning," and she to clo.
Finally t hey came up to within a few paces of where
stoocl up, pushcxl her tresses back from her eyes, and gazed
the wl1ite lnmters stood, stopped ,r ncl gazecl straight into
in the directi.011 the dogs had now gone.
Ned an<l Jack looked inquiringl_Y at each other, ancl their faces .
Runni11g Water rnn to the olcI chief, and jabbered to
proceeded ·to examine the cbambin-s · of th eir Winchesters
in a "NY rapid manner for a minute or two .
him
infor
ready
ancl
fo see that they were full of cartridges
she took him by the band and led him to where
Fin~lly
·
use.
.stant
Tbe:v were not C'crtnin as to what sort 0£ a reception .T nck and ~ eel were tanding.
"How?''
the old chiio.f ancl his bucks would give tl1em.
.
Then lie extenclecl l1is hand to both of them, saying:
They knew, thougl1, that they had a po,rnrful champion
eye_s,
the
in
straight
him
in the person of the _chief's cl~ughtcr, ~ml they al so under-, ,. "Chief," said J ac~, looking
·
stood farther that with all his 'bad traits, the redman had ' ·1s ,t peace or war?''
grateful
is
Wolf
"Red
chief.
.the
replied
pea<'e,"
is
"It
I
.
hirri
clone
favors
for
gratitude
often shown
"Are yon all right, Neel?" Jack asked in a half whisper . to the white hunters."
Then Jack toQ_k his hand and shook it corclially, saying:
"Oli, yes. I'm ready to face the music."
"The white ~11d the reel man should live in peace toRunning Water overheard them, and, of comse, did not
understand what his words meant, but in a little while gether. We were your friends from the first meeting, but
you and your braves showed no friendship for us. We
she said :
"The chief ancl his warriors arc coming," and just then tried to go away from you, but you kept on our trail. We
they saw the olcl chief at the head of nineteen others camr, to your village and found the enemies of your people
killing your old men, and trying to take Running Water
emerging from the timber and approaching the village.
All the mongrel dogs were leaping about and barking away. We used our magic rifles and they are all dead."
There came a grunt of satisfa ction from every buck in
as if glad to see them .
"They are not all there," said Running Water, looking the band.
Some four or five of the wounded bucks were led away
wonderingly at the newcomers.
the squa~s, evidently their wives, and in a little while
hy
of
become
had
what
her
told
have
could
.Tack
Neel and
was heard a great deal of wailing ancl lamentation among
the others, but they sa.icl nothing.
'fhey arose, rifles in hand, a.nd looked steadily at the the squn.ws, who heard that the missing braves were dead.
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In a Ertle while nearly all the girls, except two or eyes engage a dozen stalwart warriors in battle, the odds
three, had joined in with them.
,Tark and Ned ·Cearnd _the worst, as they ·apprehenied
that the widowed squaws would set up a cry ior vengeance.
They wondered if the wounded bucks had accused them
of the disaster that had befallen them.
"Chief, why arc your women making all that noise?''
Jack asked, determined to know the worst.
"Because their husbands and sons have been slain," rc 0
plied the old chief.
"Slain? Is the tribe at war? Have yon been on the
warpath, and that, too, without your war paint?"
That was pushing the question right home to the old
·
villain, and all the reply he made was a grunt.
truth,"
the
speak
and
plainly,
_"Let the old chief talk
said ,Jack. "If the Apaches are at wa.r with another tribe,
we have aided them by slaying some of tl1eiT enemies."
The old chief looked him straight in the face, and said:
"The paleface knows all. Why does _he ask questions?"
"I ask ,q11eAfions, because I want the chief to explain
and tell the truth."
Running Water was looking from one to the other, evidently greatly puzzled. She couldn't understand\ the
chief's evasion, and she waited in silence, as the Indian
maidens always did when the chief or the bucks were
t!l-llci ng, bl1t, try hard as he would, Jack couldn't get an
admission of guilt from him.
Finally Jack said to him:
"The white men all 0Yer this territ9r7 look npon the
Apaches as their friends, and if they are not the redrr.an
is to blame. A white man will fight for his life and hi s
property aga ii1st all the world. He seeks nothing that
the redman owns, nor will he permit the redman to take
anything from him.
"The redman is glad the white hunters came to his village. They hal'e slain their enemies and saved their village and the liYcs of their wives and children, and Reel
Wolf is their friend."
"So he it, then," saicLJ::i ck, and a.gain he and Neel shook
hands with him. That seemed to satisfy Running Water,
anrl she was very livel y ·in her clemonstratiorn: of pleasure.

being six to .~me against them, and they destroyed every
one- of tMir enemies in a couplE\ of minutes, and they
were · so quiet, too, emitting no warwhoops, doing no
bragging, and, what was the most puzzling of all, had guns
that required no recharging, so far as they could see.
Running "\Yater had seen them fire repeatedly without taking 1-heir rifles from their shoulders. She afterwarcls' took one of the rifles in her hand, and examined it
carefully, and, of course, she couldn't understand it; but
she concluded that it ·was "Great Medicine," or, as Jack
told her, a magic rifle. She handed it back, ancl I looked
upon him as being invincible with such a weapon in his
hand.
A little before sunset Neel whispered to Jack.
"I've been trying to find out whether we are accused of
knocking oYcr those fellows, but have been unable to
'
do so."
re- ·
squaws,"
their
to
it
admit
"I don't think they will
always.
braggart
great
a
is
redskin
"The
.Tack.
turned
One of the ,last acts of his life is to sing his death song,
which is nothing in the world but a bit of braggadocia.
Probablv he had never slain a man in his life, but he sing~
about th.e scalpi, hanging in his wigwam, and what a terrible fighter he had been, and how his enemies trembled
before him and fled. It's one of. his characteristics."
"Yes, I know it is, but I notice some of them looking
at us as tbongh they were waiting for an opportunity to
cut our throats and gather our scalps."
"Yes, I've noticed that, too, but I hardly think they will
admit that we two got the best of forty of them; but
wliether their gratitude for the service we rendered their
squaws a.nd pappooses is genuine or not is a question."
"Well, why not leave here, and thus give them no
chimce to kill us ip our sleep? It will be dark inside of
an hour."
"H is rather late in the day for it now."
"Y cs _;- bnt as they can't follow our trail in the dark,
we'll be Rafe if we get just a mile away from them in the
timber, provided we build no fire."
"Yes, so we can, ancl if we can get away I'm willing to
go: bnt I rlon't believe that they will consent for us to go."
"Well, if they try to stop us they'll have some· trouble,

I guBss."
CIIAPTER XII.
-~ L.\.CK OF :FAITH.

For some time Neel and ,Jack were in doubt as to
whether or not the wouucl ed bu cks had told their squaws
as to how they hac1 met with disaster, but the lamentations
went on all the afternoon.
The old chief ancl hi q braves took up the bodies of the
three old men of the vil lag<' who had· been slain, bore them
oil'. in to the woods, anc! buried them according to tho cus·
tom oE their tribe.
· Running Y,'atcr anc1 her maidens remained to entertain
tJie two white hunters.
rl'l 1crt• eoul d be no question as to their sincerity, for
they rcgardecl tl1em as the grcatt'.'- t •;nnriors_t])cy had ever
looked upon, because they had seen them with their own

"That's just what I want to avoid. As it is, we have
got them in a pretty tight place. · It is a struggle with
them now between gratitude for what we've done and a
thirst. :for vengeance, and wbich will win is a question."
"That may he, and it seems to me to be wisdom on our
part to let them fight it out between conscience and vengeancc, without our remaining here to be a standing
temptation to them. As for conscience, that's something
that no Indian ever had."
"I don't know about that. I've heard old hunters say
that if you do an Indian a favor or an a.ct of kindness, he
won't forget it. He will be your friend always after that,
unless you rlo something yourself to break the friendship.
That may be conscience, and yet it may be one of their
rules of etiquette."

I

(To be continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
MOVIE SN AKE BITES HIM.
While posing for the "movies" George Cogswell, scout
of the Schagliticoke Rattlesnake Club, was bitten by a
,
rattler.
He said : "I had lifted the snake and was talking and
not paying much attention when the snake got me at the
first joint of the left thumb. When the snake struck it
felt like a pin prick. It is the first time in my life that I
have beeu bitten by one."
GOLD COINS FOR EXPOSITION.
Two thousand $50 gold pieces, one-half of which will
be octagoJJal in shape, like those issued in California in
1851, will be coined at the San Francisco Mint to commemorate the Panama-Pacific Exposition, by the terms
of a bill passed by the United States Senate.
'!_'here also will be coined ten thousand $2.50 gold
pieces, twenty-five thousand gold dollars and fwo hundred
tbous::rnd 50-cent pieces. All of the gold coins are to be
sold to the exposition company at par and will probably
be sold by it at an advance to visitors.
BOXING IN EUROPE AT A STANDSTILL.
Bo:,ing throughout Europe is at a standstill owing to
tl1e war and the knights of the glove have exchanged their
padded weapons for those of 'a far more dangerous character. In Franr.e alone several score of the professional
boxers are serving with the army, the most illustrious
example being George Carpentier. The recent ring victories of the French middleweight over both Bombardier
Wells and Gunboat Smith caused European critics to predict world's championship honors for Carpentier. Should
he be killed or injured in action his loss would be keenly
felt in pugilistic circles, for even the English ring authorities predict a promising career for him, as can be
feen from the following extract from a review of his bout
with .Rmith:
"'l'l1011gh the result of the boxing contest between Carp011ticr and Glmboat Smith was very unsatisfactory from
one poi11t of view, there is very little doubt that if the
contest had continued Carpentier would either have won
en~ily on l)oints or would have finished his man before the
tenth ro1;nd. The Frenchman had science, pace and preciflion, a11cl al1 of them had been impro'.'ed since he last
11 ]'IJC,ll'C'cl-.

"'\Yith qnahtieR such as these he was easily able to deal
,·rit 1i n man whose chief assets were strength and endurance. Tlie rapier will nearly always win against the broadsworrl. We Rhall a1wa:rn· look forward to seeing Carpentier in t:ie ri1,g again. His fierce vitality, his swift intel1i!rcnee, his flnming coura/!C present a combination of
rnn10 of i-11e finc~t qunlitics which boxing has ever cvo!Yc<l
in its best exponents."

YALE FOOTBALL PLANS.
Plans for starting the Yale football season have been
perfected at a recent coaches' meeting and the general
squad has been ordered to report at Yale Field September
14. The largest set of players who ever foccd a head
coach here is expected. September 8 a smaller squad,
largely the backfield men, will meet Capt. "Bud" Talbott
and Chief Frank Hinkey of the coaching staff in Madison,
about twenty miles from here on the east shore of Long
Island, for light preliminary work. "Billy" Bull is the
onJy other member of the permanent coaching staff who
will be present at Madison.
The coming season will introduce more novelties into
Yale . football than any of its predecessors. A new head
coach, Frank Hinkey, wi.11 make bis bow, installing a new
system of gridiron play at Old Eli; there will be a medical
director for not only the eleven but for all branches of
sports, Dr. Bull; a new preliminary sea,r;;on of training
at Madison has been inaugurated previous to the general
season in this city, the playing schedule will be the shortest on record, embracing only nine games and containing·
no Wednesday contests, and the only sunken football
stadium in existence, the new Yale Bowl, will be opened
for the gaJ:l+e which forms the climax of the season, the
game with Harvard here on November 21.
Hin.key's style of game will probably -include open play
to the extreme and secret practice may be abolished. At
any rate, it will be greatly curtailed, and the Eli attack
will be entirely remodeled. Hinkey, who captained two
former Yale elevens-those of '93' and 94'_:._has been
coach annually with the exception of but a few years
since he was graduated, but has never before directed a
Yale campaign. The spring practice, .under his supervision, was the most exacting a Yale football squad has ever
sweltered through.
The engagement of Dr. Bull has given the football
players a permanent policy in medical and surgical aid
for players who are injured or ill. He will also look after
baseball, . track and rowing athletes during their playing
season. He will make this city his home and will be
available for duty as backfield coach during the. football
spring and fall practice.
The Harvard game alone will be played on the new
ground in the bowl. The old wooden stands arc being
prepared for the other games, 1"/,000 seats being carefully
I
prepared for the crowds. The Brown game, Novemoer 7,
will be the last in the old stands, which will be torn down
at the close of the present season.
The bowl will be easily ready for the public by the date
of the game with Harrnrd. 'rhc bowl will accommodate
abont 72,000 people, seating some 60,000. Funcls for the
entire structm·e are not entirely secured, and the price 01'
seats for the lTarnnd game this fall is not yet announced.
It will he something of an advaucc oYer former g,1mcs, it
is believed..
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DARING DICK DARE
-OR-

LOST IN TliE WtIITE DEATH
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERLAL STORY)

CHAP'rER IX ( continued)
"We might rig up some sort of a sling to cany Nettie
over," mused Dick. "'!'here's the rope the raft is tied together with. There seems to be a lot of it, and I shouldn't
wonder if it wns all one piece. The scheme may seem
a crazy one, but I am bound to think of everything that
may offer a way out of the valley, and this certainly
does."
"It's only to be thought of as a last resort," said Mr.
Mosler, "and we certainly haven't come to it yet. Hello!
There's one of those men again !"
The man had suddenly appeared on top of the cliff,
and to the surprise of every one he held a coil of rope in
his hand, and stood tbe1:e shouting something, but not a
worcl could they hear.
"We'll go up to the cliffs," said Dick. "Perhaps we
can hear him then."
They hunied over to the base of the cliffs, and the man,
sreing what their intention was, laid down fl.at and
shouted:
"Who are you?"
The words could just be distingnisbed and no more, but
tri as they would not one of the party could make the
man hear in return.
"It's no use! I can't hear you!" he called back. "I
suppose you want to get out. You had better. The White
Death will catch you if yon stay where you are until
dark."
Dick nodded vigorously.
"I'm going to let down the rope I" called the man
again. "If it reaches I'll get some of the boys to help
me. I think we can pull you up !"
"Trv it! Trv it!" called Jack.
The· man ~ho~k his l!ead, which seemed to say that still
. he could not bear, and then he let the rope come tumbling
down over the cliffs.
It ·c1id not rcMh tbe floor of the valley by twenty feet.
Dick stepped out where he could be plainly seen, and
by signs showed the man how much too short it was.
'l'hc man stood up then, and, pulling up the rope, re~
mained there for a few moments, looking puzzled, and
ihen lie pointed over to the cliff, and shouted:
"It wonld reach across there!"
"My scheme to the front again !" cried Dick. "I think
we could all manage to elimb up on the top of that rock.
I'm sure I can do it. I'm going to try."
He made signs to the man, who shouted :

"All right! Go ahead! I have a heavier rope which
you can pull over. I think it can be done."
"Come on, Jack ! W e'U tackle the rock!" cried Diclc.
"I can go over on the rope, anyhow, and once I can get
the chance to talk to that fellow I'm sure we can devise
ilome way to get R ettie and her father· up out of this."
"Go on, boys ! 'l'ry it, by all means," said Mr. Mosler;
"but don't run any risks on our account."
'l'ben Dick and Jack climbed up the big rock.
It was a hard climlY certainly, but at the same time
there was no real danger in it.
When they gained the top- the man was directly op- ·
posite, and, of co1Use, there was no longer the slightes t
difficulty in making him heat.
"Hello, boys!" he .shouted. "Who in. thunder are you,
and how did you mairnge to get down into the v· alley of
the White Death?''
'<vVe belong to Captain Quitman's smveying party,"
answered Dick. "Throw over your rope. I cari come
across hand over hand easy enough. I'll tell you all
about it when I get there."
"Quitman's party? The deuce you do !" cried the man.
"I c1on't know about this . Guess I'll have to wait a bit."
And to the intense disgust of the boys, when he had
made this singular reply, the man threw down the rope,
and, turning abr;upt1y, ,anished among tbe rocks.
It was an immense dis~ppointment.
Nor was this the worst of it.
For an hour and over Dick and Jack remained waiting .
on top of the big rock, but the man did not return.

CHAPTER X .
Tlrn ::\HN WITH TRE MEGA.PIIO:\'E TURKS UP AGAIN.

Dick Dare and his friends waited all the rest of the day
£or the reappearance of the man on the cliff, but he never
came.
It was a trememlous disappointment, but our little
party simply had to make the best or it, and after dinner
they set out to explore the cliffs, hoping to :find some way
of getting up.
This was a failure also.
No way was discovered, and night found them all back
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at the raft again in a most anxious frame of mind, for
now was the time to think about the \Vl1ite Death.
ould it come again?
That was the questio11 .
Dick determined to be prepared for it.
Several of the l1eaviest cases were returned to the raft,
and the raft itself pushed out into the middle of the
stream, where it grounded.
T here didn't seem to he any reason why it ~houldn't
stay there, either, for the water had fallen considerably,
and Dick made up his mind to let it remain out in the
stream permanently, so that they could retreat to _it each
night if they were forced to remain · in the valley any
length of time.
The/ slept on the raft that night, but it proved to be
a,11 unnecossiny, for tho White Death did not come.
Dick anc1 Jack .took turns at mounting guard on sl1ore,
and you may be very certain that they kept a sharp eye
on the clifis, but the man never put in an appearance,
and wheI} sunrise came at last everything remained exaotly as it had been the night before.
While they were eating breakfast a council of war was
held, and it was decided to push on down the valley as
far as they could go, and still return to the raft before
nightfall.
'l' his plan was oarriecl out, but it accomplished nothing
more than to show them j ust how serious the situation
was, for a walk of thrne miles brought them to the e11cl
of the valley where the mountains blocked their way,
rising in a solid wall several thousand feet in height.
The stream here became so shallow that they could
easily wade across it, and it then passed out of sight under
the cliffs through an opening so low that even the raft
would not have been able to go through .
"Blocked at every turn," exclaimed Dick, when he first
caught sight of it. "There's nothing to do but to go back
to the raft now."
"And stay there until the provisions are all eate'n up
or the White Death catches us," said Mr. Mosler gloomily. "It looks to me as if our fate ,ras scaled.''
"Not while the urn1crgrounc1 pas,,age at tho other end
of the valley remains," replied Dick, in his usual cheery
fashion . "'l'his water is bound to go clown still more. If
we are only patient it will continue to fall until we are
able to walk back into the bananca, and then I am sure
we can :find some way of getting ont of the hole." .
"You forget that tl10 barrier between tlie bn.rranca and
the Raton River has been swept away," said :Mr. Mosler.
" It will be weeks and perhaps months before the Raton
gets lower than ti1e barranca, and perhaps it never will.
Until then thern wil l be plenty of water in this stream."
Dick had no reply to make to this, ancl they returned
to the raft, spending the afternoQn in exploring the cliffs
in the other direction, in the hope of finding some way
of getting up.
No discovery was made, however; at least Mr. Mosler,
Nettie and J ack thought so, though Dick had his own
ideas about it, and night found them back at the raft
again, waiting for the coming of the White Death.
But again t hey were left free fr~ it, for the deadly
mist did not appear.
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It was, on the contrary, a hcauti fu l night; the f:taT3
were all out, rmd the moon sl1one brightly, everytl1ing
indicating, a clear day to come.
"Don't go to sleep, Jack," whispered Dick, when they
parted on the bank, for Dick was to take first watch, and
dicl not propose to cross o,er to the raft.
"Why, what's up?" aeked J nck in a voice too low foT
either Mr. Mosler or Nettie to hear.
" I'll tell you late;r. I've got a. scheme I'm going to
:hy."
"Hello! That so? I thought there must be something in the wind, you have been so cheerful all the
evening."
"Don't talk any more about it now. Wait till ihe:v are
asleep. Probably it won't work at a11, and I don't want
to keep making f,ailures, which will only go to discomage Mr. Mosler all the more."
So Jack went over to the raft, and lay down on his
blanket, but after Mr. Mosler and Nettie 'were asleep he
came over onto the shore again, whore Dick was pac:ing
up and down with his rifle over his shoulder, doing the
sentinel act in proper shape.
1"Asleep at last?" he asked.
"Sound," replied Jack. "Now, then, what's up?"
"\Ve11, I'm trying to be up-to-date, for one thing, and
I'm going np· on top of those cliffs for another. 'l'hat's
what I'm dri.ving at just now."
"Sonnds well," laughed Jack, "but how are you going
to clo it?"
"Co'.m e along, and I'll show you, J aok."
"You'll not only show me, but if you go I'm going,
too," replied Jack, in his decided way. "You are not
going to run any risk that I don't share."
"'l'hat's all right; you can go if you want to. All there
is about it is I saw a place this afternoon where I think
I can get up, and now I'm going to see whether I was
right or not. Come on."
"And leave Nettie am1 Mr. Mosler?"
"What harm? 'l'he White Death won't come to-night.
Don't ·you see how cleat it is? Something· has got to be
done, anc1 if we don't no it who will? Come on, Jack ;
come on. It ic;n't far."
As Dick wa lker1 along ho stooped down beside a big
rock and took up a coil of rope .
''\Vhere, on earth clicl you get it?" cried Jack.
"Found it among the things on the raft."
"Ent you didn't say anything about it.''
"It was in a box. 1 found it just before supper while
you were talking to Nettie. I didn't say anything aqout
it because I didn't want to excite any hopes which might
come to nothing, but I think it will do the work ."
They kept on until they l1acl reached a point .about 11alf
a mile from the raft, where a tree grew out from a sort of
shelf 01i the face of the cliifs. It was the only thing of
the sort the boys lrnd seen in all their wanderings through
the valley.
,
''.My scheme is to lasso that tree," Dick declared. " I
think I q1J1 do it, and once 1 am up there I think I can
climb to the t op of the cliffs; you see how broken it is
above."
(To be cont inued )
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168 West 23d Street ·
T . M. Jfollen, of Newport, Del., h~ a bird dog that
beats horning pigeon, cats or anything else for "turning
1;p." ,,lien be started from Wilmington, Del., in his moier boat for Fcnton's Beach, N . ,T., where he has a summer
(;Ottage, he found his dog, Spet:kle Flirt, had followed
him for miles from I'!cwport to the wharf He drove her
back, as he supposed. Two hours afterwa r;: 11rhcn he was
sitting on his porch he saw a wet and forlorn object crawljng up to him. Re was amazed to :find it was his dog:
The a11imal swam diagonally across the Delaware River, a
dist::rnec of six miles, to reach her master. She must have
kept the motor bont m view all the way, for it was her first
visit to the beach . Mr. Bul len now says there is not
enough money in the Mint' to buy that dog. He also says
she ean go with him in the motor boat hereafter wl1encver
sbc plcnses.
Stone roofs arc ycry c9mmo11 in Malta am1 give excellent service, according to Consul J amcs Oliver L aing,
of- Yaletta. The custom is an ancient one ai1d is continu ed
beca11Re stone roofs are cheap and durable. " I have seen
such roofs here three hundred years old and perfectly
gooc1," he said. "Large beams of wood wer e used in an cient times upon which to lay the st one. The beams wcTe
about 10 b:v 7 inches. Rteel beams about the size of an
.A merican 'r-rnil , but a little higher, arc now used. T he
stone-native limedonc~is usually about four or five
inches thick. T he pieces are joined closely together and

New York
3fft in r::ement. A thin Jine of -cement is also spread on
top of all joists. The roofs are fiat, with just enough
slope for drainage. The stone does not wear out an d t he
onlv repair necessary is a new covering of cement fo r th e
joists once in a while. Unless they are walked upon
twenty years sometimes elapse without repairs of any h.'ind
to the roofs. They have the advantage of being absolutely fireproof."
Seventeen of the convicts at f'nmp }fr C'ormick, in the
Catskill Mountains, who had been paroled from Sing Sing
to work on the Cleve Mountain State road, were sent back
to the prison fo r a number of clays. T hese convicts, who
compr ised the second ' allotment sent· frflm the prison, had
~nlkecl at their tasks and g:we evidence of preferring the
prison wall s to life in t he open. T he first gang of thirty
convicts are working con tentedly in the woods . They will
be r etained on the work. 'rhe seventeen sent back did
noth ing of a violent ch aracter, but simply declined to
work, and it. was thought their example would be a menace
to the other m en. It is char.gecl that this sulking on the
part of comictf' has been brought about by State road contractors. It is asserted th at a.cldcd r ecreation and amusen:ents have been installccl at the prison and t hat the prison0rs haYc been ind irectly in fluenced against the State
r oad work , 'l'h c sevent een men sent back made it plain
tbat t hey t hought t hey were on a pleasure excursion, and
they cl eclinecl t o r egard t he parole in any other light.
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GOOD CURREN'!' N.E\'VS ARTICLES
Juice from pickle bottles prevented another fire in Solon Springs, Wis., which was gutted by fire some months
ago. E. S. Cosgrove was about to close his store when
flames were noticed in a rear room. ·Cosgrove, having no
,vater at hancl, used salty brine from _large pickle jars and
checked the fire until a bucket brigade had been organized.
The fire that partially destroyed the business section of
Solon Springs originated in a store operated by Cosgrove.
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wear longer and rcnr1er more valuable service if not placed
under a strain.· 'l'be best timepieces will be more nearly
accurate if they are wound not too tightly and never allowed to nm completely down. The most satisfactory
way to wind an eight-clay clock is to wind it twice in that
many days, and to ·wind it only half or a little more than
half way each time. ' This keeps the machinery free from
any un t1sual strain, and the works will continue to render
efficient work mucl1 longer than when the clock is permitted to run the time limit and then wound up to its
utmost capacity. A watch that is wound twice in twentyfour hours will give more ·perfect satisfaction in time
than if the watqh is wound up tight once every twentyfour hours, as most persons do. Do not permit the watch
to run down, and only wind it a part of the amount needed
to wind it up completely.

GRINS AND CHUCKLES
"Yes, sir_; Bleecker would make money out of a;nything."
''Is he lucky?" "I should say so. Wl y, he rnatrie<l a penniless girl two years ago, and he got her a position that
brings him in twelve hundred dollars a year."

Dr. Jalap-I hate to speak of it, Mr. Stikkum, but
seeing that it is more than a year since I attended you,
and the bill is still standing, I must say that you are
William W. Taylor, .Tr., better known as "Bunny" Tay- rather slow pay. Stikkum-But you must remember it
lot, an eleven-year-old boy of Montclair, N. J., recently · was slow fever I had.
accomplished a swimming. feat that many twice his age
have tried to achieve and failed . 'l'aylor, against a strong
Hotel Maiiager (to cleparting guest ) - ! trust you have
wind and in rough water, swam across Greenwood Lake_, been comfortable, sir? Guest-Oh, yes. · Manager-And
and made the clistan.ce in thirty-four minutes. Ed Rich- that everything has been cooked to your liking? Guestards, oarsman on the Columbia crew, coached Taylor the y es, all but the bill. I should have preferred that boiled
entire distance, and his uncle, his father and others ac- down a bit more.
companied him in rowboats. "Bunny" used the overhand
stroke from right to left. T here is no record of any one
"Did you ever go into a clarl~ room, where you couldn't
near l'li.s age attempting this swim. 11 he boy is a student see any one, and yet something seemed to tell you there
at the Hillside Grammar School here, and has already re- was some one there?" asked the spiritualistic medium.
·
ceived the sc:hool letter for athletic victories.
"Oh, yes," replied the man; "I used to have that exper~e·nce often-in my courting days."
When is a league not a league? That question was an"They're six fine sons you have, Casey," said Dennis
swered the other day in a communication from Secretary
Farrell, according to the b€st of elope. His opinion is FJahert.y to his friend. "They are," said Casey. "Do you
tlrnt two clubs do not constitute a. league and that Salt have any· trouble with them?". "Trouble?" said Casey.
Lake and Ogden do not form the Union Association. In "I've never had to raise my hand to one of them, except
such a case all the playern now with the Skyscrapers and in self-defense."
Canners will become free agents- and at liberty to sign
oh ,rith any club offering them a position. Farrell's deAn old Yorkshire woman being much distressed at the
cision may have a shorte11ing effect on the plans of Salt sudden loss of her only son, the dissenting minister assured
Lake and Ogden. One of the reasons why the club di- her, consolingly: "He is now with Abraham, Isaac and
rectors decided to finish out -the season was to .protect Jacob." "That's the worst of it," she sobbed, "and be was
·
. their players and territory, but if there is no longer a always so shy among strangers."
lengu e here this cannot be classed as protected. territory.
Little Marjo!'ie ancl l\folcolm were trying one day to
It will be whnt is known as "open territory." It will
jump to a certain spot on the carpet when Malcolm's
mean a complete Teorganization oft.he league next year,
mother heard him say : "I can jump two-fourths." His
being
by
mother, thinkiug to bring in a little arithmetic, asked:
Thousnnc1s of excellent timepieces are clamagod
alare
they
until
many fourths in a whole, Ma1colm ?" Anc1 Malcolm
nm
to
"How
permi.Hccl
wo,mcl too tightly or
most run dowh. The mechanism of a watch or clock will replied: "As many as it would take to 'fill up the hole."
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'l'HE MYSTERY OF KA'l'E KRAlf'rON.
By John Sherman

One of. the most interesting cases-at least to me-that
ever came in my way occurred at Newport.
I had only been engaged in detective work for a year,
and I was very smbitious to succeed in the profession
1vhich had always possessed for me a strange fascination.
Mrs. Julian, a wealthy widow lady, and her son Fred, a
handsome, dashing young fellow, whom report credited
with a predilection for that peculiar kind of "speed" denominated "fastness," which is so common a failing among
the gilded youth of Gotham, were spending the summer
at their cottage in Newport, and I, as an old friend of
the family, han. received a most cordial invitation to pass
my summer vacation with them. The very :first night
of my arrival at the cottage, Mrs. Julian availed herself of
an opport.unity to converse with me in private in a manner
and on a subject that very much surprised me.
"I wish to ask your assistance, Mr. Dane, in a matter
which, as a mother, is very near to my heart," began the
lady, with aJ1 air of mystery.
"Although perhaps you have not been informed of the
fact, there has been a young lady in my little family circle
for several months. She is in every way treated a·s an
equal by Frederick and myself. The fact of the matter is
simply this: I advertised for a companion, and among
otlwrs Kate Krafton, as the young lady calls herself, answered my advertisement in person. I engaged Kate
Kra.fton entirely upon her own personal statements and
pleasing appearance. She is a blonde of eighteen years
whose sweet lovelines,;,, charming manner and cultivated
mind has made her a most agreeable companion, and I
have grown to love her almost as dearly as though she
were my own daughter."
"Let me see if I can't guess the denouement to which
you are working up. Fred is in love with Miss Krafton,"
I said.
"'l'hat is the fact, Mr. "Dane, and it is because my son
loves Kate Krafton, and_ would make her his wife, that I
require your services," answered the lady.
"I do not understand," said I, somewhat puzzled.
"You sha11 know. Although Kate Krafton's position in
my household is a pleasant one, and a kind fate seems inc1inecl to strew her future path with roses, whatever her
past mn:v have been, she seems at times very unhappy.
Frequently, for days at a time, Kate Krafton is the victim of remarkable nervousness as ine...\.rplicable as it is painful to observe. On these occasions she starts in a frightened way at the most trivial occurrences-the sudden opening of a door or the sound of a strange voice being quite
sufficient to startle her and cause her face to pale. Further, T havr. noticed that at these times there is a hunted,
. despairing look in the girl's eyes, and she seems like one
about to fly from some terrible unseen peril." ·
"It seems to me, Mrs. Julian, that this is rather a case
for the physician instead of the detective. No doubt Miss
Krufton is the victim of some nervous malady, which will
promptly yield to the proper medical treatment," said I.
"But you do not yet' know all. Wait until you are in
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possession of all the facts in this remarkable case before
you decide upon its merits," the lady hastened to say.
"J. stand corrected; but I thought that you hacl conclmled."
"No; the worst has not been told. Kate has a secret
visitant:"
"Is Kate Krafton's secret visitor a man or woman?" I
asked.
"I clo not even lmow that. I only know that our chambermaid, Maggie Doyle, an honest Irish girl, who sleeps at
her parents' house, and whose brother calls here every
evening to escort his sister home, has on three different
occasions within the last two weeks seen Kate Krafton
meet a stranger in the grove beyond the cottnge grounds."
"I have already formed an opinion as to the meaning
of the young lady's conduct, hut I should like to see her."
"Then come into the drawing-room; we shall find K~te
Krafton and my son there, I fancy."
I follo;';ed Mrs. Julian.
There was but one person in the apartment, and she was
a young girl, who reclined upon.a sofa, crying bitterly.
The girl was not yet aware of our presence, and with a
significant gesture I turned ancl glided out of the room,
for I did not wish to embarrass by my presence one whom
I judged to be in deep sorrow.
"vVhat is it, Kate? What troubles you? Tell me the
cause of your grief, my child; you may confide in me," I
heard Mrs. Julian say, as she seated herself beside Kate;
and taking one of the girl's hancls in her own, she rested
the other upon the brow of tbe sorrowing one caressingly.
"It is nothing-nothing, only a severe headache, that is
all, and I shall not be able to attend the grand ball at the
hotel this evening," Kafai Krafton replied.
Mrs. Julian arose, and, crossing to an inlaid table, she
unlocked a drawer and drew out a magnificent diamoml
necklace.
''.I am sorry that the necklace is broken so that I cannot
wear it to-night; I must send it to a jeweler and have it
repaired. 'I'hat necklace is worth thirty-five hundred dollars, Kate, and the design in pearls and small diamonds. is
unique. It was my mother's, and I would not part with it
for a small fortune," said Mrs. Julian, replacing the necklace in the drawer and turning away.
At that moment I chanced to follow a quick glauce
which Kate Krafton threw toward a window at the encl
of the room, opposite "the one at which I was stationed.
I had not acquired that imperturbability which I flatter
myself I now possess, and I started as I saw a shadow flit
across the window.
Instantly I was satisfied that some one had been peering
into the window when Mrs. Julian displayed the diamonds, and, moreover, I was confident from the giTl's
manner that she suspected the presence of a spy .
Quickly as possible and without sufficient noise to betray
my movements, I glided around the corner of the dwell iJJg
toward the window at which' I had seen the shadow.
There was no one there.
I remained at this window.
It was twilight, and in the gathering shadows I 1rnew
that the spy whom I had detected could easily have glided
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away among the shrubbery and escaped obsonation on my
part.
A moment later Mrs. Julian turned to leave the room,
but re:1ching the door she paused, and returning to the
table she took the diamonds from the drawer, and handing
them to Kate Krafton I heard her say:
"I hardly think it is safe to leave the diamonds here.
Take them with you to your room when you retire for the
night, Kate."
"I will do so, madam," Kate Krafton answered.
Mrs. Julian left the room, and acting upon the impulse
of the moment, I determined to try a ruse on Miss Kraft9n.
- Drawing my hat down over my face, and raising my
collar, I tapped upon the window, and then sank down in
the shrubbery so that I was entirely concealed.
. Kate Krafton hurried to the window.
"You have retUl'ned too soon; the hour you gave me to
decide is not up yet. My goodness, why will you persecute
me thus?'' she said.
"All right," I said, hoarsely.
I heard her move away.
Five minutes went by, and I was just about to leave my
cover in .disgust when I heard a footstep, and I saw a form
glide to the window.
· Instantly it was opened by Kate Krafton. Silently I approached the window.
The unknown had entered the drawing-room. I glanced
through the window and saw a ragged, villainous-looking
man, with a bearded face, standing close beside the beautiful Kate Krafton.
"Hark ye !" I heard the man hiss, "I gave ye the hour
ye wanted, and now you fail me. I must have five hundred
dollars to-night, and you must get it for me."
"I cannot, I cannot," wailed the girl.
"Yes, you can. He'll give it to ye. Ask the young
feller that's sweet on ye. You can get it from him if you
·
wdnt to/'
"There is some one coming. It is Frederick. Go-go,
before you are discovered. I promise to get you the money
if I can,'' cried Kate, pushing the man toward the window.
An instant later Freel Julian entered the drawing-room.
"I have come to say good nigh.t before I go to the ball.
I would much prefer remaining with you, but my mother
wishes me to accompany lier. Come out upon the porch
for a moment. It is a delightful evening," said Fred, and
aa he spoke he led the girl through the window at which I
had first watched and listened.
No sooner was Kate Krafto11 and her lover out of the
room than the man who had j11st left the young girl from
wbom he had come to extort money opened the window
and glided into the drawing-room.
Kate had left the diamonds intrusted to her care lying
on the table.
He glided to the table and clutched them.
"Now, then, for the sumwer house, and there to await
the ·coming of the gal," he said to himself, as he made his
way toward the summer house-a vine-covered pagoda at
the end of the broad lawn. It is needless to say I followed him.
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.I ·leaped ·upon him, hurled him to the ground, aacl
grasped his throat. Iii the struggle the jewels £ell from
his bands, and a wig and fa]se beanl came off in my
l,anc1s. In the uncertnin light I recognized the man whom
I had capturcll to be one Owen make, a child-stealer,
whose pfotmc had long lnmg in _the office of a detective
friend of mine, who had spent a long time in searc!1ing
for tlic criminal.
I was t1tis mfln's superior physically, and I soon overpowm·ed him crnd secured hi s hands by means of a pair of
·'bracelets," which from force of habit I carried in my
pocket.
Ilis limbs I fastened sccureJy, by m eans of a rope tl,Sed
by tbc gardener to straighten a bent sap ling, and leaving
him in the rnmmcr house I returned to the cottage and
vpproachc-cl i.bc window.
J!'rcd Julian and rate were now again iu the room.
He was about to go when Kate took his arm.
"Give me f1 rn lmndrccl tlollars. I must luwe the money
1.o-night. It 1s a matter of life and death," Kate Kraftou
said, earnestly:
"So seriou~ as that, Kate? Indeed, I am ' sorry, but I
fia,e not the mo11cy, neither has my mother, aud as the
banks are closed, there is no way of procuring it before
'
mornirig,'' answered .Julian.
At this moment a senant opened the door, anrl announced a g-enUcman to see Mr. Juliau.
"Excuse me for a moment, Kate," I heard him say, and
he hurried from the room. Scarcely was he go11e when
Mrs. Julian appeared, entering the room by another door.
"On second thought I have determined to secure tlie
necklace by means of a ribbon, and wear it to-night," she
said.
"Yes, madam," 1 heard Kate answer, and, rising, she
approached (he table where she had left the diamonds.
"Good heavens, the djarnonds are go11e.!'' she shrieked,
discovering that the gems were missing.
At this moment Freel re-entered the room.
His mother in.formed him of the loss of the diamonds,
and in condueion she said:
"This 1mg-r0.te:fnl girl must have taken them."
"No-110, mother," he said su ddenly. "Kate is innocent
- I took the diamonds!"
"Heavens ! my son a thief !" cried the mother, falling
senseless at his feet. I coulcl remain inactive no longer,
and I bounded into the room as Fred raised his mother in
his arms.
"No, Mrs. Julian, your son is not a thief. Both he and
this young girl are innocent; and I believe that during
the few hours that I have been your guest I have solved
tho mystery of Kate Krafton's life."
My words seemed to recall Mrs. Julian to herself, and I
placed the diamonds which I lmd taken from the thief in
her hands. 'I'hen I hastily related all that had occurred.
Fred at once returned with me to the summer house,
where, in consideration of his liberty Blake confessed that
the girl known as Kate Krafton was· the child he stole
from New York fourteen years before. All was explained
to Mrs. Julian and Kate, and the girl was restored to her
parents. Ultimately, however, she again found a happy
home beneath Mrs. Julian's roof as the wife of Mr. Fred.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
Ranchers in Molltana arc importing cats from Minnesota io kill prairi e dogs, So far the expcrimeo t ha::;
been successful. Ou oue runcli, Lwo hundred miles east of
Butte, there arc nearly a hundred cats, and each cat ki lls
an average of two pra.irie dogs every day .

It is quite a trick of boys to make wire climbers with
which they can climb a smooth · telegraph pole. Heavy
ielegraph wire is used and formed into a clouble ring, the
lai·ger ring encircling the pole, while the smaller one
senes as a stirrup. 'l'hc weight of the boy when caniecl
hy the stirrup causes the ring to bite into the pole an<l
cling fast, .b nt a soon as the sti1tup is rai sed by the foot
it releases the ring, permitting it to be slid up the pole
i.o take a fresh l1old far ther up. ·with a device of thi~
sort ou each foot, it is a implc matter to climb the
pole.

Dr. Edward L. T roxell, representing the Peabody Museum of Yale Uni l'ersity, has been in Dallas on his way to
Tul ia aud the head o.f Rock Creek, in the T exas Panhandle, where lie is conducting an expedition in the hope
of obtaiuing fossils of. the anc:icnt horse that became extinct in America 200,000 years ago, the P leistocene elephant and camel and. otheT animals that aro said to have
settled in lhe Panhan dle lon g before the preseut age "of
mai1 . ,"Two years ago," s::iid DT. Troxell, "the university
sent Prof. L ull and a party on an expedition to the Panhand le to look fo r fossils . Tlie expedition was so successful t hat they arc sending out another . On our last t rip
we fou nd frngmc uts of the three-toed horse, elephants,
camels, slotlis and the anc ient horse which bce:ame extinct
200,000 years ago . 'l'his year we hope to find more specimens of these fossils."
John J?o1·tune, a po;:;tman, of Atchi~on, Kan ., has just

To become the bride of a man she never saw, 1,1:iss Mary c-ompletccl a mnp of the United States, made entirely of
.JfcCormi('k, cighteell }'ears old, of Suubury, I'a., left for cauceler1 postage stamps. The stamps are .p asted on-a
a 3,000-milc trip to Po1i.land, Ore., where she has wed
John O'Donnell, a "·ell-to-do apple grower. More than a
year ag0 the young woman, then employed in a X ortlrnmherland cap facto r y, placed her name and aclrlre"'s under
the band of a cap. O'Donnell got it, a11d wrote her a letter. She did not answer it. P ersistent wooer that he was,
he sent his picture next time, a11d :Mis McCormick took
up the corrc~poncl cnce, \':hich resulted in a ,proposal, with
Uncle Sam as Cupid' messenger.
A four-pa~senµ- cr motor car was cro sing a railroad
track 110:u Ornali a one night this summer when it was
~trucK by a pn ~~c11 gcr train . It wa s so completel? shattereil that every pice:c of the motor, body, etc., wa. reduced
to junk. 'rlw remains of th e rnr ·were scattered along the
+raeks for a disia.nrc of 500 feet . As in mo t accidents, a
freak condition was fom1d among the ruins the next
rnornillg. 'l'hc automobil e was fitted with a clock speedometer combination . 'l'he automobile ,,·as struck at about
mi<lni ght, ,rnd yet the next morning at 9 :40 the clock was
still nrnni11g, and lia.d not lost a minute.
~I

While excavating 011 Brcchin Point, near anaimo, n.
C., H. B. Greave unearthed the bones of a skcleto1t which
arc believed to be those of a white man buried over one
hundrrll years ag0. The skel eton, which was buried in
about three feet of earth, was surrounµecl by clam shell;;
and other evidences of an Indian clam: feast. Since the
remain ,; were lrnri cd a large cedar t ree has grow n oYer
the plar(.' . [t:~icl cnt s of tltc neighborhood believe that tl :c
skeleton j,: th r bo110s of one of fh·e membc:rs o.f Capt.
Gcor;:re Yan co n,·r r·~ ere\\", who disappeared when that
great 11:wi ,c;ato r Yi!< ilccl Departure Bay in 1791 -92 . The
snppositioJJ at the tim e wJs that the men h::1cl fa ll en in to
tho humb of Indi.rn can,1ibls.

camas, five h? nine feet, and each ·bmp has' been t rimma
to fit those adjacent to it. Stamps of Yarious colors are
nsed i.o designate the original thirteen States and the 'l'erritorics obtained b_v purchase ancl annexation . I n t he center of the map is the likeness of the-American eagle with
wings spread and an olive branch and a bundle ·of arrows
g ra~pcd in its talons. In the center of the State of Vir- ginia is ft copy of the Declaration of I ndependence, bor<lerccl with staiu ps. The entire creation is surrounded
by pici.mes of the preB idcnts as printed stamps, and the
C:mac1ian border is made. of stamps from that country.
Fortune declines· to state the number of stamps used in
the coustrnetion of the map, and he intends to lease it as
a basis for guessing contests.
'l'hc m'o~t important structure of the New Y ork Connecting HailroaJ is th e Hell Ga.te bridge now under constru!:tion. It will be the largest span of its t ype in the 1
worl<l, according to the E ngineering Record, and will !
measure 1.017 feet. It will be of imposing appearance
aml design eel with rcgarrl to architectural and art istic 1
effect as well as efficiency of construction. 'rhe span will i
hare a total weight of more than 26,000 tons, equal to
:i3,000 pounds l)er linear foot, including about 19,000 I
tons of high carbon structural steel, equi valcnt to 38,000 1
pounds per linear foot . rrhc great weight i,; due to the 1
hca vy loading specified. Both ends of the span will be
erected at the same time, and each of them will be assem- ,
l,]cd by a steel traYeler moving on a roadway platform 1
:rnc1 another on the top chords. It is estimat ed that the
errction will be completed in 1915. T he heaviest pieces
to be handled in the field will weigh about 200 tons, a.nd ·
there will be about 1,000,000 1¼ -inch field-driven rivets, ,
r.oi11c of them over eleven inches long, all driven by pneuui.atic hammer~
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
TO R1DE FROM: COAST TO COAST.
The Exposition team rr.prQsenting the Century Road ·
Club Association, which lefi )l"ew York City on July 2G
on a lcisinely trip to the Exposition in San Franci.1:co on
their hicyclC's, is, nt last reports, h~aded for Oma 1m, X eh.,
after an-iring nt Chicago, Ill., on August 10. 'l'hc t~nm
consists of Bob Lawson of )l" ew York, the well-known
milC'agc ·rider, and Chris Hansen of Brooklyn, i'Y. Y., ,rho,
just before starting this jomney, made a fast ride to Montrcal and return. No special time or schedule has been
laid down as to when tbc riders will reach the Coast, as
the trip out is intended in order to become familiar with
the roads for the return hip, when the attempt is to be
made at the present cycling coast-to-coast record of thirty1;eyen days.
SCHOOLBOY BILLIARDIST IS NOW A PROFESSION AL.
They are grooming a youngster in Chicago to take the
world's billiard title from Willie Hoppe. The youth
comes from the ranks of the newsboys. Welker Cochran
is his name and his age is sixteen years. He began to
play billiards six years ago. At that time he was crying
"Extra" in the streets of Manson, Iowa, putting in his
spare hours at the billiard table.
He has developed into one of the most phenomenal
billiard pla)'ers of recent years. Cochran's friends believe
he will succeed. They say he is the only billiardist to-clay
who has a chance to take the laurels from Hoppe.
Cochran is a youth of unusual intelligence. The penni.es made as a newsboy went into an educational fund,
an<l two years later he went to Chicago to attend the Lane
Technical College and will soon be graduated, defraying
part of his expenses with the money he saved as a newsboy.
'
The boy's stroke is natural and resembles very much
that of the famous Frank Ives. The Boy Wonder, as he is
now known to the billiard world, has the unique record
of having jumped directly into the professional ranks.
The billiarfl player usually spends several years as an
amateur befote he is sufficiently recognized by the public
to be worthy of professional patronage.
INDIAN'S RUNNING RECORD.
In the early <lays of Ehrenberg, Arizona, a man was
frightfull y burned by kerosene . . 'There was n·o physician
and no drug store in the town; and so a noted Mohave
runner who lived near by was hastily engaged- to run to
l!'ort Yuma, a government post directly across the Colorado RiYor from the present Town of Yuma.
'fhe distance from . Ehrenberg to Fort Yuma, as the
crow flies, is sixty miles. By the shortest trail that the
Indian could take, it was at least seventy-five miles, and
he had to swim the river once each way. The Indian was
to get $10 for the trip, and $10 additional if he returned

in twenty-four honrs. He prepared quickly for the undertaking, aud clisaJJpeared down the trail.
Within the twenty-four hours, he was ba1.;k in Ehrenberg, bringing with him the packages of medicine for
which he had been .sent; each package bore the labels of
the Yuma dispensary. 11tere was no living being along
ihe trnil between the two pla1.; es from whom he could
have obtained ::iny assi::ta11cc wlwtcvcr. 'l'liat Indian ran
J :iO miles iu less than twenty-four hours over a barrc:q,
st0 ny desert, interspersed with deep, dry gulches and
ravines in A.nd out of which he was forced to climb, and
in addition he swam t11c Colorado River twice.
When he got his $20, he bought some of his favorite
food, crawled into the shelter of some mesquite trees, ite
and slept altcmately for two days, and then reappeared
in perfect colldition.
EXT'RACT FROM DR. SHIVELY'S ADDRESS.
'l'he following extract from an address by Dr. Henry L.
Shively of Now York before the West End Medical Society, in which he described a Yi:;it he recently made to
Lourdes, shows how an unprejudiced physician views the
cures at that most famous of shrines. The miraculous
quality of the spring at Lourdes was revealed in a vision
to a peasant girl named Bernadette, in the year 1858.
The Xew York Medical Journal deemed the address
worthy to be pnbli.,hcd in full:
"lt is stated at the medical verification office that about
ten per cent. of C'ures are effected, which is a remarkable
shmving when the hopeless character of the diseases seen
at Lourdes is considered. Malingerers are sometimes detected among those who allege that they are cured, and
there are others who, from motives of vanity and love of
notoriety, unconsciously deceive themselves and exaggerate benefits received, which later often prove to be only
temporary. A conscientious effort is .made by the authorities to exclude these cases from the authenticated miracles.
"The waters of the grotto were tried without effect for
Bernadette herself, who was a chronic sufferer from
asthma and painful hallucinations. She died in 1879, at
the early age of thirty-five.
"As to the scientific aspect of the cures, there are considerations which should perhaps soften the harshness of
our judgment. Outside of their own special field, doctors
are very much like other people in their beliefs, quite as
credulous perhaps, and quite as fallible in their opinions,
believing often what is easy and agreeable rather thaa
what is demonstrably true or even probable.
"As in the days of the father of medicine, art is long
and judgment is difficult. There is a note of sinceritv
and humility, virtues a little old-fashioned in our hustling
modern life, in the question of the Roman governor who
asked: What is truth? The evangelist did not record
the answer, if there wru, one, and we are still groping in
the dark."
. ,..., ·-· r ···--- ---

LOTS OF FUN wwwa
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THE JOKER'S CIGAR.
THE MAGIC DAGGER.
The biggest sell of the sea.A wonderful llluolon.
soil.
A real cignr made of
To all appearances it
·•·.
tobacco, but secreted in the
A A ~ fs an ordinary - d·a.a-c-er
•
te ot: cigar about one halt
whleh you can flourish
,J;; f~~ rfrom end Is & fou~ta.ln
around In y·o ur hand
of eparkleto.
The moment
and suddenly 1tate that you think you ha.ve
• the fire reaches this fountain
lived long enough and had better oornmlt
hundreds of sparks or !Ire
1
1
~; ·li·1h:t
i"r:'t~ Y~~~ebr~:~g~~g
~~g;~~ to the aotonlshn.1'eun'"toi
d)f~~t1g~~
can prete, d to stab a friend or acquamtnnce. Is stage fire, and will not burn the skin or
Of couroe your friend or yourself are not Jn. clothing. After the fireworks the victim ca,n.
;lured In tl e leUt, but the deception Is perfect l r,ontlnue smoking the clga.r to the end. Price,
-•nd w1ll startle all who see It.
· lOc.. 3 for 211c • i dozen, 90c., malled, post·
Price, lOc., or S tor 25c. by mall, posqoald. pa.ti
'
Q. BElffi, 150 W. 62d St., New ·York C!tJ', C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
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MUSICAL $EAT
'"'

The '6est joke out.
You can have more
fun
than a
circus,
With one of t h e s e
novelties..
All you
have to do Is to place
one on a chair seat
(hidden '!nder a cush-
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1f!h 1:o~~s~~~~';;.i

·

It ta a Uttle -tat
box:.
It looks very lnnocent. But It Is supplied wl~ an lngenlou•
me ch a DI s m
whlcQ
ahoots ott a hannl.eu
cap when 1t ts opened.
You can have more fun

~~~n rr1~{_cu• p~~~ \~:
BINGO In or under
any article and lf will go on: wh"" tt,e arUde la opem,d at removed.
It c:,,n be uoed
&Ii a tunn,- Joke by being placed In a pur,se,
cigarette box or b~tween the leave• ol. •
m~ne, also, under . apy mov&ble article,
n.c,b a• a bool<, .tray, dish, etc. The !!OfGO
can alao be ueed a• a Bu.-F,lar Alum or a:a
u~~flr b! 00;'1!~°!.1~3ow~
or under any article that would be moved
or disturbed abodld a theft be attempted.
Price 1~ cenu eaeb. by mall. postpa.fd.
WOLF.I' NOVELTY ClO- 29 W. 16th llt~ N. Y,

t!h:1~
down.
An unearthly
•hrlek trom the little round d,rum will send
J'Our victim up In the a.Ir, the mo•t puzzled
and astonished mortal on earth. Don't mies
1rett1ng One o ( these genuine la.ugh producers.
Perfectly harmless, and never misses doing !ta
work.
Price 2C cents each, by mall. post-paid
WOJ.,F.tl' NOVELTY CO., 2' W , 26th l'Jt., N. ·y

~.-a:~:t mr::;•~,,r

C.&BD THROU(.B THE HAT TRICK
With this trick you barrow a. hat, aDd apparently shove a card up

rhne I

!v~~~':.!~

lll!fOO.

i~~~rl~: O
card or hat. The oper- J
ation can be reversed,
the performer seemingly !
pushing the card down
through the orown Into .
the hat again. It ta &

n/

TRICK PUZZLE PURSE.
Tlie first attempt usually, made
t _o open it, ta to press down the
little knoh in the center of the
pu.r 1e, ;yhen a SI)1all .n eedle runs
out and ataba them In the !Inger, but does not open lt. You
nd st
th
g~e:Jn!i1~e:ir~p!!e;i, eyes a
ill
ey
Price, 21Sc. each by mall. postpaid.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. 1/.

~~fl

and Interest the closest~'ii~e~~~c!n.r1~~t~~f1~:
lo a.lmost Impossible. It la so simple that a
:_~~~te"s~n learn how to perform It In a few
Price 10 cents each, by mall, post-pa.Id
i
F, LANG. ljll5 Centre St,, B'klyn, N, Y. i
.POWDER.
Gee whiz r What run
you can have with
this st11ff. Moisten the
tip of your finger, tap
It on tb-e contents ot
the bo,x, and a little
~hlt.kwelll h•f lncd·k,. !h etho '1

Veotrlloa,ulst Double Throat

.

Flitt roof ol month ; 11.lw11.ys luvlslbfe; ia;reatell
t,bln&' yet. Aetonbh anrt mystlff your friend!.
Neigh 11.ke a bor"e; whine like a puppy; 11tn r
Ike" canary, and lmtb,te birds aud hea11t" or
\be fleld. 1rnd forest.. Loads of fun. Wondertnl lnventl011. ·rhoU8a11d1 sold. Seud a dime
and a 2e 11tamp for one dozen.

DOUBLE TIIROAT CO.,

Dept. K,

Frenchtown, N. J.

- Tho wonder of the
2ffth Century. Shows
the bones in yonr fln~
gers, lead In a. ponoll,
&c., &o. You ca.n see
through clothes,even
the flesh t.nrns trans·
parent and the bones
ca.n be seen. Very
useful and inst,ructivc. '!'be most lnterestlug instr-u_1
m ent ever 1nven ted. Think of the fun you can h:\ve
with H. Complete X- Ray sh loped, prepn.ld by m:i.il
upon r eceipt of 100 . X·ltA Y Ml/'G. GO., Dept. ~.2,

2t.i E. 2ijd St., N- Y.

SUBPBl8E KJNElllATOGRAPH.
The greatest hit of the
sea.son!
It con:!llsts of &
small metal, nickeled tube.
with a lens
eye view,
which shows a pretty ballet girl In tights.
Hand
It to a friend. who will be
delighted with· the first pie•
ture; tell him to turn th•
screw in center of instru•
ment to change the vl&w•, when a stream ot
water sq\11.-ts Into hl8 face, much· to h Is dis·
gUst. Anyone who has not seen this klnematograpll in operation fs sure to be caught
every time. The instrument can be refilled
with water In a11 Instant, ready tor the next
customer.
Price 2Gc. by u,aU, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St .• N. Y,

DIITA'l;ION FLll:1!1.
Ab•olutely true to Nature!
A.
dandy sea.rt-pin and a rattling good
joke. It le Impossible to do theH
pins justice with a description. You
have to see them to understand how-·
lifelike they are. When people see
· them on you they want to b.ruah
them off.
They wonder "why th.at ·
fly atlcks to you" so persistently.
This Is the most reall•tlc novelty ever
put on the market. It ls a distinct
ornament tor anybody's necktie, and
a. decided joke on those who try to
chase It.
Price, lOc. bl' mall poatpald,
C. BEHR, IGO W. 62d St., .New York City,

This ta no toy, but a real
whisk-broom, R~ lnche• high. It
ts made ot imported Japane1e
bristles, neatly put together, and
can eo.stly be carried in the veat
pocket, reat.ly t,or use at any mo ...
rne.nt:, for ha.ti or olothlng, etc.
Price 10 cental e11.ch, bJ' m&II,
postpaid,

DUPLEX: BICYCLE WHISTLl!:.
Tlils j 9 a doubl~ whistle, pro•
duclng- loud bµt very rich, har(!. BEHR. U0 W. 624 !It~ N. 'rt
monlous aounde, entirely dll'ferent from ordinary whistles, It
~~ ~~~t:!:n~h1\~g p!~~ll~cJ~~;~:
Thi• Is a wicked pig that
and resonant tones at once atdied at an early age, and h0r~
tractlng attention. It 1s an Imhe Is In hla coffin ready f6,:
ported w h I s t 1 e , ha.ndsomel;•
burial. There will be a great
nickel plated. and will be round
ma.ny mourners at his funeral,
.. "
«
n 1
a. very useful and handy pocket
for
this coft'ln, pretty as It
you.r friend, or drop I
companion.
Price, 10c.; S for
a speck down bi1 :
25c.; one dozen, 75c., &~nt by looks. fs very tricky, and the man who get•
1t open will feet real grief. The coffin Is made
back. In a minute he mall, postpaid.
ot metal. perfectly shaped and beautifully
will feel as it h,e bod WOLFF NOVELTY CO •• 29 W. 26th St .• N. l:'. 1-cquered.
The trick ls to open it to aee th-..
the seven years Itch. I
pig.
The man that tries It gets hi• !lngera
!t w1u wuke him scratch, rear, squirm and ,
e.lld feelings hurt, and piggy comes out to
make races. llut It ls perfec tly hnrmleast... as
P't!nt at his victims. Tl,& !' 11bular end of the
It Is made frow tile seeas of wild roses. ·.1·he .
Ct,ffln which everyone (in trying to open)
bor1'1bl~ itch stops In a fp-v minutes, or ~an I
-presses inward, contains a needle which stab•
be checked immediately by rubbing th" spot 1
the victim in his thumb or finger every time.
with a wet cloth. While it ie working, yon :
This is the latest and a. very .. lmpresstv,l•
will be apt to laugh your suspender buttoua :
trick. n · can be opened easily by anyone l,n
rift'. '£he best joke of all. Price 10 cent, a i
the secret, and as a. neat catch-joke to save
box, by mall, postpaid,
yourself from a bore 1$ unsurpt\BBed. PrJce.
10c.; 3 tor 2.'ic., postpaid; one dozen by ex-WOLFF NOVJ, L'.l'l'. 00., 29 W. 26th st., N. Y.
pre!!s, 75c.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. Htb St., N. Y,
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-.A.yva<fs Water-Wingt-.

THE HINDOO WHIRLER,

,

'

Learn , to I swim ,by one, trlal
PrlJ e 20 eeata., PoatpaC4.
Tlaeoe 1nter-wln1J$ take lip no UlOre ,voon tho.n a
pooket--bo.all.ercplef. Tho,. weigh 3 ~uoees and
pert from ot i. 260 po01•do. Witb a. p&tr anrone cu.n
lea.m to awtIM) or 1lou.t. For ueie, yon bave••i to we~

•ut>·

=:.1m!~j ;::: ~Ca ~~t~~:a_tot10tli!.er

e m•
IL F. LA.NG, 18UI Oentre St., B'ld7D, N, JC,

I THE FLUTOPHONE.-A new musical In•
f •trument, producing the sweetest dulcet tone1
, ot the flute.

The upper part o! the instrument
1B placed In the mouth,, the lips covering the
openings In the centre.
Then by blowing
gently upon It you can play any tune desired
ao easlly a• whl•tllng. But little practice la
required to become a :lnlshed player. It fa
ma.de ent!roly of metal, and will last a ll!etlme. We oend tull lnst~uctlons with each
Instrument.

Price 8 cents, by mail, postpaid.

A. A. W Al\FOBD, 16 Hart St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

A white wood.
n o t o h e d stick, 81/2
inches
long, with a
I I
pivot at the end, on
which a metal arm
revolves, Your friend
scrapes the notches with a toothpick, but he
cannot make the metal arm spin unie·ss he
understands the secret. You ca.n scrape the
stick In a c~rtaln way, and the metal whlrll1
to the right. Scrape the same way, and at
the word of command you ca.n make it re• 1
volve In the opposite direction. A mystltylnc
novelty which wlll puzzle and amuee 8'!"l!!t'Ybody. Price, l0c., postpaid.
_,
JIL O'NEll,L, Ull W, H*ll it. • .r-· Y.
-;,

THE FIGHTING BOOSTERS. )
A tull blooded pair ot

VANISHING CIGAR.
This cigo.r Is made In
exact 1mita~ion of a go•cl.
•ne. It ie hel<il by a rultber cord whtcl1, with the

attached oarety p,in, la
tastene.d •n the inside or
the sleeve. When •ffered
to 11 friend, as lt Is abeut •o be taken, It wlU
tnataatly dlsni,pear.
• Price, :l.Oc. each by ma.II. postpa.14.
C, BEHR. 160 W. C2d St .. New York CH:,.

THE JUl\IP[.'i'G FROG.
This little , novelty creates
a.

woo·ld

chief

of

laughter.

attractiveness

is

GOOD LUOJt BANKS.
Ornamental a.s well as u10.
tul. Made or highly nickeled
braBB. It hclds Just One Doi•
lar. Whbn ll!Ied lt opens It•
eel!.
Remains loclted untll
refilled.
Can Qe ·usod as a
wo.tchcharm. Muney refund•
ed it n ot satisfied.
Price.
10c. bT mall.

fighting
g a. m e
c<;>cke.
Theoe llllputlan fighters
ha.ve real tea.there. yellow
~
.
legs o.nd fiery red combs.
~
their movements when
fighting are perfectly natural and llfellke, and tl:\e
secret ot their .movements·
is known only to the operator, who can cause
them to battle with each other aa otten
and as long as desired. Independent ot their
fighting proclivities they make .very pretty
mantel ornaments.
Price for the pair in a.
strong box, 10c,; 3 pairs for 215c. by ma.II.
postpaid.
WOLJTJ,' NOVELTY CO .• 211 W. 20th St .• N, X.

Its

that

K. F. LANO, 18111 Centre St., B'ld;vn, N. Y.
EGGS OF P•ARAOH'S SERl'ENT!J.

A startling and pleasing illusion! "The wa.ys ot the world aro
devious," 11ay.11 Mntthew Arnold,
but the · ways ot the Lightning
Trick Box "'hen properly handled
are admitted to be puzzling and
uncertain.
You take otC the !Id
and •how your friends that It la
tull ot nice candy.
Repl&ce th•
· lid, when you can solemnly aeeuro
your friends that you can lnot11htly empty the
box In their pre~ence without oven!ng- It; and
ta.king orr the lid agal11, sure enough the ca.nd;
has disappeared.
Or you can change the
candy Into a piece of money by tollow!ng the
directions sent with each box.
This is tho
l\eateat and best cheap trick ever invented.
Price, only 10c.; 3 tor 15e •• q,&lled, ))Omtpald.
l'"RA.J.'VK Sl\U'l'H, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

A
wonderful and starlllns
11
novelty!
Pharaoh's Ser j}en ts 0
are produced from a small egg,
no larger than a pea. Place one
or th e m on a plnte, tou c h fire
to It with a common matc h, and
instantly a large serpent, a yard
or more tn length, slowly un ..
colls Itself trom the burnln g egg.
Each ~erpent assumes a different
position. One w111 appear to be
g·llding over the ground, with
he!Ld erect, as though spying
dange r; another will co11 itself up, as 1! pre-paring for the fatal spring upon its victim,
while another w111 stretch out lazily, apparently enjoying its usual noonday nap.
Immediately arter the egg stops burning, the
1erpent hardene, and may afterward be kept
as an amueing curiosity. They are put up in
wooden boxes, twelve ' eg-gs tn a box. Price.
80., 3 boxes tor 20c.; l dozen boxes tor 60c.,
eent by mail, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY 00 .. 29 W. 26th St •• N. Y.

.NEW Tl!:1(-CENT FOUNTAIN PEN.

DEAD SHOT SQUIDT PISTOL .

Jt te,l<Y39 a .few seconds b efore l E"taplng hig,h in the air,

so that wh e n set, v ery innocently along side of an unsuspecting person.
he Is suddenly startled by t he wonde rful
ncth•ity ot. this frog. Price, 15c. e ach by mall

Ll&HTNING TBIOK BOX.

")OStpaid,
- U. 1<'. LANG. 1815 Ceo.tre St .• B'klyn, N. Y.

MANY TOOL KEY RING.
The wonder of the age. The greatest small tool in the world. In this
little instrument you have in combination seven useful tools embracing Ke:,
Ring, Pencil Sharpener, Nail Cutter
and Cleanert ·? tatch Opener, Cigar
Clipper, Letier Opener and Screw
Driver. It is not a toy, but a useful
article, made or outlory steel, tempered and hl,i!hly nickeled. Therefore
will carry an edge
same
any
piece ot cutlery.
As a u•etul toe!, nothinghas ever been offered to the publlc to equal It.
Price. lGc., malled, poetpald.
WOLJ,' F NOVELTY C1l)., 29 W. 26th St .• N. Y,
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THE PEG JUMI'EB.
A v e r y ettectlve
pocket trick, eaally
0
:.~Y bo
paddle Is ohown. Centro.I hole• are drilled through It. A wooden
peg Is Inside ot the up;per hole. Showing now
both sides ot' the paddle, the performer causes,
bv simply breathing upon It. tho peg- to leave
the upper hole, a.nd appear In the middle one.
Then It jumps to the lower hole, back to the
mld41e one, and lastly to the upper hole.
Both al4H of the paddle are repeatedly shown.
Price by man. lllo,
C. BEHR, 1150 W. 62d St., New Yark City.

ne~e1°~l;t<;,tu~~

~

·~
i.1 5.liiii..!sili,-..
7Sxris.a

One of the most .,..,,,,uar and myatlt)'lns
It requires no Ink. All
you have to do la te dip It In w&ter, and It
will write tor an tndeftnite period. The secret
can only be learned by procuring one, and you
can make it :;:. source ot both pleasure and
amu1ernent by clai1'1,ing to yo.ur t'rtenda what

pons on the m&rket.

~o~:~ve~~ 1ffsda t;-g:,id ~!:f. 0Rn;>·; gf.. cWia/~~!:
1

and w!II never leak Ink Into your pocket, a.a a
detective fountaln pen m!gl:\t do.
Price, 10c. each by mall.

WOLFF NOVELT~ CO., 29 W. 20th St., N. Y.

Look!

A CRAND
PREMIUM

If you shoot a ma:a
with thls "gun" he w!II
too mad to accept
E ~ the ancient excuse-'jl
didn't know
it wa.s
. loaded."' It loadb easuy
with a full charge of
water, a.nd taking afm, press the rubber bulb
at the butt ot the Pistol, when a small stream
ot water Is squirted Into his tace. The best
thing to do then Is to pocket your gun and
run. There are "loads ot tun" In this wicked
little joker, which looks ltke a. real revolver,
trigger, cock, chambers, barrti.l and all. Price
only 7c.; 4. tor 25c.; one dozen 60c. by ma.II
post pale\.
II. F. LANG, 18111 Centre St.. B'klyn. N. Y.
-
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Look!

One of these :fine watches FREE t.o anyone sending ua

One- I year's subscription at • •
Two-6 months' subscriptions at
· Fom-3 monthl' subtcriptions at •

$2.50
t.2S ·each
0.65
each
•

For either of the following: "Moving Picture Stories,"
"Happy Day!!," "Wild West Weekly," ''Fame and Fortune Weekly," "The Liberty Boys of '76," "Secret
Service," ''Work and Win," or "Pluck and Luck."

····,"-.,,

There ls only one coildltlon-nd ua the monq ($2.60)
and we will send you the watch. and any one of the above

Face

,ubllca.tlons far the period subsc-rlbed for.

·,,

Premium ',,,,
Coupon ',,

Description of

,,

Date ..•.•••••••• ._ ,,

It

the Watch

rs

American-made, open face, stem wind and set, and will run from 30 to 36 hours
The movement ls the same size as an expensive railroad timepiece,
This coupon when
',,,,
properly filled out
absolutel7 accurate. and each one le JWl.ranteed. '.J?he cases are made in Gold Plate,
nnd forwarded
with
',
Polished Nickel, Gun-metal with Gtlt center and plain Gun-metal.
subscription price en',,,,,,
The design on the back case Is a fancy engraved scrolL
titles the holder to Premium m•mtioned.
',,,~end In Your Subscriptions Now to
',,

with one winding.

Nnme ..........................

Adtlres::i

',,,,

················•••••••>•••• ,,

City ............ State ................. '',,,_

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher

v.

168 West 23d St., N.·
City
...,,.
uwcaw:wa;wu:xzewu. www
D

"WV'E ST
-LATEST ISSUESTounc Wild West and "Pinto Peter"; or, The :t< ·lght at Buck•
horn Ranch.
692 Young Wild West Escaplng Death; or, Arletta.a Fifty Mlle

191

607 Younr Wild West With the Cavalry; or, The Fight at Bear Paaa.
608 Young Wild West Finding a Fortune; or, Arletta and the Flooded
Claim.
609 Young Wild West and the Mexican Raider•; or, Exposing a Cat-

615

tle King.
Young Wild West and the Dynamite Fiends; or, Arletta and
the Avengers.
Young Wild West and the Tenderfoot's Legacy ; or, Baffling the
Claim Jump_e rs.
Young Wild West Helping the Sheri!!'.; or, Arletta and the Express Thieves.
Young Wild West and the Phantom Canoe; or, Solving a Strange
Mystery.
Young Wild West's Square Deal ; or, Arletta and the Rustler'•
Daughter.
Stopping a "Ghost Dance;" or, The Charge of
Yotll1:ig GV:fl~nf

616

Young Wild West and the Mad Miner; or, Arletta and the Secret

617

Yo~~ , :1~1r!t~t and "Gold Dust Bill" ; or, The Man With the
10
Younir Wild West and the Death Brand; or,_Arletta'a Great Risk.
Young Wild West'• Pawnee Purirult ; or, Tne White Flower pt
the Redaklna.
Young Wild West and the Mexican Man Trap; or, Arletta In
the R6bbera' Den.
Young Wild West's Lively Lariat; or.:. Roping the Rustlers.
Young Wild West's Duel With a uozen; or, Arletta'a Onl7
Chance.
Young Wild West Tralllnc a Treasure; or, Outwitting the Road
Agenta.
Younir Wild West Rullng a Ranch ; or, Arletta and the Cowglrla.

Race.
1193 Young Wild West Loat on the Desert; or, The Luck a Sand 61 0

Storm Brought.
1191 Youns Wild West and the Broken Gun; or, Arletta'• Quick Wit
1195 Young Wild Weat Flghtlnar the Cowboys; or, The Doom of the
"Hurrah" Outfit.
and t>he Death Dip; or, Arletta Baffling the
696 Yo

612

697 Young Wild West and "Tarantula Tom"; or, The Worst "Bad

6l 4

8::i~1t:11i,1:~~~

Man" In Arizona.
698 Young Wild Weat and the Silent Six; or, Arletta·a Round-Up In

a Cave.
699 Yos:t~le~~ld Weat and "Broken Bow"; or, The Siege of the
800 Younir Wild West Gatherlnc Gold; or, Arletta'• Wonderful Find.
101 Yoi~~n~lld West Showlnc His Sklll ; or, The Shoot-Up at "Show
102 Younc Wild West Among the Apache•; or, Arletta and the Death
Pit.
803 Younir Wild West and the Government Detectln; or, Tracklnir a
Tricky Thief.
~ Younc Wild Weat Caught on the Clllfa; or, Arletta'• Desperate
Climb.
8011 Youns Wild Weat and the Ranchman'1 Boy; or, The Sheep
Herder' 1 Revenire.
IIOt Young Wild West and the Rival Outl!ta; or, Arletta'• Fight on the
Cattle Range.

611

613

618

619

620
621
622

623
624

:~t

'

~~a~

ror aale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt o!-prlce, 6 cents per copy, In money or postage stamps, ny

168 West 23d St., New York.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY 'BA.CK ]'IUM'BER S

of our weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Write out and
till in your Order and send It to us with the price of the week l!es you want and we will send them to you by return ma!l.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

168 West 23d St., New York.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
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NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM

AND

DREAM BOOK.-Conta.tnlnl" the great oracle
ot human de1tlny; alao the true meantnc of

a lmolt any kind of dream•. to&"ether with
ceremonie•.

cha.rma,

carda.

No. z.

and

curtoua

gamea

of

HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The &'re&t

book ot m&l'ic and ca.rd tricka, contalnln• full
tnatructton on all the leading card tricks of
the day, alao the moat popular mactcal tlluate,na a• performed by our leadlnl' magician,;
e very boy ahould obtain a copy ot th!• book.

No. S.

t,~

• nd
art• th
HOW TO FLIBT.-The
11

~a~~J>~:t~~thblda ~;
~:~~= ~~o~:rta~i~~d:!e
handkerchlef, fan, glove, parasol, window and
bat flirtation, It contain• a full Hat or the

·~·t~ ·e:t:r~oeri.J.fc~ 'I:r~he title of
thia little book. It contain• full ln11truct1on1

1

0

In the art of da.ncln&', etiquette In tho ball-

room and at parttea, how to dreaa, and tull
direction• tor calltnc off tn all popular aquare
dance.a.

No.

11.

HOW TO lllAKE LOVE.-·.A com-

plcte sutde to love, courtlhlp and marrlac•.
a-tvinl' aenatble advice, rule• and etiquette to
be obaerved , with many curtoua and tntereatlns thine• not g-enera.lly known.

ETIQUETTE.-lt la a &"re&t lite aecret, and

No, JO. HOW TO COOK.-One ot the moat

one that every younc m&n de•tre1 to know all
about. There'a happine•• in it.
No. H. HOW TO l\IAKE CANDY.-A
complete hand-book tor making a.11 kinda of
candy, fee- cream, ayrupa, eaaence1, eto., etc.

1n•trucUve book• on cookinc ever published.
It contatn1 recipe• tor cooktnc meata, nah.

ot the brlghteat and moat valuable

-Containing fourteen 111uatrat1ona, glvlng the
different 1>01ltton1 reQutalte to become a good
Al10 conapeaker, reader and elocuttontat.
tainlng gem• from all the popular authora of

No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL,

-One

Everybody wlahea to know how to become beauUThe secret 1a
ful, both male and female.
Uttle book1 ever riven to the world.

•lmple, and almoat coetleu.
0
• :i.XRT~?~A T~::~r.~~T~:p ~t!!E~f

nl:,

camea, aporta, card dlver11lona, comic recltattons, etc., suitable for pa.rlor or drawlnS'It contains more tor
room entertainment.

th

:(? ri'u~\ p~~t:-~sH.-The
hunting and 61hlng guide ever

Nomi1.eyHifv'

moat complete

publlahed. It contain• full lnatructlons about
11.1na, hunting doc•. trape, trapping and fiahIng. together with de,acrtptton ot c-ame a.nd
fish.

No. 22.

HOW TO DO BEC01'"D SIGHT.-

Heller'• 1econd afcht explained t,y h i !! former
aaelAtsnt, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining hov,.- the
1ecret dlalcguea were carried on between the
mn.gtclar.. and the boy on the atace; a.1110 gJv-

ii'8; ¥18

&"ame, and oystera;

&!10

plea, pudding•. cakea

and all kin da or pastry, and a arrand collec•

tton ot recipes.

No. 81.

HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.

ii~ ~oW·

·ro RIDE A BICYCLE.pr~::.
Containing lnatructlona t or be&"lnnere, c h oice
b~~~~neF!l,n1:r °µ~ ..;;~~1!,\nfitu•:~;at~n~ ~m~~ete
No. 86. Ho"· TO PLAY GAMES.-A com-

plete and ueetul llttle book, contalntnc- the

rule• and reirulo.tlonl ot hllllarda, ba.gatelle,

backgantmon, croquet. domtnoei, etc.

No. 86.

HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUllIS.

No. 38.

HOW TO llECOl\IE l'OUR OWN

-Contain ing all the leadtnc conundruma ot
the day, amu1Jnc rtdd lea, curtoua catches and
witty 1ayfngs.
DOCTOR.-A wo nde r!ul book, containing uae-

ful and practical Information tn the treatment
of ordinary disease• and ailments common to
every family. Aboundtnc tn useful a.nd ettec-

11
~0~ ~t~:~a~~~;~f t:~~l~~af~l~in~:rr: ;
canary, mocklr.&"blrd, bobolink, blackbird, pa,ro-

11
~WtAIN DREAlllS.ln~:. 2~~·
This little book give• tho explanation to all
to&"ether with lucky
No. H. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
GENTLEMEN.-Con taln!n&' full direction• tor
0
wi~~,5~ :do'We~nB'ifcok 'iEur~~AST.Contalnln&' full lnstl'uctlon1 tor all kinds of

No. 8. HO'W TO B.ECOllOI: A VENTRILOQC:IST.-By Harry Kennedy. Every lnto!!I"°ent boy readln&' this book o! lnatructlona can
muler the art, and create any amount ot tun

bracing thlrty-tlve llluatratlona. By Professor
W. Macdonald.
No, 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD
A BOAT.-Fully llluotrated. Full lnatructlona

1
1
0
hoNo.t ,1:ur;i:~ ~0Yi f,1;u~1~ u.;~RitEND
MEN'S ,TOKE BOOK.-Contalnlng a &"reat varlety of the Jateat Joke• u1ed by the moat
tamou1 end men. No amateur mlnatrol• ta
complete without thla wonderful little hook.
No. U. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
STUMP SPEAXER.-Conta lnln&' a varied aa-

de!enH made eaay. Contalnln&' over thlrt:,
llluatratlona of iruarda, blowa, and the dln:er-

No. 21, HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF
RECITATIONS.-Co ntalnln&' the moat popular

-Contalnln&' the gra:1de1• 'leortment ot ma&'•

tlve booka, u It will teach you how to box
without &n ln•tructor.
0
1
0
- ~ in~~-t !~!1e~? 11I'~. ~!ot
4irect1ona tor wrltinS' love-letter,, and when

plecea, together with many standard readln&'L
No, 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.t°otrtt~~~fh:'rh~a:~ ~n~~;

~r.;1!c ~~~~.1~c~!~~~ ~h!';..~~r:~~::
bell•, Indian clubo, parallel ban, horizontal
:·;~o~~dh::,~1:~·,:~~ ~l~;mc-:,t:t.~~I~~ ~~';,~10,ri~~~
11:uatratlone.
No. 7. JIOW

:~:r::

1

TO KEEP BIRDS.-Hand-

oquet, parrot, etc.

and atN~~lro. ti\v Tia~~e~~lu;ii;;tT~APS.

~~~i~k;rd:;:_am1,

.-ymna.atto sports and athletic exerclaea.

Em-

It 1a the createat
frlenda.
book ever published.
~o. 10. HOW TO BOX.-Tne art ot •elf-

are given in thl1 little book. together with In1truct1on1 on awimminc and rtdtnc. companion
1porta to boatinac,

Every boy
ent po1ltlon1 of a cood boxer.
1hould obtain on• of theae useful and tnatruo-

aelect1on1 ln uae.. comprlalnS' Dutch dialect.
French dialect, Yankee and Irtah dialect

!or hlmaelt and

:n;1r: :11fe;~r~~•
!'.!t~~}~Eru'ti ~~.
or misery, wea.lth or

when to uae them,

ctvtnc 1pectmen lett,,.r1

tor young and old.
No. 12, HOW TO WRITK LETT1': RS TO
complete

to•truction1

for

:i..·~:u·~~:~~~;t.~1•
tn~;.s o~e;~::oi!cb&:i:~·n:
HOW TO DO IT1 OR, BOOK. OF
LADIES.-Glvinc

0

ti~ ri~pe~6\V :inu.tl.scomplalnta .

PIG'iONS AND RABBIT:.~fGu~'e fu?~~r~:~

poverty.
by a c lance a.t thta lJttle book.

You can tell
Buy one and

be c<>nvl nced.
No. 29, HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every boy abould know how 1nvent1ona

-lncludlng

hint• on how

to

catch

weaeela, otter, rata, aqulrrelo and blrda,

molea,
Aleo

0

1ortment of 1tump apeechea, Negro, Dutch and
Irl1h. Aleo end men'a Jokea. Juat the thln a
tor home amuaement and amateur ahow 1.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A MAGICIAN.
lcal illualona ever p\ace6. before the publto.
Alao trick, with cards. tncantattona, etc.

No, U. HOW TO WRITE IN AN AI.BUM.-A grand collection ot Album Ver•~•
1
0
~~:rtafl~e! ~t af~v!, m:ir!;t~o;,ccs°;,"~~:',; ,e~f b~~=

mor, Reapect, and Condolence: also Vene•
Suitable for Valenttnea and Weddln,;-e.
No. 4ll, TUE BOYS OF NEW YORK MIN-

STREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Some-

thin,- new and very tnatructtve.. Every bo1'
1
1
1
r~:t~4au~~~1ior t!~'ca!i~~. u..!t a:~::~t· a{~!
&~~:~::
1! :1:~~ct~;~ :11~ r:~1~:.
~a- :x~:'p1.
r:tlam,
strel troupe.
optic•. pneumatlca, mecha.nlca, etc.
1

No. 11.
postage atampa, b7
Vor aale b7 all newadealera, or wlll be aent to a117 addreaa on receipt of price, 10 eta. per copy, or 8 tor 211 eta., lu mone7 or

l"J1A.JlK TOUSEY, Publiaher,

168 West 23d St., New York.

